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Commemorative Speech

We celebrated the 30th anniversary of Hansae in November, 2012. Since its founding in
1982, we have developed into a global company in the apparel and fashion industry not
only in quantity but in quality. Looking back at our achievements with all the difficulties of the past 30 years, I’m filled with deep emotions that no words can express.

“Let’s move forward to being a global apparel and fashion leader beyond

our achievements of the past 30 years.”

I founded Hansae Trade Co. in 1972 in the high spirit of youth, and as you know, it went
bankrupt in 1979. It was a blessing in disguise. In despair I learned the valuable lesson
that overconfidence in myself and impatience to get quick results would lead to failure.
Since then, “One step behind” has become my management creed. I was determined
that “My failure in business would not ruin me.” Resolving that “I would take the right
path however hard it may be,” in 1982 I started anew with Hansae Company.
Starting out in a small rented factory in Bucheon City, Hansae grew into a stable company with its own factory built in Gajwa-dong, Incheon City in 1985. In the midst of
the adverse domestic business environment in the late 1980s, the company found new
opportunities for its take-off and made a breakthrough with on overseas venture. The
history of Hansae is the history of overcoming challenges and crises. The company encountered a number of crises, big and small, during its advance into Saipan, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Nicaragua, and Guatemala. The Hansae family overcame challenges it faced
at production sites with an open mind and collective intelligence, and now makes over
US$1 billion in total sales.
My vision for Hansae is “a company which provides its hardworking employees with
the best treatment and which trains, educates, and cultivates its employees.” Accordingly, I have endeavored to develop global-minded individuals with a sense of ownership
by adopting management policies such as shop floor-oriented management, job rotation,
a horizontal organization, and the maximization of overseas experience. I have also tried
to give Hansae people the best treatment in the industry with a rational wage and incentive system. Through these efforts Hansae’s unique culture, which I would call “Hansae
Growth DNA”, has come into being. Hansae people with this DNA have led Hansae to
its success today.
I believe that Hansae will be loved by people around the world and grow into a “worldclass global company” because Hansae people are continuing to do their best all over
the world. I congratulate everyone on the publication of The Thirty-Year History of
HANSAE Co. Ltd. You will find in the book our accumulated experiences, footprints,
and stories of the past thirty years. I hope that the book will help you to look back
how we have come to this pont in our history and be a stepping stone for what we will
become in the future. Thank you.

December 2013,
Kim Dongnyung
Chairman and CEO of Hansae Yes24 Holdings
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Celebratory Address on Publication

We have made unprecedented achievements through our enterprising spirit, diligence,
and perseverance in the unpredictable market environment of the past thirty years. Now
we are gearing up for more productive and innovative work faced with a time when
global competition is and will be more acute. It is my belief that at this new starting line
we must be united in our effort to make the new world that we have dreamt about.
We have now ventured into Myanmar, a land of new and abundant opportunities. We
will reach US$2 billion in sales by 2017 if everything goes as planned. An astonishing
feat, isn’t it? We will continue to push forward with our active investment for growth in
order to achieve the brave new world of US$5 billion to US$10 billion in exports.
More people in even more countries in the world will wear clothes manufactured by
Hansae. The company will stand tall as a genuinely “Fashion Worldwide” company
beloved by all. Thanks to you, the future pioneers of Hansae, I believe that our dream
today will be realized tomorrow, and people around the globe will enjoy what we make.
A company’s competitiveness comes from the passion and enthusiasm of its employees.
The future of a company depends on the mind-set of the employees who actually do the
work. Let us run toward the future which has no limits, uniting the capability and passion of each of us under one mind and one will. Let us create the future that we dream
of! Congratulations on the publication of The Thirty-Year History of HANSAE Co. Ltd. I
would like to express my gratitude to all the people, both at home and abroad who have
helped Hansae grow to this day. And finally, I give my deepest thanks to all the Hansae
people. Thank you.

December 2013
Lee Yongbaek
Vice-Chairman and CEO of Hansae Co. Ltd.
“Hansae’s Thirtieth Anniversary

Let our dream come true in a new world.”
To commemorate the thirtieth anniversary of Hansae Co., we published The Thirty-Year
History of HANSAE Co. I would like to share the joy of the thirtieth anniversary of the
company and the publication of its history with all the Hansae people who have worked
hard and tried their best for the company.
Since its foundation in 1982, Hansae has strived to export apparel. In 2000 our Saipanese
facility made over US$100 million in exports for the first time as a single factory. As of
2013, Hansae stands firm in the apparel industry with ten overseas subsidiaries, thirty-three thousand workers, and over US$1 billion in sales.
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New Start after Trials
and Successes
With the motto of “connecting Korea to the world,”
Hansae Co. Ltd was established in 1982 based on
the successes and failures of Hansae Trade Co.,
which was set up in 1972 to take advantage of the
startup boom in the export-led Korean economy.
Enjoying steady growth with its factory built in
Incheon city in 1985, Hansae turned its direction
to specialized knit production in the late 1980s and
relocated its production base to Saipan, thus laying
the foundation for “global Hansae.” Its steady
growth led to branching out into Nicaragua in 1998
and expanding other manufacturing bases in Central America. In 1993, the company was listed on
the KOSDAQ (then called the curb market) and
then transferred to and re-listed on the Korea Stock
Exchange in 2000, thereby enhancing its status both
at home and abroad.
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Part 01

a time when the industry was presented with the new problems of
replacing old facilities and improving the quality of goods.

Starting an Enterprise:
Hansae Trade Co.
The 1970s in Korea was characterized by a boom in exports, much like the venture boom
of the 2000s. Under the catch phrase, “Let’s develop our country with exports”, talented young Koreans jumped into business with big dreams of developing the country
through exports. Under the licensing system for foreign trade, Hansae Trade Co. was
given a license for the export of goods. Hansae, which means “connecting Korea to the
world” in Korean, was doing its job.

Beginning and Development of
the Korean Textile and Clothing Industry
The Korean textile industry assumed its modern form under the Japanese occupation in the late 1910s. The pioneering companies included
Choseon Textile Inc., which was established with an investment by the
Mitsui conglomerate of Japan in 1917, and Kyeongseong Textile Inc.
(currently Kyeongbang Inc.), which was founded with Korean capital
in 1919. In 1931, Japan began to strengthen its exploitation of Korea by
waging war in Manchuria to make inroads into China. The Japanese
government also supported Japanese cotton textile companies, which
were making their way into Korea to produce war supplies at lower
costs by utilizing an abundant labor force as well as cheap land to
build factories. As Japan, one of the Axis powers in the Second World
War, incurred severe damage from heavy U.S. bombing during the
war, its textile companies poured out of Japan into Korea. Accordingly, when liberated from Japan in 1945, Korea had a considerable
number of textile facilities and factories. The Korean War, however,
completely destroyed them during the three years of fighting, and it
was some time before any of them could actually begin to run. After
the cease-fire in 1953, Korea began to reconstruct its country and economy primarily with the aid of the U.S. The textile industry quickly
found a firm footing in the production of natural fibers such as cotton,
wool, and silk and could satisfy domestic demand sufficiently by 1956.
The massive expansion of the industry led to an excess of supply at
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1 New Start after Trials and Successes

In the 1960s, the fiber industry set out to produce synthetic fiber
under the Five-Year Economic Development Plan of the government
and moved from meeting domestic demands to supplying foreign
ones. The production of synthetic fibers like polyester commenced
in 1968 and grew rapidly with the supply of cheap and abundant
labor. In the 1970s, the apparel industry was flourishing following
the growth of the textile industry and played the role of an advance
guard for national economic development.

Establishment of Hansae Trade Co.
during an Export Boom
In the 1970s, the founding of companies related to international trade
increased rapidly under the governmental initiative to encourage
exports with the motto “Let’s develop our country with exports.” The
Korean government began to promote exports to grow the country
out of its underdeveloped state, recognizing the challenges of the
other avenues of development due to a lack of natural resources and
capital. It granted benefits to companies, lending them initial funds
at lower than regular interest rates with only a letter of credit. Many
young Koreans, in turn, began to establish trading firms with the
hope of helping the country move from poverty into abundance.
One of these youths was Kim Dongnyung, who graduated from
Kyeonggi Middle and High School and Seoul National University,
the most prestigious schools in Korea. After earning an MBA degree
from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, one of
the most famous business schools in the U.S., he came back to Korea
to join the ranks of the founders. In 1972, he started Hansae Trade Co.
with the dream of “connecting Korea to the world”, as the company
name, “Hansae,” implies. The company was headquartered in the
Baejae Building, Seosomun-dong, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul.
At that time, those in the manufacturing business had limited knowledge of international business, and few Koreans had sufficient English
language skills to do their jobs. Keenly aware of this state of affairs,
Kim decided to work with handicraft companies and export various
miscellaneous products. With his competent English skills, he sent
letters to various foreign buyers. He asked them to contact him were
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The worldwide oil crisis of 1978, however, dealt a fatal blow to the
Korean economy. The international oil price rose 2.3 times in the short
period of six months, and the won-dollar exchange rate increased by
36.5%.

they ever in need of Korean products or to meet him if they visited
the country. Sometimes he received answers to his persistent requests
and even had visitors. Soon he gained the trust of foreign buyers. His
training in the MBA program at Wharton helped, and his active marketing worked. Gradually deals increased.

The increase in the price of raw materials and the exchange rate
brought the company to a crisis, for it had to import most of its raw
materials at a drastically increased price after having signed order
contracts with buyers in accordance with an OEM export system.

In the beginning, Hansae Trade Co. sold items that buyers wanted,
such as Easter baskets and animal-shaped garments used in amusement parks. Then, the company started selling to Sears and Kmart,
the two most prominent distribution companies in the U.S. at the
time. Kim, after visiting their main offices himself, made a deal to
export craft items to Sears and garments to Kmart. The company thus
kick-started its development.

A large-scale order that had contributed to the growth of the company was now holding it back. Chairman Kim tried everything that
he could to facilitate a smooth delivery of products, but in 1979 the
company crashed under a pile of debts. While the immediate cause of
bankruptcy was the oil crisis, a large bank loan also significantly exacerbated the situation. The company had borrowed too much money
from the bank to build additional factories, eager to hit “the monthly
one-million-dollar export target” by meeting the increased demand.
The company, having difficulty in holding out after having expanded
its business through debt, received its final blow from the unexpected
oil shock.

Workers in Kyeongseong Textile Inc.

Rapid Growth and Bankruptcy
In 1975, Hansae attempted to specialize in manufacturing and exporting clothing and joined the Korean Apparel Export Association.
It set up Hansae Handicraft as an independent company. As Kmart
increased its orders exponentially, a small clothing factory in Youngdeungpo could no longer meet the demand.
In September 1976, Hansae Trade Co. built a large sewing factory in
Seongnam City, Gyeonggi Province and moved its Youngdeungpo
operations there. Now it was a full-scale clothing manufacturing company deserving of the name. At the same time, it rapidly recruited a
professional workforce for clothing manufacturing.
Fiber/clothing industries were central to the economic development
of Korea in those days. Hansae Trade Co. thus enjoyed rapid growth.
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1 New Start after Trials and Successes

Line at a gas station: A scene during the second oil crisis

Strenuous Efforts to Liquidate
Hansae Trade Co. could not simply ignore orders already placed by
Kmart, its biggest client. Chairman Kim sold his own property to pay
off the debt and provide severance pay for employees, while trying
to produce and deliver merchandise to the U.S. with the small workforce left. The general trade company system made it possible for
Hansae, a bankrupt company, to export its products. Kmart opened
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oil shock.

Workers in Kyeongseong Textile Inc.

Rapid Growth and Bankruptcy
In 1975, Hansae attempted to specialize in manufacturing and exporting clothing and joined the Korean Apparel Export Association.
It set up Hansae Handicraft as an independent company. As Kmart
increased its orders exponentially, a small clothing factory in Youngdeungpo could no longer meet the demand.
In September 1976, Hansae Trade Co. built a large sewing factory in
Seongnam City, Gyeonggi Province and moved its Youngdeungpo
operations there. Now it was a full-scale clothing manufacturing company deserving of the name. At the same time, it rapidly recruited a
professional workforce for clothing manufacturing.
Fiber/clothing industries were central to the economic development
of Korea in those days. Hansae Trade Co. thus enjoyed rapid growth.
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Line at a gas station: A scene during the second oil crisis

Strenuous Efforts to Liquidate
Hansae Trade Co. could not simply ignore orders already placed by
Kmart, its biggest client. Chairman Kim sold his own property to pay
off the debt and provide severance pay for employees, while trying
to produce and deliver merchandise to the U.S. with the small workforce left. The general trade company system made it possible for
Hansae, a bankrupt company, to export its products. Kmart opened
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an export L/C with Daewoo Industry Co., a general trade company,
through which Hansae could deliver its merchandise.
Hansae scraped together raw and subsidiary materials and made
them into products for nine months. The company was finally able
to pay off its debts to suppliers. However, it could not pay off the
bank loan, and its interest obligations snowballed even though it had
disposed of its property by auction sale. The debt was still left over
when Kim restarted his business in 1982. It was not until 1985 that the
company was able to pay off all of the remaining debt.

Part 02

The Second Startup:
Hansae Co. Ltd.
Chairman Kim decided to use the name of the previous company, Hansae, for the new
one founded in 1982. Some of his friends raised an objection to it, thinking it might bring
bad luck, but Kim paid no heed. He believed that the failure was caused by his actions,
not the name.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Lessons from Failure
After founding Hansae Co., Chairman Kim Dongnyung had to work
hard to pay off the debt owed to the bank. He never got back the
buildings that were offered as security, and much of his private
property had been sold. Most of all, the sense of guilt and gratitude
remained strong toward his family and close friends who trusted him
and gave him their full material and moral support.
From this painful experience, Kim learned that it is more important
to enrich the substance of a company than to enlarge its size. Furthermore, he came up with three important principles. First, “Look
around the factory and meet the buyers rather than wasting time at
the bank.” Second, “Go at a slower pace than the actual capability of
the company.” Third, “Rest and exercise during the weekend rather
than being at work seven days a week.” These lessons, gained at the
heavy price of bankruptcy, helped solidify the foundation of Hansae
Co. Ltd and its development.

Reestablishment Achieved with
Total Commitment
After three bitter years of perseverance, Chairman Kim established
Hansae Co. Ltd in 1982. Having no office in Seoul, he rented a factory at the Samjeong Industrial Complex in Yakdaedong, Bucheon City
and remodeled it into a sewing factory. He started again on a small
scale. His second attempt in business was met with strong opposition
from the heads of his family as well as his friends. Some suggested
that he go back to the U.S. for further study and start a new career in
academia. But Kim thought that he could not give up now because he
knew clearly the cause behind the failure. He was certain that by rectifying things that had gone wrong, he would be sure to succeed. His
determination and persuasion finally won his family over, and he set
to his enterprise with their full support.
Choosing clothing as the item for the second startup brought some
doubts. Kim reasoned that the apparel market was still growing and
that the relationship with his previous American buyers was an amicable one. He decided that the company name should be the same
as that of the company established ten years ago, Hansae, although
some worried that the name might bring bad luck. However, Kim
believed that it was his mismanagement rather than the name that
brought about the downfall of the company.
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New Dealings with Kmart through Trust
Restarting the business was not easy. During the initial stage, few
buyers were willing to deal with a company that had once gone
bankrupt. The client that stood by Hansae’s side and helped it the
most in those days was Kmart. It did not cancel the remaining orders
after Hansae went broke and noted that Hansae abided by its contract
through thick and thin. The management of Kmart concluded that
they could trust Chairman Kim, a man of strong will and responsibility. The news that Kmart had commenced to do business with Hansae
again led to the gradual increase of orders. The firm relationship with
Kmart based on trust provided the solid foundation for Hansae’s
comeback.

Some of the workers were high school students who were attending
a night school while living in company dormitories; other workers
were also living in company housing. By the time Chairman Kim
arrived, all of them were busy hauling materials to a safe place so that
they would not get wet. Fabrics on the floor were already soaked in
rainwater, but young workers who woke up at the crack of the dawn
helped minimize the damage. When the rain ceased and all the materials had been salvaged, it was almost noon. Although the monetary
loss was considerable, this accident was a valuable opportunity to
bolster solidarity among employees through hard work and mutual
help. It also enlightened Chairman Kim. He realized that the company should grow in the future in the spirit of harmony and unity.

Chairman Kim believed that business was more than just business
and that it depended on the relationship and social intercourse of
people. This belief played a significant role in the resurgence of
Hansae. While running the company, the first thing that he did in
the morning was go to the hotels where foreign buyers were staying.
He had breakfast with them and led them on a tour around the city,
so that they could converse and get to know each other better. His
relationships with his clients were formed this way, including the one
with Mr. Otto, the general director of Kmart’s Asia Headquarters of
Business, a pious man who did not drink an ounce of alcohol. The underlying trust between Kim and Otto helped the company overcome
its crisis.

Solidarity Bolstered through Flood Damage
The Bucheon factory was a small brick building that generally produced thick outerwear with artificial leather shells and warm padding. As production increased, the number of workers reached almost
200, but the company did not seek expansion.

Dinner with a buyer: The Kims and the Larsons of Kmart at the Choseon Hotel

Next to the factory flowed a small, shallow brook, which barely rose
up to the knee in depth. One night, a heavy downpour came. Chairman Kim had been offering his condolences to a family in mourning
through out the night. Heading home at dawn, he heard that the
factory was about to flood, so he set off for the factory immediately.
When he arrived, the creek water had already flowed into the factory
up to knee-height.
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Part 03

Talent Management and Open Recruitment of
College Graduates

Operation of the Incheon Factory and
Its Early Years

HANSAE Time Capsule
Kim Moves the Hearts of
Young Talents

When Hansae Co. was founded, the apparel industry was restricted by a quota arrangement for the American market and dominated by the general trading companies. Finding it difficult to enter the market, the company decided to focus on the production of
unpopular quota items such as male swimming trunks and non-quota items like synthetic leather wear.

New Nest in Gajwa-dong, Incheon City

HANSAE Time Capsule
Products of
Hansae Handicraft
Hansae Handicraft made a variety of baskets such as bicycle
baskets, Easter baskets, and
dog baskets with thread made
from compressed PVC. The
thread produced by the factory was sent to subcontracted
families who would make
assigned baskets. The baskets
were then delivered to Hansae
Handicraft and exported. The
system was not much different
from home handicraft, manufacturing and the sales did not
make much profit. In the early
years, Hansae Co. and Hansae
Handicraft were one family
under the same Hansae roof.

Hansae was in the black from its early years. In 1985, three years after
restarting his business, Chairman Kim finally managed to pay off all
the bank loans of Hansae Trade Co. and bought a factory in Incheon
City. With this purchase, at last, Hansae was set for steady growth.
In the 1970s, the furniture industry experienced a boom, and a lumber
yard was created in Gajwa-dong, which was ideally located near the
sea, thus making the transportation and storage of hardwood easier.
Hansae purchased the factory site for about 1.5 million dollars(refers
to U.S. dollars unless otherwise stated) through the Adjustment Corporation, later known as the Korea Asset Management Corporation.
The site, formerly occupied by Taeheung Lumber, was 14,500 square
meters in size. Hansae used half of it and rented out the other half.

Talented young recruits from
prestigious universities would
have been reluctant to join
Hansae Co. if they had seen
only the exterior environment
of the Incheon factory at that
time. During the interview,
however, Chairman Kim did
not simply ask questions. He
expressed his pride in Hansae,
which exported all of its products and explained to applicants the company’s policy
to encourage its employees
to live out their dreams and
his vision of overseas expansion. This impressed them.
Kim’s vision, philosophy, and
honesty moved many talented
youths’ hearts.

In 1986, Hansae openly hired college graduates for the first time. This
was the result of Chairman Kim’s philosophy which emphasized the
importance of managing human resources and developing leaders
for the company. He had firmly believed in the philosophy of young
talent management since he started his own business. Competition
was fairly high at the open recruitment exam, with only five applicants selected out of two hundred. Applicants had to take tests in
English skills and general knowledge, then go through two stages of
interviews over three days. This selection process was quite an advanced one compared with the general hiring practice at other companies, especially clothing manufacturers, at that time.
Also, Hansae was ahead of other companies in giving competitive
wages to its employees. Between 1987 and 1988, the gross salary for
its new recruits was about 350,000 won, approximately $350, which
roughly equaled that of larger companies like Samsung and Daewoo.
At that time, the apparel market was dominated by big companies
such as Hanil Synthetic Fiber Co., Kolon, and Samsung, and export
garment companies such as Samdo Corporation, Choisin Corporation,
and Sinseong Trade Co. Although its size was small, Hansae tried its
best to bring in outstanding talent and treat them accordingly with
appropriate pay. This has remained the basic policy of Hansae to this
day.

The Incheon factory was largely composed of two buildings. One
building contained production lines, the sales department, and storage facilities for Hansae Co. The other was used for making crafts
by Hansae Handicraft. A small office building stood independently
where the departments of accounting, general affairs, and foreign exchange were located.

Blueprint of the Incheon factory in 1985
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Focus on Woven Outerwear Products
Hansae’s staple product was woven outerwear in those days. Its primary client was Kmart, but it also made deals with import traders like
York East and Jonathan Stone. Efforts to develop new items resulted
in the production of hunting wear, which it exported for the first time
in Korea. The company also made a solid profit from a newly-developed male swimsuit similar to shorts that could be used at the beach.
At that time, there were many Hansase subcontractors in Bupyeong
area, but the sharp rise in wages in the Seoul-Incheon area made it
necessary to find subcontractors in such places as Daegu, Daejeon,
Kwangju, and Busan. Those provincial cities, though far from Seoul,
could provide a cheap, skilled labor force. However, it was not easy
to enter into a deal with and manage them. Hansae, though soon
became popular with its subcontractors and was regarded as a role
model in the apparel circle because it always paid them in cash.
First ad for university recruits,
Joongang Newspaper, November 12, 1985

Because of the quota restrictions of the U.S. market at the time, clothing companies had to buy profitable quotas allocations at a high price.
In fact, they were hard to find. Expert vendors like Segye Corporation were flourishing, so it was difficult for Hansae to break into the
market. Hansae was thus forced to develop and export an unpopular
quota item like male swimming trunks or a non-quota item like synthetic leather wear.
In 1986, Hansae Co. and Hansae Handicraft turned over $6,000,000
and $1,000,000 in exports, respectively. In 1987, the total sales reached
$13,150,000. The company had about 300 employees including the 30
managerial staff on the six production lines.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Foreman Kim, Foreman of
the Completion Team
Working at the Incheon factory was tough, but everyone
had a lot of fun as well. The
new recruits lived together
as a group for three months,
doing the boxing work of the
completion team or working on the cutting team until
midnight. This turned out to
be a kind of training for new
recruits.
During the weekend, managers joined in the boxing process. After work, everyone
including managers, workers,
and recruits would go to the
nearby Incheon Liberty Park
and cheer up each other by
feasting on barbecue and soju,
an alcoholic Korean beverage.
Chairman Kim sometimes
joined the get-together and
earned the nickname “Foreman Kim, Foreman of the
Completion Team.”

Overseas expansion was one option to overcome the difficulties
posed by the unstable domestic labor market. Only seven textile
companies invested $2.4 million overseas in 1985. But the rate was
quickly growing, with eighteen companies investing $8.9 million in
1986 and nineteen companies investing $12.8 million in 1987. Also the
investment destinations expanded into Central and South America,
Southeast Asia, and the American territories. The increasing foreign
investment by domestic clothing companies was a good way to utilize
cheap overseas labor and prevent the companies of less-developed
countries from outpacing them in competition. It was also an effective
way for exporting companies to overcome the barriers of the American market.
Most of the apparel export companies preferred to focus on the
domestic market rather than taking the risk of overseas expansion.
However, Hansae decided to relocate its production base to a foreign
land to strengthen its international competitiveness. It began to explore ways of overseas expansion to overcome the hurdles caused by
increasing wages, labor disputes, and the worsening export environment of the American market.

Worsening Domestic Business Environment and
Overseas Expansion
Around the time of the 1988 Seoul Olympics, labor disputes surfaced
across the domestic industry, affecting even Hansae Co. Labor conflicts continued all over the country and led to higher wages. The
decrease of productivity forced a number of companies to shut down.
Many predicted that the labor-dependent, export-oriented apparel
industry was going to go downhill. But Hansae kept growing steadily,
if not as exponentially as its predecessor Hansae Trade Co., upon its
solid foundation. During these turbulent conditions, though, the company had to change its strategies for further growth.
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Part 04

HANSAE Time Capsule
Special Night School: Dream-Tree Class
On one sewing line at Incheon the factory were young students busy
with their work, some of whom had worked for Hansae from the
days of the Bucheon factory. They were high school students of a special night school called the Dream-Tree class. The company cut down
the operation of the line a little early for them sometimes so they
could go to night school to take classes, after which they came back to
the company dormitories. At that time, there were a large number of
students who came from rural areas or suffered from financial difficulties. Many schools around the industrial complex offered special
industrial training courses for them. College graduate employees of
Hansae volunteered to found a night school within the compound
of the company, so that the “dream trees” could keep on with their
studies.
When labor disputes got fierce, these dream trees as well as most of
the other Hansae employees entirely supported the company. When
they heard that the Catholic Church was supporting the activities of
the militant labor union, they enthusiastically defended the company. They even voluntarily visited Myeongdong Cathedral in Seoul, as
well as other Catholic churches around the factory, to advocate for
Hansae, which had done nothing to warrant blame.

Designated as a mid-sized export company, 1986
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The Cornerstone of
Global Hansae: Saipan
After much consideration, Saipan, a U.S. territory in the middle of the Pacific, was
chosen as the first location for an overseas venture. Because it was an American territory,
the island was not subject to quota restrictions or the imposition of tariffs.

The First Overseas Subsidiary:
Kyungsuh Co. Ltd.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Earning an Establishment
Permit
The Saipanese government refused to grant the factory establishment permit on the ground
that it would pollute the environment and that Saipanese
residents did not welcome it.
While collecting information
through a market survey of the
locals and Koreans living in
Saipan, Chairman Kim became
acquainted with an American lawyer who had settled
in Saipan after serving as the
Attorney General of Saipan. He
was able to give Kim an important piece of information
which was that the Saipanese
government, which had declined to give the license for the

Relocating factories to a foreign land was an adventure in itself in the
1980s when international trips were not common in Korea. First of
all, it was difficult to decide where to relocate them. Korean companies tended to prefer Asian countries as production bases. They had
an abundance of labor, and their governments, eager for economical
development, would be ready to cooperate or offer assistance in the
relocation. The Asian option would definitely provide an advantage
especially in the initial phase of relocating and building factories. But
long-term growth could never be predicted with certainty because
quota restrictions were allocated to Asian countries.
Some firms preferred Central American countries, which were a
non-quota region and close to the U.S. At the same time, the Central
American option had a disadvantage as well in its distant location
and wide cultural difference from Korea. In addition, the population
size was relatively small for sufficient labor supply, and the apparel
industry was almost nonexistent in Central America.
After much consideration, Hansae decided that the first overseas destination should be Saipan, a small island in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean and a U.S. territory. About the size of Ganghwa Island, Saipan
was generally known as a tourist destination with its blue sea and
white sandy beaches. It was also famous as a battlefield where the
Japanese and American soldiers fought during the Second World War.
As a U.S. territory, Saipan had the advantage that no tariffs were im-
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Part 04

HANSAE Time Capsule
Special Night School: Dream-Tree Class
On one sewing line at Incheon the factory were young students busy
with their work, some of whom had worked for Hansae from the
days of the Bucheon factory. They were high school students of a special night school called the Dream-Tree class. The company cut down
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could go to night school to take classes, after which they came back to
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students who came from rural areas or suffered from financial difficulties. Many schools around the industrial complex offered special
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well as other Catholic churches around the factory, to advocate for
Hansae, which had done nothing to warrant blame.

Designated as a mid-sized export company, 1986
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past five years, was reconsidering the matter. Kim asked the
lawyer to contact him should
that be the case, and returned
to Seoul. Before long he got the
news that the Saipanese government might grant the permit.
Kim hurriedly made his way to
Saipan and submitted an application. Finally, he was able to
obtain a license to establish a
manufacturing facility.

posed on exports to the U.S., nor were goods subject to quota restriction rules.
Nonetheless, Saipan posed serious problems as an overseas destination with its poor industrial infrastructure, small population of about
sixty thousand people, and their lack of manual skills. However, the
company could bring in foreign labor if it kept to the principle of
20% local employment. Besides, several Korean firms like Wonchang
Corporation had already found a place in Saipan, along with China’s
Ruenthai and Taiwan’s SMI. With their experience to refer to, Hansae
could figure out what things would be like after the relocation.

Overcoming Unexpected Barriers

HANSAE Time Capsule
Sewage Construction
More Difficult than
Factory Construction
After it came up with a compromise with the residents with
great difficulty, Hansae believed that all it had to do was
to choose a local company and
connect about a mile of sewage
pipes. But more difficulties
lay ahead. First of all, a local
Korean company that claimed
to have done such work had, in
fact, no experience in sewage
system construction. Much
time and money was spent
without any progress.
Knowing the futility of standing still, frustrated Chairman
Kim and his staff began the
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In 1986, Hansae attained a permit to build a factory from the
Saipanese government. About twenty companies received their licences at the same time, about which the U.S. government expressed
its concerns. Too many licences were granted all at once. After that,
the Saipanese government did not give any permission for new factories for a long period of time. In retrospect, it was a great advantage
to get the permit because price competitiveness was directly related
to quotas and tariffs.
However, the initial euphoria was short-lived, for a higher barrier
was waiting. The overseas subsidiary, Kyungsuh Co. Ltd., was established in March 1988, and it rented a tract of land on a hill near the
Gualorai coast under a long-term lease. A construction company was
selected, and H-beams for the steel structure were transported by air.
But the construction work could not start because the residents in the
neighborhood were strongly opposed to it. The Saipanese government said it could not grant the construction permit due to the residents’ opposition, even though it had already given the company the
permit to found a factory.
Chairman Kim and his staff could not but feel impatient and anxious
over the dream of the first overseas expansion being postponed. If
they could not build a factory in Saipan on time, they would definitely suffer enormous financial loss. They had to find an alternative
location, which would be an enormous task. Kim felt frustrated and
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construction on their own.
They thought, too simply, that
all they had to do was to ask
a house building company
to dig up the ground and lay
the pipes. However, the lay of
the land, soil, and streams of
Saipan were totally different
from those in Korea. To keep
the pipes level, one had to dig
deep and then they encountered rocks. They also thought
that the sewage only had to
flow from a higher to a lower
level because the village was
located on higher ground. Yet
sometimes they had to install manholes in the middle
with pumps that would bring
up the sewage. It was like
knocking one’s head against a
stone wall. However, Hansae
gradually solved the problems
thrown at them one by one
with an ardent belief that the
construction of the sewage
system would lead to the construction of the factory. Eventually, they were able to start
the much sought-after factory
construction.

desperate. In fact, all the companies that had obtained a license were
in the same boat, and a few of them chose to give up. Time flew by,
and the H-beams began to gather rust. Hansae explored various ways
to solve the problem, but the only way to start work was to get the residents’ approval in a hearing. Hansae came up with some twenty suggestions after a long discussion with the residents and explained them
what the company would do. But their minds were not easily changed.
Then, Kim and his staff hit a bright idea: the sewage system.
During the foundation work, Hansae found that the sewage system
of the area was not adequately installed. They petitioned the Saipanese
government to connect sewer lines but to no avail. The sewage system
was in an unsatisfactory condition both in the residential area and
at the factory site. Hansae thus suggested that it would improve the
sewage system in the entire area. The residents, who had vehemently
opposed the construction of a new factory, began to support the project.

View of Saipan Kyungsuh, Hansae’s first overseas production base

Factory Completion and Full-Fledged Production
The Saipanese factory site was on hard bedrock in densely forested
area, so the construction work had to start with shattering the rock.
The muddy surface was so thick and sticky that one had to struggle
to walk 10 meters. Besides, the work was often interrupted due to
frequent squalls. Most of the construction workers were Filipinos,
and they believed they would catch a cold if they got their hair wet in
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the rain. So they were busy taking their shirts off to cover their heads
whenever it rained. The lack of electricity was another problem. The
Saipanese government told Hansae to solve the problem in its own
way as in the case of the sewage system. Hansae decided to build its
own power plant for the factory and dormitory, but it turned out to
be time–and-labor consuming work.

ordinary weekends, and there could have been serious injuries to the
employees as well as significant building damage. Fortunately, everybody was awake, and miraculously the evacuation took place efficiently without any casualties.
On July 20, 2003, a fire broke out in the dormitory. The kitchen was
next to the dormitory, and it was customary for many employees to
take a nap after lunchtime. On that day, the employees had finished
enjoying their respite and left the dormitory before a fire broke out.
The flames spread to decimate half of the dormitory building. Fortunately, there were again no casualties. However, some workers
kept their money in the dormitory, and the amount was considerable
for many of them. Regrettably, they could not prove its existence or
recover it because of the fire. All the managers contributed to a collection of money and delivered it together with the company’s contribution to console those workers.

On December 24, 1988, the first Saipanese factory (Factory 1) started
to run with two lines after overcoming all those difficulties. In the
initial stage, the factory was operated by over one hundred employees from the Incheon factory who volunteered to work in Saipan. The
unskilled indigenous Chamorro people were hired as simple laborers.
It was so difficult to build a factory in Saipan that only five or six out
of the twenty licensed companies actually completed their projects.
However those with Saipanese factories were now able to sell their
products in the American market with no restriction. They could
enjoy this exclusive monopoly for a long while. Soon, production
increased as a result of the hard work by the company and the favorable external conditions. Two more lines were added to Factory 1, and
a second factory (Factory 2) was built next to the first with four lines.
Kyungsuh now had two factories with eight production lines and two
dormitory buildings. The number of Korean employees gradually decreased as they were replaced by Korean-Chinese laborers who were
highly motivated, and skillful, but willing to work for lower wages.

Interior of the Kyungsuh factory in Saipan

The manager who called Chairman Kim to report the fire received
quite a simple reply: “Is anyone hurt? Well, it can’t be helped. Cope
well with the situation.” He was moved by the chairman’s message
that everything was all right as long as no one was hurt. In his panic,
he was in fact worried about receiving an angry response when reporting the first disaster. The accident showed Kim’s magnanimity
and composure in the face of a critical situation.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Overcoming a Water and Fire Disaster at the Saipanese Factory
An athletic meet was to be held on one Sunday in 1999. The first
game was scheduled to start at seven because of hot weather. All the
employees were busy preparing at dawn to get together by six, but
unfortunately, heavy rain was pouring down in the early morning.
However, few people were concerned about it, for it was not common
in Saipan to rain all day long.
The heavy shower, however, turned everyone’s expectations upside
down. Suddenly, earth and sand from the hill behind the factory
streamed down sweeping up the drums placed behind the dormitory
and smashing them into the building. Had it not been for the athletic meet, people would have been sleeping late in the building as on
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Part 05

Successful Transition to
a Specialized Knitwear Production Company
With its characteristic high motivation and “tenacity to accomplish its project correctly,”
Hansae quickly changed its course and became a company specializing in knitwear production. As a reformed company, it soon began to take the lead in the knitwear business
with its strong production capacity and innovative techniques, and achieved much success during the Saipanese period.

Chairman Kim and his staff reviewed their product list from various
perspectives for two years while they were preparing for overseas
expansion and the factory was being constructed in Saipan. The woven
outerwear Hansae used to produce in Korea was a bulky, high-priced
item as it had to go through various stages of processing. When Hansae
made outwear in Korea, it had to focus on producing expensive items
due to the quota restriction. When outerwear was out of season, the
company developed and produced male swimming trunks which were
not subject to the U.S. restriction. However, the situation in Saipan was
quite different from that of Korea in terms of the supply of subsidiary
materials and the availability of skilled workers. Saipan also had the
advantage of being a customs-free, non-quota zone. It was of utmost
importance to reconsider and reselect items to produce.
Producing male swimming trunks was not a problem, but outerwear,
the original main product, posed several problems with respect to
overseas production, and alternative plans had to be made.

New Challenge: Knitwear Production
The CCCN (Customs Cooperation Council Nomenclature) classified
products by their quality, material, form, and use into several groups
to facilitate customs assessment. Korean apparel firms rarely produced knitwear which was made by circular knitting machines such
as cotton t-shirts quoto #338/9 and knit shirts quoto # 638/9 because
the country was under very strict quota regulation. However, some
of the companies with factories in Central America, a non-quota area,
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were enjoying success through knitwear production. Hansae concluded that Saipan, as customs-free and non-quota area, had a chance of
ultimate success although it was far from the U.S. The company started to prepare for the transition to knitwear production.
After thorough research, Hansae selected knitwear and formal dress
shirts as the two finalists. At the time, dress shirts were a very important item in high demand. For instance, a Busan factory of Daewoo
Corporation, which was leading domestic textile export, had over
thirty thousand workers involved in dress shirt production. Other
famous firms such as Hyupjin Yanghaeng and Samdo Corporation
were also focusing on the production of dress shirts. However, they
were suffering from the strict quota restriction. Therefore, many
companies with factories in Saipan focused on dress shirt production,
taking advantage of it being a non-quota area. A few companies like
Wonchang Corporation, which produced knitwear from the beginning in Korea, were the only exceptions. Several American buyers
enthusiastically offered to supply Hansae with raw and subsidiary
materials and machinery along with other things if the company decided to produce dress shirts. The production of a dress shirt seemed
to be a safe road that promised some immediate profit. Moreover,
Hansae had no previous experience with knitwear production, which
would thus be a high-risk business.
There were many differences between knitwear and woven wear production even though they were in the same apparel industry. From
light garments such as suit pants and Y-shirts to heavy garments like
down jackets, woven wear production required more complex processes and more subsidiary materials than knitwear. However, there
was no need to worry about the fabric because it could be simply
bought and sewn together. However, with knitwear production, one
had to go through the entire process of fabric production from purchasing the yarn to knitting the fabric to dyeing it. For Hansae, which
had just ventured in to overseas expansion, the transition to knitwear
production seemed like a risky adventure because they had no previous experience.
The question was whether Hansae should choose the safe path of
dress shirt production or take the risk of knitwear production. The
very existence of the company hung on this vital question; ultimately, Hansae chose knitwear. The fashion trend of the world as well as
the U.S. was advancing toward comfortable, practical casual knitwear, and the prospect of its popularity seemed to auger well for the
growth of the business.
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Knitwear production proved to be a rocky road in the early stages.
Producing outerwear with thirty to fifty pieces of cloth would seem
much more difficult than producing knit shirts with only five pieces.
However, it was not so simple. Both the sales and production departments had to face new difficulties, yet Hansae steadily increased its
know-how in knitwear production.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Overcoming Initial Difficulties in Polo Shirt Production
When the discussion over polo shirt production was still ongoing,
Kim had a chance to talk far in to the night with the branch manager of Levi’s, who while on a business trip was forced to stay a day
more due to a hurricane. They were of a similar age and got along
quite well with each other. While conversing late into the night, the
manager asked, “Each line would produce at least a thousand Polo
shirts per day after the employees have been trained for two or three
months, wouldn’t it?” At that moment, Kim thought that he was sure
of the extent of production; however, as his confirmation would set
the standard for the processing fee, he tempered his response. “A
thousand pieces? Well, eight hundred pieces would be possible in six
month’s time.” At this reply, the manager said, “Do you know how
many pieces are produced in the Dominican Republic or Pakistan?
What an excellent skill Koreans have! Isn’t it more than possible?” In
fact the polo shirt production of Hansae increased as rapidly as Kim
had stated and the manager was given to believe.
The initial production rate of eight hundred rose to two thousand in
a couple of years, and went over twenty-four hundred in a few years.
Neighboring companies even came on field trips to learn from Hansae‘s success, and Hansae willingly opened its facilities and processes
to its competitors. To that extent, Hansae had confidence in itself and
tried to get along well with other apparel firms.

Commencement and Development of the Knitwear Business
Hansae began to gear up for its knitwear business while its factories
were under construction in Saipan. In 1989, a knitwear department
was established in the Daeha Building in Yeouido, Seoul, which
opened the Yeouido era of Hansae. It started in an office of modest
scale no larger than 66 square meters with five desks. Next to the
office was the development room with two sewing machines and a
fabric worktable. However, the company gradually began to scout
professionals of knitwear production from outside sources and accumulated its own technical skills and productive capacity; thereby, it
established itself as a specialized knitwear production company.
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It was ultimately a foresighted choice to redirect the course of the
company to knitwear production over dress shirt production. Over
time, even the companies that had produced dress shirts began to
produce knitwear.

Polo Shirt Production and Rapid Growth
For the first couple of years, Hansae in Saipan produced basic knitwear such as round neck, V-neck, and turtleneck shirts. The company
began to overcome its initial difficulties and the production system
rapidly stabilized. From this time to the mid-1990s, Levi’s and Gap
were the two major clients that boosted the growth of Hansae. Within
a few years after the Saipanese factory started operation, it came to
produce Polo shirts through expanded business with Levi’s, which
again demonstrated Hansae’s characteristic entrepreneurship through
high motivation.
Levi’s was producing Polo shirts with pique fabric in Pakistan and the
Dominican Republic when the firm began to look for alternative subcontractors and reviewed factories in Saipan. However, most firms in
Saipan were reluctant to produce Polo shirts; orders for simple knitwear were overflowing, so there was no reason to produce Polo shirts,
which would pose technical difficulties and high risks with their
collars and buttons. However, Hansae volunteered to do the difficult
job. Levi’s decided to put in a small order and examine the results
before striking a major deal. Both companies were satisfied with the
outcome.
As Hansae was producing Polo shirts, other companies began to pay
attention to Polo shirt production. However, Hansae had already
strengthened its position as the unquestionable leader in the field by
increasing productivity and developing new fabrics like stripes and
jacquard as well as using the basic pique fabric. With such efforts
to meet new challenges without settling into a comfortable routine, Hansae was able to accelerate growth in the Saipanese period
exponentially.
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Part 06

Growth and Expansion of
the Saipanese Subsidiary
Hansae’s venture into Saipan was successful. It solidified its standing as a sound medium-sized enterprise and formed the foundation for sustainable growth. For ten years
from 1989 when the Saipanese factory was built to 1999, the company enjoyed its first
golden age, a time when it was free from worry.

Acquisition of New Star Corporation
In April of 1991, Hansae Co. Ltd. took over New Star (Sinseong)
Corporation, which was not far from the Kyungsuh factory. Then, in
October, 1993, it merged Kyungsuh and Sinseong and established
Hansae Saipan Inc. anew.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Kam Factory
In 1994, Hansae acquired
the Kam factory, a two-production line manufacturing
facility. Kam was originally
a construction company that
had built a famous hotel as
well as Hansae’s factories in
Saipan. As the company relocated, the Kam factory became
a part of Hansae’s factory. It
generally produced tank tops
for Abercrombie & Fitch.

creasing demand, so there was an urgent need for additional factories.
The company established American Pacific(AmPac) Textile, Inc. in the
Tanapag area and built two factories one by one over time, adapting
to the increasing orders. AmPac, which grew over several years, had
four lines for each factory with eight production lines in total like the
Kyungsuh factory. Thus, Hansae became a strong medium-sized enterprise with twenty production lines in total, with eight in Kyungsuh,
two in New Star, two in Kam, and eight in AmPac.
The factory site of Kyungsuh was on the coast of a coral island, and
smashing a layer of rock bed during construction was a big problem.
AmPac, on the other hand, was to be built in an area where American
soldiers had installed oil tanks during the Second World War. No one
expected that any difficulties would arise during construction. However, a surprise came in the form of fish and birds living in the site’s
area. When the construction began, some members of American environmental organizations came to protest, saying that the fish should
not be killed. They also demanded that the trees remain for the birds.
Consequently, the construction to prepare the ground had to be
stopped, and there was an unusual time when construction workers
had to wave bamboo sticks to shoo the birds away.

Sinseong was a small factory located in downtown Saipan. The eight
lines of the two Kyungsuh factories were producing Gap hoodies,
polo shirts, and Levi’s polo shirts. New orders for polo shirts from JC
Penny made it necessary to take over the nearby Sinseong factory.
Sinseong was not big by any means. It had two production lines, a
small dormitory and a cafeteria; the free space could barely fit a container. Over 120 production employees worked there with only two or
three Korean managerial staffers, but the production process went on
smoothly. The small size of the factory made its friendly environment
possible. Acquiring the Sinseong factory, Hansae now could operate
ten production lines in total. The increase of orders resulted in a rise
in production capacity.

Establishment of American Pacific Textile, Inc.

NEW STAR employees at a Thanksgiving feast, 1991

Around the mid-1990s, Hansae came to deal with more diverse
buyers and produce a greater variety of items. The original Kyungsuh
and Sinseong factories were not large enough to accommodate the in-
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workers received treatment and wages under strict American law.
Social infrastructure and government policies in Saipan were sometimes unreasonable, but these were things the company learned to
contend with. The company encountered greater difficulties than they
had anticipated, and there were also completely unexpected obstacles
along the way. However, overall, overseas expansion to Saipan was
successful. The company was able to grow into a solid medium-sized
enterprise, while establishing and maintaining the foundation for sustained growth.

Briefing at the AmPac factory, Saipan

Year-end party at AmPac, Saipan 1998

Foundation of Continuous Growth
Established in the Saipanese Period
The first overseas venture in Saipan caused endless strains throughout its development. There were not only business difficulties in
production and exportation, but also cultural and communication
difficulties, . The company was even accused of repressing its workers because of a picture an NGO had taken of an iron fence around
a factory, which was actually installed because of Saipan’s poor
public safety. At a casual glance, the factory in the picture could have
seemed like a prison. If American consumers had gotten the impression that Hansae was exploiting its labor force, it could have devastated the company. Being in an American territory, the Saipanese
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Through the experience of the Saipanese period, Hansae learned that
the key to localization is understanding local government policies and
making harmonious relationships with local residents. The singular
pursuit of profits was not the way to go for the long-term operation
of factories and success. Instead, the company had to have a business
ethic which stressed serving the community and the will to put it into
practice. Hansae played the leading role in contributing to the local
community by employing locals and providing scholarships for them.
During the Saipanese period, Hansae accumulated know-how about
managing human resources while diverse people including the
locals, Koreans, Filipinos, and Chinese were living together within a
limited space as they worked for the company. Know-how did not
mean having any special skills. Hansae only sought to create many
opportunities for people to communicate with each other and share
their feelings regardless of nationality, ethnicity, and position within
the company. Every week, so many events were held such as picnics,
get-togethers, athletic meets, and competitive exhibitions that someone even said, “There are no weekends at Hansae.” The Korean managerial staff participated in local staff members’ family events without
fail, sharing their feelings with them. These various events helped
form the collective identity of Hansae’s employees, and this identity
helped everyone develop harmonious relationships.
Hansae strengthened the welfare system for its workers as well. While
remaining loyal to the mission of enterprises to make profits, Hansae
decided that workers should receive more than the mere minimum
wage. This policy helped form a trust between labor and management
and created the driving force for mutual development. It became one
of the unique cultural aspects of Hansae, because of lessons learned
during the Saipanese period to foster employees’ capability through
overseas service and job rotation and to provide ample opportunities
for international experience. Hansae, by running its organization with
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flexibility and entrusting its staff with full authority, created an atmosphere where young talents could push their own projects forward in
a substantial way. These policies, unprecedented and unconventional for those days, ultimately nurtured the growth of global-minded
talents. Various business activities during the Saipanese period laid
the foundation for Hansae’s “shop floor-oriented management” philosophy, which attached more importance to production sites than
anything else. It functioned later as the core DNA on which the exceptional growth of the company was based.

HANSAE Time Capsule
The Importance of Firm Foundation Work
The land set aside for the AmPac factory encompassed a large area of
over 20 thousand square meters. During the bargaining process, the
landowner stated that he would sell the front part of the land at a
higher price than the rear part. But Hansae thought it would be less
complicated on paper to buy the land at an average price. The discussion went on for several days, and then H company bought the land
in front of the factory site in discussion and began their own construction project. The entire area was on a slope, and it seemed that a ranch
would be preferable to the AmPac factory, which would be situated
above the H company facility.
After the discussion, Hansae bought the land and began construction
by building a high embankment. However, the original ranch used to
set fires in order to create grassland, so when a heavy rain poured, a
large amount of water which was not absorbed by the earth ran down.
One day, a heavy rainfall came during the construction and destroyed
the embankment, which fell H company’s land. Hansae had to pick
up the debris and rebuild a stronger embankment from the very foundation up.
Being a nuisance to a neighboring company, this accident revealed to
Hansae the safety problem of the AmPac factory. After the accident,
Hansae unwaveringly emphasized building a solid foundation above
everything else.

Hansae held many events to facilitate communication and share feelings
among employees regardless of nationality and ethnicity.
Kyungsuh employees on an excursion to Saipan’s Jungle Beach B-Course, March of 1989

HANSAE Time Capsule
Starting Emotional Management through Communication
- Jogging Management Commenced in the Saipanese Period
From the beginning, Chairman Kim preferred jogging, a healthy exercise that every employee could enjoy together, to a sport like golf
that tends to be associated with the so-called leaders of society. Kim
practically resided in Saipan for the initial two years and would wake
up early at dawn to jog with the employees along a four-mile course
in Memorial Park that ran along a beautiful beach. He continued this
practice whenever he went on a business trip.
In around 2000, when the growth of the Saipanese subsidiary reached
its peak, the morning jogging developed into a definite form. It
would begin with Kim leading the line with a general administrator,
followed by managers and employees lined up in two lines. As the
exercise progressed, the staff members would take turns run next to
Kim, one by one. Rotating between walking and jogging for an hour
accompanied by light chatting, they would feel accumulated fatigue
disappear and their minds become refreshed before starting a new
day.
Jogging provided Chairman Kim with an opportunity to go over the
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current business face-to-face, so exercise time was not wholly stress
free for some employees. For others, it gave them a chance to show off
their abilities and voice their opinions frankly irrespective of position
and rank in the open air, instead of an enclosed office setting.
The employees would get up at dawn and go over the situation of
their respective fields such as the delivery situation, the average unit
price, and changes in buyers, and they chewed over the key points in
their heads. This was crucial, for they had to give prompt answers to
questions while jogging, without time to look over their papers. The
questions were not always on their work alone. Light conversations
on personal matters ensued as well as unexpected questions such
as, “That road over there has been cut off for a while now. Why do
you think it’s taking such a long time for them to rebuild it?” Such
questions would sometimes embarrass the employees. On Kim’s part,
however, asking these questions was not a way to assess knowledge
or the common sense thinking ability of the employees, but a part of
his emotional management. He, regarding logic as important, gave
attention to their thoughts and by inferring their logical reasoning,
enhanced his understanding of each worker. It was also a part of developing talents, for it allowed Kim to grasp each employee’s characteristics and place them in more suitable positions in which they
could expand their wings.
Jogging with employees changed a little over the years to accommodate different situations as Hansae enlarged its business. However, it
continued in Vietnam. Kim followed the custom not only overseas,
but at the Yeouido headquarters, by jogging and conversing with his
staff members before having breakfast. The strength of the company
that has spanned over thirty years has Kim’s morning jogging at its
heart.

Part 07

Efforts for Steady Growth
and Success
Hansae did not break down when faced with two crises in the mid to late 1990s. Chairman Kim and his staff in charge of export department were terribly busy looking for
new clients and found them.

Two Axes of the Growth of the Early 1990s:
Gap and Levi’s
Business relationships with Gap and Levi’s, which started in the early
1990s, contributed much to the steady growth of Hansae up to the
mid 1990s. However, a crisis came in 1996 when the business with
Gap, which accounted for the better part of the sales, was broken off.
At the time, Hansae made basic fleece as well as other items for Gap
through an agent called Yangjin Yanghaeng, and the volume had
reached $30 million. Unfortunately, for several reasons, the business
relationship came to an end, and it was a terrible blow to Hansae, as if
one wing were broken during a smooth flight. However, Hansae tried
to maintain good a relationship with Gap and, several years later, was
able to enter into business with the firm again through production in
its Vietnamese factory.
Levi’s used to mix several fabrics such as solids, stripes, and prints
in one season. For this reason, the firm helped the sales team to learn
and improve its capability for developing fabrics. Business with
Levi’s was highly profitable and productive. The firm was a reliable
buyer and an indispensable axis of Hansae’s steady growth. However,
around 1998, Levi’s went through self re-engineering, and its American headquarters reorganized its branches across the globe. As Levi’s
popularity decreased in Korea, the office also suffered, going so far
as to close down. Levi’s quality control was quite stringent, which
led to an increase in wages and a loss of competitiveness. As Levi’s
staggered, pushed back by its competitors, Hansae, which grew with
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Levi’s and delivered products worth as much as $25 million, could
not be free from the impact.

Efforts to Diversify Buyers

“Producing Limited items in Saipan? When pigs fly!”

Hansae did not kneel before the two crises of the late 1990s. Chairman
Kim and his staff in charge of the business eagerly looked for alternative accounts, and were able to find several buyers. Most notably,
through an agent called Li & Fung, the company succeeded in connecting with many buyers. New orders called for much more sophisticated work than before, thus making things more difficult. However,
by upgrading existing production technology and improving the
structure of the company, Hansae could actually made the leap into
being a global company.
From 1996, the company quickly made up for the loss from the severance of business with Gap, for it found new buyers through Li &
Fung such as The Limited Inc., Express, Abercrombie & Fitch, American Eagle Outfitters, Lane Bryants, New York & Company, and more.
While the former production items were fairly simple, new items
were mostly lady’s wear which required an almost radical change in
the working process. During this period, Hansae developed the technical skills to produce detailed, diverse styles of clothes, and the production scale of its factories grew larger. At times, the output did not
come up to the expected level, but continuous effort turned a crisis
into an opportunity.
Limited, a leading fashion brand in America, typically gave too short
a lead time. While former buyers generally placed orders by the
season, Limited required weekly changes of style, which complicated
matters. However, Hansae decided to enthusiastically respond even
thought it involved extra expenses. Business with Express, which was
particularly sensitive to color, required a speedy response time as
well. Hansae tried to reproduce the best colors to meet buyers’ expectations, and, as a result, developed its production capability as well
as enhanced buyers’ satisfaction. America’s number one casual junior
brand, Abercrombie & Fitch, also required a short lead time and enormous changes in design, color, and detail; furthermore, the brand
called for a higher quality product. Hansae came up with specialized
teams that were in close contact with each buyer. In this way, it could
gain its clients’ trust and increase production capacity. By the late
1990s, Hansae found new clients such as Sears, Kmart, and Aeropostale independently of Li & Fung and accelerated the increase in sales.
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HANSAE Time Capsule
Continuous Efforts to Meet the Clients’ Satisfaction

1 New Start after Trials and Successes

When Hansae announced that it would produce Limited items in
Saipan, people were seriously skeptical. To satisfy the buyers who
demand a short lead time (the time from ordering to shipping) and
only the highest quality, Hansae could not but try every possible
means through thick and thin.
Generally it took 150 days from receiving an order to shipping.
Hansae in Saipan had to shorten it to one third the time to meet
buyers’ requests. Fabrics were sometimes transported by air instead of
by ship which usually took 10 days. Some extraordinary scenes were
witnessed in the airport. Leaving shipping documents to be taken
care of by others, team managers of Hansae made every effort to have
their fabrics loaded on the plane. The fabric, one folding of which
weighs 17 kg, was loaded in amounts of as much as 2000 kg. Team
managers would be involved in a fierce competition to have more of
each team’s fabric loaded. At the end of the day, there would always
be regret and joy intermixed among the team managers who had all
the fabric of his/her team loaded and those who had not. Kimpo Airport, from where the plane to Saipan departed at seven in the evening,
was a meeting place as well as a silent battlefield for Hansae’s fabric
managers. To meet the departure time, the managers would frequently burn the midnight oil, and the departure was even delayed due to
excessively large loads. Hansae’s high motivation, going so far as to
delay the take-off, was successful in satisfying its clients and became
the foundation for the company’s rapid growth.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Self-Developed Knit Fabric Production
While Hansae had to buy standardized fabrics from fabric companies
to produce woven wear, it could develop knitwear fabric to suit its
needs. Knit fabric bought overseas was cheaper, but it was difficult to
get the right quality and design.
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The fabric production knowledge and the facilities in Korea were
superior to those available to foreign companies. Korea had a long
history of the apparel sewing and possessed a good infrastructure for
knit fabric production from spinning, weaving, knitting, dyeing and
processing. There was also the advantage that the knitting factory
could tweak their machinery to the company’s requirements. When
the needed amount of fabric was produced, it could be turned over to
the dyeing and processing industries before being quickly delivered
to the local factory.

Early Stage of ODM:
Growing Fabric Manufacturing Capacity
From the mid-1990s, some manufacturers conducted a preliminary
market survey to figure out American consumers’ preferences and
began to provide self-developed fabrics and designs. That was the
start of the ODM (Original Design Manufacturing) system. Hansae
has worked on the ODM system since then and recorded a profit of
about $40 million by 1995.
Initially, Hansae concentrated its attention on producing fabrics
through knitting, dyeing, and processing in Korea rather than actually coming up with designs. Fabric production capacity meant raising
the company’s competitiveness as well as creating high added value,
which appealed to OEM businesses. However, the manufacturing
process was somewhat limited depending on materials, and the company thus had to accept a risk of failure. Beginning with basic cotton
fabrics, Hansae developed its fabric production capacity. Eventually,
its capacity for coming up with new suggestions and ideas blossomed.

Part 08

Expansion into
Central America and Stabilization
“In fact, the expansion into Central America commenced a little late, for the company
was idling away intoxicated with its success in Saipan. It was also scary to venture into
some strange place once again, and I could not even think of going on a business trip to
such a faraway place. But Central America had a great geographical advantage: it was
so close to the U.S.”
- Maeil Economy, Volume 1586

Venturing into Nicaragua: Acquisition of Esperanza, S.A.
In July, 1998, Hansae acquired Keumgyeong’s Esperanza, S.A., located in Managua, the capital of Nicaragua, and expanded into Central
America. By taking over a sewing factory with 10 production lines,
the company secured a bridgehead of production in Central America
close to the US.
The subsidiary in Saipan was enjoying high growth, but the longterm prospects of Saipan were not very auspicious. There were a
quota problem and hints of an independence movement seeking
freedom from the U.S. Most of all, the rapidly rising wages of Saipan
made it inevitable to find a new CO (Country of Origin).
Foremost of all, Central America had the advantage of geographical
proximity to the United States. It also enjoyed a number of other advantages such as being a non-quota, non-tariff zone under the political influence of the U.S. The companies that ventured into Central
America for these reasons in the 1980s became firmly settled down in
the region by the 1990s. There were several disadvantages, of course,
such as high labor costs and unstable domestic security. However,
Central America made up a large part of the global sewing market.
Nevertheless, Hansae was focusing on promoting its Saipanese
business all the while, wary of overexpansion. It even seemed to be
lagging behind its rivals who were venturing into Central America.
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In the late 1990s, the developing apparel industry of Central America
was centered around Guatemala and Honduras. However, Hansae
chose Nicaragua, which was no better than a wasteland in the apparel
industry although it was a part of Central America. Some raised an
objection to this choice, but Kim believed it was better to start from
scratch than entering into a fierce competition in other countries.
In the initial stage in Nicaragua, Hansae began its business with three
production lines, taking Li & Fung orders including Limited, which
required high technical skills. Because the rate of line operation and
technical skills lagged far behind, the company had a tough time in
the beginning. “Make sleeveless shirts, for clothes with sleeves cannot
be made in Nicaragua.” This remark by a person in the clothing industry was not empty talk.
After searching for buyers for Nicaraguan products, Hansae came to
take orders from large discount stores such as Walmart, Kmart, and
Target in 1999. It thus entered an entirely new working process: mass
production and mass delivery. There were initial concerns about this
new business, but production was gradually stabilized with the improvement of technical skills through training. In the end, Nicaragua
took care of mass production and served as a place to meet the emergent requests of buyers while the Saipanese factories produced on a
small-scale, specializing in items that required a high degree of skill.

Stabilizing Factories through Training Tailored
for Regional Circumstances
In 2000, the company emptied Factory 16 and relocated the main
office to Factory 3/4 to enhance its mobility and to focus its energy
on stabilizing its Nicaraguan factories especially through training its
workers.
At 7 o’clock every Monday morning, people gathered in front of the
Nicaraguan industrial park. Human resources managers would come
out with signs to select people needed for their company such as over
lock, single needle, and three needle workers, and take them into the
factory. The skilled workers were tested and then placed within the
factory, and unskilled workers went through practical training before
being put to work. Unfortunately, skilled workers were very few in
Nicaragua, and even those who claimed to be skilled workers did not
possess much skill. Hansae decided that it would be better to hire
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HANSAE Time Capsule
From the Success in Saipan
to Central America
The Fiber Quota Arrangement
was included in the International Fiber Agreement under
the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade)
in 1974. It allowed the main
fiber importing countries such
as the U.S. and the EU to set
quotas every year by item and
by country according to the
actual export record and to
restrict imports within the set
quota. No matter how productive a company might be
or how many orders it might
have, it could not export its
product if it did not have the
quota. Saipan as an American territory was not affected
by the arrangement and was
able to export an unlimited
amount. The added bonus
in the territory was no tariffs.
The arrangement, however,
was becoming laxer in the
1990s with the expansion of
free trade, and its abolition
in the new millennium was
predicted. To respond actively
to the change in the business
environment, Hansae, not content with its success in Saipan,
began to seek new opportunities in Central America.

unskilled workers and educate them. It started a two-week training
course for workers in 2000. The new workers were educated, first of
all, on Korean culture and spirit; then, the heads of each factory gave
them practical training for two weeks before placing them on the
shop floor. Even those who did not need skills got basic training for
three or four days before starting work. Factories which immediately needed many sets of hands complained of this program, but the
company adhered to the basic principle with the future in mind. A
diversity of contests were held as well to encourage workers. After
extending every effort to promote workers’ training for one year,
Hansae saw the resignation rate dropped by half, and the atmosphere
of the factories settled down.
Not until 2001 were the factories stabilized, and then the production
capacity began to increase. However, in September, 2002, the International Warehouse and Longshore Union (ILWU) went on a strike for
eight days demanding higher wages and other benefits. Most ports
on the west coast of the U.S. were paralyzed in what was called the
L.A. Western Coast strike. Hansae went through some serious trouble,
for over fifty containers were tied up for three weeks. In the factories,
workers were busy scraping for what ever materials there might be
left, while outside they were trying to take out even a few containers
so that production could continue. Buyers cancelled orders or sometimes extended the delivery dates. After several months of struggle,
the situation at last became manageable with a delivery to Kohl’s in
January.
The company continued to grow through all these adversities. In
2004, it became the largest exporting company in Nicaragua with its
exports reaching $100 million. The President of Nicaragua himself
visited Hansae’s Nicaraguan factory to thank the company for its contribution to the local community.
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HANSAE Time Capsule
Disappearance of a Container

HANSAE Time Capsule
Humanity of Nicaraguan Local Workers
In the initial years in Nicaragua, Hansae had a rough time due to the
country’s poor conditions in security and industrial infrastructure
such as roads and port facilities. Before the company could settle
down, a surprising incident added to the difficulties: a container was
stolen. Bandits took away a container full of raw and subsidiary materials on the way from Guatemala to Nicaragua. To meet the delivery date, the company had to resend over 14,000 kg of materials to
Nicaragua by air, so that the work could continue. In addition, work
processed slowly; material supply was overdue, and the factory was
unstable. It was considered efficient when 700 t-shirts were produced
a day. The output was one-quarter of that of today, and the defect
rate was high. However, the company was able to overcome such
difficulties through the concerted and united efforts of its Nicaraguan
workers.

Nicaraguans were optimistic in nature, enjoying their lives despite
their underdeveloped economy. On Fridays, the payday, people
would come to work with big bags filled with colorful clothes, and
the bathrooms would be places of hustle and bustle after work. They
were changing clothes and getting ready to go to parties. Initially, the
managers enjoyed mingling with them, having drinks and dancing
together to get close to each other. Gradually, though, they felt concerned about the carefree attitudes and attire of local workers. They
were certainly different from Saipanese workers who had no qualms
about nighttime work. The managers felt worried about their work
ethic and sense of responsibility.
One day, bus drivers went on strike for two days. Since the bus was
the only means of transportation, the managers more or less gave
up on the operation of the factory. As multiple unions, one of them
politicized, were involved in the strike, there was a growing concern
about the operation of the factory being affected.
Surprisingly, most of the local workers came to work, walking a long
distance from the early morning. They worked hard, saying, “The pay
is, of course, important. But it’s not only for money. We love Koreans.
We thank them for what they are doing for us.”

Acquisition of Esperanza, S.A., the first expansion into Central America

AMC workshop
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1 New Start after Trials and Successes

Obtaining TPL from Nicaragua and America:
Enhancement of Competitiveness
In late 2003, the U.S. and five Central American countries, Nicaragua,
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, and Costa Rica, entered into an
FTA, which aimed to eliminate tariffs in all sectors in stages for the
upcoming ten years. With the signing of CAFTA (Central American
Free Trade Agreement) in early 2004, the exporting conditions of these
five countries became more favorable. In addition, only Nicaragua
out of these five countries qualified for TPL (Tariff Preference Level)
with the U.S. in 2005. Nicaragua could now export to the U.S. about
100 million square meters of apparel goods, equivalent to about 200
million cotton t-shirts, without paying tariffs. The quantity roughly
equaled several times the quota assigned to Korea.
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Nicaragua at the time was in a state of disorder with frequent changes of governments and extreme political conflicts between the right
and left. When the country was severely hit by a hurricane, the U.S.
government granted the privilege in an attempt to extend its political
influence over the damaged country as well as in the spirit of international cooperation. The privilege greatly sharpened Hansae-Nicaragua’s competitive edge. In 2006, Hansae-Nicaragua was honored with
Nicaragua’s export award. The company contributed much to industrializing Nicaragua, which in the past had typically exported agricultural and fishery products such as coffee, tobacco, and shrimp. At
the same time, it fully played its part as an advance base for Hansae’s
exports to the U.S. market.

As the time zone of Nicaragua was the opposite of that of Seoul, the
local factory suffered much inconvenience in its communications with
the Seoul headquarters. At a time when the Internet was undeveloped, telephone and fax were the only means available.
Some staff members frequently had to work overtime just to receive
a resent fax, half of which was again cut off. Consequently, it was
said that in Nicaragua one had to do “domestic work in the daytime
and, foreign work at nighttime”.

Visit by Virgilio Gurdian, Nicaraguan Minister of Labor

Interior of a Nicaraguan factory

HANSAE Time Capsule
Handling the Opposite Side of the Earth
Saipan was not only geographically close to Korea, it posed few
problems with customs clearance. Korean employees of Hansae could
hand-carry materials by flight when necessary without difficulty,
and material supply was relatively easy. In contrast, Nicaragua was
significantly farther away from Korea, and its customs procedure was
much more complicated. A small problem in a line could lead to a
serious loss.

76

1 New Start after Trials and Successes

Many picnics and athletic meets were held in Nicaragua to encourage cooperation
between management and workers. Nicaraguans were especially fond of volleyball.
Hansae started to hold the Hansae Cup volleyball tournament in the mid 2000s. Grounds
were filled with a fever because all the good players of the area joined. A league game took
place every weekend, where the best team was awarded a trophy and prize money.
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Part 09

Fervent Ambience of the Saipanese Factories

Accomplishing New Records through
Maximized Production Capacity
In 1999, Hansae labored to maximize production capacity by adding four more lines to
the existing sixteen lines in the Saipanese factory. Over 1,200 workers did not hesitate
to work overtime and focused their energy on production. On weekends, they got along
well together, fostering friendship.

Export of $100 Million in Saipan
In 2000, Hansae accomplished an amazing feat: Saipan alone exported products worth over $100 million. The uplift in sales could be attributed to the increase in stable accounts, extended production lines,
and the adjustment of sales prices in accordance with the changes in
foreign currencies. Aside from these external factors, however, behind
the success were the internal factors such as a good training program
for skilled workers and the creation of harmonious environments in
which all workers could strive for greater production capacity.
In 1999, Hansae added four more lines to the existing 16 lines in
Saipan and worked on maximizing each line’s productivity. The
number of employees reached over 1,200, and they all labored tirelessly, sometimes willingly working overtime at night on weekdays.
On the weekends, various events were held such as athletic meets,
picnics, and marathons to promote friendship among the workers
and to provide an opportunity to relax.
These activities, begun from the early days of Saipan, represented the
distinctive feature of the Saipanese factories where all workers live in
dormitories. It was the result of Hansae’s unique business philosophy
which focused on the shop floor and the harmonious relationship of
all the employees. A model “community of work and living” transformed a workplace into a pleasant space that helped produce US$5
million per line a year of production.
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1 New Start after Trials and Successes

The increase in orders was certainly encouraging; however, delivering
products every week meant considerable time pressure. There were
many orders which looked simply impossible. With only a few hands
the entire process of manufacturing from obtaining raw and subsidiary materials to producing, wrapping, and delivering could not be
done. No matter how competent and efficient were the Korean factory managers and heads of production planning and inspection, who
constituted the core personnel in the overseas factory, no matter how
advanced and renovated the facilities were with high-tech machinery,
productivity and product quality would have suffered had it not been
for the individual shop workers who felt pride in doing their parts
with a sense of belonging to the company.
Hansae workers, who were united under the ten-year-old shop
floor-oriented management program, were more than willing to work
overtime under pressing conditions. They cooperated through collective teamwork to make the unrealizable come true. The goals which
seemed so far away at first were accomplished one by one. The productivity and quality of the Saipanese factories, boasting almost 100%
order accomplishment, reached the highest peak. Both labor and management were enthusiastic, and their understanding, comradeship,
and shared goals made such an impressive performance possible.
Saipanese workers used to say that while they of course enjoyed
the occasional excursions, barbecue parties, or playing at the waterside, they were most happy when the task which looked impossible
was finished and the products were loaded into the containers to be
delivered.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Sharing Warm Hearts with Bacchus
Various ethnic groups worked together in the early days in Saipan,
including locals, Chinese, Filipinos, and Bangladeshis. Then, Chinese
began to take bigger parts with their better technical skills. By advancing good shop workers to the position of line supervisor, Hansae
created the environment where they would work with a sense of responsibility. The company gradually replaced the Korean managerial
staff with local or foreign employees, if possible.
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As one would expect, when diverse groups of people worked together, there were problems in communication. However, awkward
sentences were enough for them to open their hearts. Body language
was another option never to be ignored. Simply added words could
express their feelings as below: “Boss, many, many jjap jjap.” “You
do many, many jjap jjap.” (jjap jjap meaning to eat, “do” meaning “too”
in Korean.)
“Boss, cola?” “Okay, cola!” Sometimes, the tired workers would ask the
Korean staff to buy them a refreshment. Even the one-dollar coke of
the vending machine inside the facilities was too expensive for them,
and a cool beverage in hot weather would cheer up the workers and
encourage them to work hard. Working overtime to meet the delivery
deadlines was commonplace, and then a Korean manager would treat
them all to a cool Bacchus at his own expense when the shop floor
was hot. After such a short respite, they could, with a cooperative
spirit, finish even the work that looked impossible.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Dedicated Korean Managers’ Efforts
Korean managers would work literally day and night to gain even a
little time. Airplanes from Korea loaded with raw materials would
arrive at half past one at night at Saipan Airport. Then they would
unload the cargo at half past two to three. After bringing the materials to the factory, they had to wake up the tailors at the crack of dawn
to begin the process in order to supply the materials to the production
lines by eight. Once the operation of the sewing machines started at
eight, they would overlook and encourage the entire working process
all day long and sometimes go over the final completion at night for
delivery the next morning.
Once in a while the products would be rejected by the inspectors, and
then the work had to be done again. It was a killing job. Swallowing
severe disappointment and redoing the work was indescribably painful, but it was the task given to the shop floor to deliver the ordered
amount of goods in time without defects. The Korean managers led
the shop floor with this mission in mind.

A company deserving attention, Kyunghyang Newspaper, September 8, 1997

Talent shows and athletic competitions held to create solidarity
among workers of the Saipanese factory
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1 New Start after Trials and Successes

Saipanese factory grew so rapidly that it alone made more than $120
million worth of exports in 2000, twelve years after its establishment.
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Part 10

Open Management for
a Bigger Enterprise
Hansae’s new status was established on January 6, 2000, when the company was transferred to and listed on the Korea Stock Exchange (KSE). For several months, the company underwent an overall reorganization in order to pass the complicated screening
process. With its status recognized at home and abroad as a company listed on the KSE,
Hansae welcomed a new beginning for its take-off in the 2000s.

HANSAE Time Capsule
The “Korea Tour for Excellent Foreign Workers”

Boosting Workers’ Morale and
Investing for a Global Mind
In the late 1990s, Korea went through severe financial difficulties. The
so-called IMF crisis threatened a lot of Korean corporations and led to
countless bankruptcies. In order to survive the crisis, businesses did
not hesitate to cut back their staff and carry out a large scale restructuring. Many workers found solace in not getting fired outright even
if their wages were reduced. The citizens lined up with little pieces
of gold from their jewelry boxes to keep the government from going
bankrupt. In such a gloomy atmosphere, Hansae recorded massive
growth. The total amount of exports increased from $44 million in
1996 to $68 million in 1997 to $80 million in 1998 to $98 million in
1999. The amount jumped to $120 million in 2000. The high exchange
rate during the financial crisis certainly contributed to the company’s
success as an exporting company. However, the success would not
have been possible without the internal competence accumulated
in all sectors of sales, production, and support. During this period
of growth, Hansae expanded its welfare policies and education for
employees.
In 1993, Hansae decided to send employees who had worked for
more than three years on international trips with their spouses. This
was an unprecedented policy in the business circle and especially
ground-breaking because overseas travel was not yet liberalized and
most ordinary people had little experience of overseas travel. Hansae
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also sent new staff members to Saipan for on-site training from 1996.
Through this training, new employees could experience and understand what was going on on the shop floor and feel loyalty for the
company from the start. In addition, the company selected outstanding Korean-Chinese workers and sent them on a tour around Korea.
This was another unique policy, which was designed for Chinese
workers who had finished their two-year term and were going back
to their homeland. After seeing the modern progress of Korea, they
went home with pride as people with common roots. A considerable number of people among them obtained reemployment visas to
work again at Hansae. The company’s considerate treatment of fellow
human beings became in return the key to keeping the number of
skilled workers steady and increasing productivity.

1 New Start after Trials and Successes

The “Korea Tour for Excellent Foreign Workers” started out as a good
will gesture on the part of the company. The program was intended
to give foreign workers more benefits than other companies, so that
they would trust the company and work harder. But the program had
its ups and downs. Not long after its beginning, a Chinese worker on
tour went missing. This made obtaining the visas rather difficult. A
few years later, another worker ran away. When the next group had
to get their visas, the embassy rejected the visa applications due to the
two previous incidents. The end of the program would disappoint the
workers.
Urged by Chairman Kim, the person in charge of visa applications,
thinking that a donation might help, knocked on the door of the
Consulate General of Korea in Guam with three boxes of clothes. By
explaining the situation to the consul, thankfully, he was able to succeed in solving the visa problem. The clothes were turned down, but
it was nothing to bring the heavy load back. The clothes, which had
gone through airport security in Guam without a fault, were stopped
at customs in Saipan. He accepted the situation light-heartedly, thinking that as the clothes were donations from the beginning, he should
regard them as being donated to Saipan customs. The important thing
was that the visas were issued although at the price of three boxes of
clothes.
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Paying Stock Bonuses

HANSAE Time Capsule
Relocating Home with
Stock Bonuses

In 1998, Hansae distributed a large number of the company’s shares
as well as regular bonuses to all executives and staff members who
had served the company for more than one year. Several listed companies were known to pay bonuses in stock; however, Hansae gave a
large amount of stock as an incentive separate from cash bonuses.

When the stock bonuses were
distributed, one share was
sold at 25,000 won. However,
the price rose to 35,000 won in
six months, and the incentive
given to the employees turned
out to be bigger than expected.

The amount of treasury stock was determined by multiplying service years and base pay, with an additional amount of money given
to cover the tax for the bonus. The stock bonus could be disposed of
freely and was thus different from stock given in an employee stock
ownership plan.

characteristics. The KSE was generally considered to be a better
market than the KOSDAQ in terms of the number of listed companies, total market value, and stability. In the late 1990s, the KOSDAQ
seemed to be booming, but companies that could satisfy the listing
and registration regulations preferred the KSE.
On January 6, 2000, Hansae was transferred to and listed on the KSE,
raising the status of the company. After preparing for the listing and
improving internal regulations extensively for several months, the
company successfully passed the strict screening process. As a company listed on the KSE with its status enhanced both at home and
abroad, Hansae began to gear up for a new, bigger leap forward into
the 2000s.

HANSAE Time Capsule
General Stockholders’ Roundtable Meeting Receives Media Attention

In 1999, when the stock market
was blooming, the price skyrocketed every day. One share
of the company’s stock was
sold at 62,000 won. An employee who took good care of
his stocks was able to relocate
to a better apartment. It was
truly a big incentive.

General shareholders’ meetings were often stained by fights and
curses. However, Hansae’s meetings were conducted in an exemplary
manner, which received media attention. On March 24, 2000, Hansae
held a roundtable meeting in a conference room of Korea Investment
& Securities Co. Ltd. One hundred fifty shareholders sat around the
table, instead of sitting in rows under the platform where the management was generally placed. This arrangement was intended to allow
the shareholders, the management, and the employees to discuss the
company’s management details on an equal footing. The shareholders
all said that it was a meeting rarely seen even in big businesses.
- Source: Maeil Business Newspaper, March 27, 2000
First hiking event of employees

Listed on the Korea Stock Exchange
Before the Korea Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (KOSDAQ)
stock market opened, there was a curb market where one could buy
over-the-counter stocks. Hansae was listed on the curb market in 1993.
When the KOSDAQ stock market officially opened to nurture growing venture businesses and support financing in 1996, the company
was listed on the new market.
The Korea Stock Exchange (KSE) and the KOSDAQ are two stock
markets representing the domestic stock exchange with respective
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1 New Start after Trials and Successes

22nd annual meeting of shareholders
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2
2001
2008
Ceaseless Challenge and
Great Strides to the World
As the new millennium started, Hansae consolidated its foundation for future growth as an apparel
production and export company. It made large
investments in Vietnam, responding quickly to the
changes in the world market by securing another
global manufacturing base. At home it acquired
the largest domestic Internet bookstore, Yes24, in
2003 and opened the online fashion shopping mall
istyle24 in 2006, extending the business to the B2C
(Business-to-Consumer) area. Over the course of the
decade, the company endeavored to broaden the
number and range of buyers, diversify its products,
and increase productive capacity. In 2008, Hansae
opened a world-class designers’ office in New York
City and, as a leading ODM company, strengthened
its capacity in R&D.
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ed policy with continuous reforms. Once the country was given NTR
status by the U.S. and joined the World Trade Organization (WTO),
the export conditions to the U.S. would be greatly improved with a
sharp reduction in tariffs and the expiration of the quota restriction.
Considering the vision of its policy, the abundance and quality of
labor, and the level of wages, the future of Vietnam looked auspicious.

New Base for Another
Take-Off: Vietnam

Hansae finally chose Vietnam as the base for its rapid growth in the
2000’s. It was an enterprise with risk. However, the company minimized the risk because it made the investment with its own capital
accumulated over the years. Overall, it was believed Vietnam would
become a new springboard for Hansae’s future development even if it
would bring no immediate profits.

“After the second startup, I was determined to manage a zero debt firm, so the Vietnamese factory was built with the company’s cash, not with a bank loan. I thought that we
would not be worried about interest and even in the worst case would just leave the
factory closed for a few years, as it was built with our money. We expected that if the U.S.
granted normal trade relations (NTR) status to Vietnam, we would greatly enjoy the
effect of having ventured into the country early on. Actually, it can be said we expanded
into Asia rather quickly because we had incurred some loss by advancing into Central
America a little too late. (Maegyung Economy, Volume 1586)

HANSAE Time Capsule
For Number One Hansae

Vietnam: A Substitute for Saipan
While expanding into Nicaragua and consolidating the advanced
base of Central America in 1998, Hansae was searching for a substitute for Saipan in Southeast Asia. Several candidates arose, including
Vietnam, Indonesia, Batam Island, and Bangladesh. Bangladesh was
ruled out, however, due to its considerable distance, long lead time,
and strength in outerwear. It was deemed rather premature to venture into Indonesia. Batam, while having the advantage of being a
non-tariff area, did not seem to have a great potential in the future.
Vietnam also fell short of expectations at the time. Its antagonistic
sentiment toward the U.S. had grown stronger since the Vietnam War.
Although it normalized diplomatic relations with the U.S. in 1995 as
per its open-door policy, the tariff rate for exports from Vietnam was
three to four times higher than the normal rate because its trade relationship with the U.S. was not normal yet. It was predicted, though,
that the U.S. would grant normal trade relations (NTR) status to
Vietnam in a few years, and that the Multi-Fiber Arrangement (MFA)
would be abolished by 2005. This agreement governed the global
textiles and garments trade by imposing quotas on the amount developing countries could export to developed countries. After Vietnam
announced Doi Moi in 1986, it pursued an open door market-orient-
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The U.S. gave NTR status to Vietnam in July 2001, as predicted. As
the trade agreement between the two countries went into effect in
2002, the door of the American market sprang wide open to Hansae.

2 Ceaseless Challenge and Great Strides to the World

Dear Hansae Family,
I would like to express my utmost gratitude to you for your sweat
and labor for Hansae’s unlimited future. Let me share with you my
thoughts on our bright future.
With the operation of the Vietnamese factories, Hansae entered a new
era with another take-off. By next April, we’re planing to construct
five factories of 6,600 square meters of floor space each--two of which
have already been completed--an auxiliary building with washing
and embroidery facilities, three dining halls, two dormitories, and a
main office building on 132,000 square meters of land. These twelve
buildings will take over 36,000 square meters of floor space.
Of the two finished factories, Factory 1 is for knitwear, whose six
production lines have been under operation since May. Factory 2
has twelve lines, six for knitwear and another six for woven wear. It
has just started running with all facilities installed. Its woven lines
produce ladies’ suits, a new item for us. In September, the factory for
casual pants will start its operation. We expect sales of $100 million
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each from casual pants and ladies’ suits in the next five to six years.
Our goal is 1 billion dollars. I believe we can achieve this goal in
seven or eight years at the latest. Vietnam, with its infinite potential,
will be a crucial base from which we reach that goal.

Building the VN Factory and Full-Fledged Production
Hansae decided to advance into Vietnam in the summer of 2000 and
began to make preparations from the end of the year. While seeking
a factory site, it received permission for investment in March 2001
and established Hansae Vietnam Co. Ltd. in May. After six months
of review, the company decided on the site for a new factory: 283,000
square meters of land in the Guchi Industrial Complex, which was
built on a two million square meter tract of land. The site was located
northwest of Ho Chi Minh City, the capital of South Vietnam during
the Vietnam War and an hour drive from the city.

We plan to spread out into the domestic market just as we have done
overseas. We tried to acquire Ssangbangwul to expand into the domestic apparel market but the attempt was not successful. We will
continue our efforts, though, meeting any challenges and overcoming
any difficulties. Hansae, I assure you, will be a leader in a domestic
market as well as overseas.
The future of Hansae is very bright. You have built this company as it
is now. A magnificent company! You ought to be proud of it as I am. I
believe we should come together as the Hansae family, so that we can
stand even more magnificently on top of the global apparel industry
in the near future.

Construction site of a Vietnamese factory

Hansae began to build two factories with an auxiliary building and a
dormitory in October 2001. In view of the area’s copious rainfall, the
company paid special attention to drainage. Its design also took into
account the possibility of the addition of more factories in the future.
A lawn plaza in the center of the vast factory area presented a sense
of open space and soothed the eye with colors different from those
found at conventional factory sites.

Let us go together “For Number One Hansae!”
In May 2002, a ceremony was held to celebrate the completion of
the first stage of construction and the installation of facilities. Hundreds of distinguished guests and company employees gathered and
prayed for the success of the company.
Knitwear production started in April, followed by the operation of
the line for woven ladies’ suits in June. The Vietnamese era had started. By August, over a thousand workers were working on sixteen
lines, with twelve for knitwear and four for woven wear in Factory 1
and Factory 2.

July 20, 2002
Kim Dongnyung
Chairman

Hansae built a factory on a wide plain in Vietnam in 2001.
Land Lease Contract Ground-breaking ceremony of a Vietnamese factory
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2 Ceaseless Challenge and Great Strides to the World

In December 2002, the company began the second stage of construction, which included three more factories, two cafeteria buildings for
workers, a dormitory, a cafeteria for managers, and a main office. The
second stage was finished in 2004. Hansae truly became the largest
production base in Vietnam. Over four thousand employees were
working on sixty production lines on 283,000 square meters of land
and 100,000 square meters of total floor space.
Hansae made the best use of subcontractors for production even
before the factories were completed. The company made 6,048 pieces
for Reebok and 15,306 pieces for Robinson in April 2002. The factories
were constructed in stages. The company made every effort to increase buyers and productivity.
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HANSAE Time Capsule
An Abundant Work Force in the Cu Chi District and Unexpected Good Fortune
As the economy of Vietnam went through a sudden growth in the
2000s, workers in Ho Chi Minh City, who had come to the city from
all over the country to get a job, began to return to their hometowns.
They could find jobs in factories in their hometowns, where they decided to settle down. This phenomenon happened especially during
the Lunar New Year, the biggest holiday in the country which lasted
seven to ten days. Vietnamese typically visited their hometowns
during the new year holiday like many people in Asia with the Confucian traditions. After the holiday, they simply decided not to go
back. Some twenty to thirty percent of the workers did not return to
the cities. Subsequently many factories were shaken by a shortage of
labor.
The story of Hansae, however, was different. Its factories were in the
Cu Chi district which had an enormous population size. Over ninety-five percent of Hansae workers were from Cu Chi. The company
had not anticipated things would happen this way when they chose
Cu Chi as the site for its factories. The decision turned out to be a very
fortunate one for Hansae.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Timeline of Main Events in the Apparel Export of Vietnam to the U.S.
1975
1992
1995
2001
2002

2005
2006
2007
2007-2008
2008.12
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Vietnam was unified.
Korea and Vietnam established diplomatic relations.
Vietnam and the U.S. established diplomatic relations.
The U.S. granted Vietnam the status of NTR (Normal Trade Relations).
The NTR status went into effect. Tariff rates fell from an average of
95% to from 8 to 30%.
The U.S. imposed fiber quotas on several countries including Vietnam.
The U.S. abolished most fiber quotas, but not in Vietnam.
Vietnam entered the WTO.
The quota arrangement was abolished in Vietnam in accordance with
WTO regulations.
The U.S. monitored and inspected Vietnam for dumping.
Vietnam was acquitted of dumping after monitoring.
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Hansae IR tour, 2003

Perseverance and Investment for the Future

HANSAE Time Capsule
How Hansae-Vietnam
Overcame Quota Restrictions
With the NTR status taking
effect, Hansae accelerated its
exports, but before long it was
interrupted by the implementation of the American quota
system in 2003. It was a serious
blow to the company because
its factories and workers were
left with almost nothing to do
because of insufficient quota.
During this period, the company gathered its employees and
tried to build trust between
the workers and management. While other companies
sent their employees on leave,
Hansae guaranteed the base
pay of eight hours’ work a day
even when they did nothing. It
trained and educated them for
the future or encouraged recreation activities.

Soon after the construction of the factories, Hansae was fortunate
to export products to the U.S. with low tariffs thanks to the NTR.
However, in 2003, the U.S. introduced a quota restriction on textiles
and clothing for a number countries including Vietnam, Russia, and
Ukraine. The measure forced a number of foreign and Korean companies to withdraw from Vietnam.
In 2003, Vietnam was allowed 14 million ta for knits (1 ta = 12 pieces).
The Vietnamese quota was much more than that of Korea which was
allowed 1.5 million ta. The reduced quota size made it difficult to operate the factories fully and manage the work force accordingly after
a massive investment had been made. It was the greatest crisis since
the beginning of the venture into Vietnam. However, Hansae anticipated that the restrictions would be lifted soon. The company focused
on obtaining as much of the quota as possible while at the same time
investing in the improvement of skills for its workers. The company
was overcoming the crisis.
Such efforts helped the VN factories operate stably with fifty production lines added in stages by 2004, the worst year for the clothing
export industry due to the highest oil prices ever recorded and a drop
in exchange rates. The company exported products worth $53 million in 2004 and $100 million in 2005, becoming the leading exporter
among Korean companies in Vietnam. The exports of Vietnamese factories of Hansae comprised one fifth of the company’s total exports in
2004; in 2005, the proportion sharply increased to one third and kept
growing.
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Part 12

Expansion of Investment in Vietnam
as the Leading Production Base
Although the apparel export industry entered into unlimited competition after the abolition of the quota arrangement, giant buyers tended to give most of their orders to select
businesses. This “Deep and Narrow” trend accelerated Hansae’s growth. The VN and
TN factories in Vietnam played pivotal roles in the growth of the company.

launched an investigation on the dumping of five Vietnamese export
items, shirts, pants, sweaters, underwear, and swimsuits. Monitoring
was conducted three times every six months. If the dumping rates
were to come out over 2 percent, an anti-dumping tariff would be imposed in addition to the general tariff, and the annual review would
take place for the next five years. This caused a considerable concern
within the industry. In late 2008, the investigation came to a conclusion that the allegation was groundless. The company, freed from further concerns about the anti-dumping tariff, maintained stable growth.

Green Light for Export from
the Vietnamese Bases to the U.S.
In November 2006, Vietnam joined the WTO and became a part of the
global economy. This happened eleven years after the country established diplomatic relations with America in 1995. As Vietnam gained
its membership to the WTO, the quota restriction lost effect from January 2007. Therefore, Hansae’s exporting to America came to gather
momentum.
As of 2006, the VN factory grew into a large-scale factory with 100,000
square meters of total floor space on 283,000 square meters of land.
Over six thousand employees were working together to produce over
900 million pieces of woven wear and knitwear such as ladies’ suits,
t-shirts, pants, and kid’s clothes. Exporting over $150 million that
year, the factory became the central production base of Hansae.
In 2006, the company added a factory with 33,000 square meters of
floor space to the VN complex and completed the extension of the
facilities. It also established TN Inc. in the nearby Trang Bang district
in 2005 to secure the production capacity to meet the rapidly growing
demand. The concentrated investment in the Vietnamese base was
the proper choice in view of the favorable changes in the export environment of Vietnam such as, labor costs which were only half of those
in Central America, and the high quality of products.

View of a Vietnamese factory

HANSAE Time Capsule
“Hansae-Vietnam, the First Company to Introduce a New Salary System”
Report from Vietnam Labor Newspaper, 2006
On April 24, 2006, Hansae-Vietnam, a 100% foreign investment business, announced that it had adjusted and complemented the wage
system implemented in 2003. The company’s announcement came
right after the government issued a new policy on minimum wages.
The company adjusted its wage system in accordance with the guidelines of the management division of the Ho Chi Minh Industrial Park
after consulting with the executive board of the labor unions. Its
workers now get a chance for a raise every year, while its staff gets a
chance every two years. According to a source in the industrial park,
Hansae-Vietnam is the first company to adjust its wage system after
the decision by the government on the issue. The Hansae-Vietnam
system is under review by other firms inside and outside of the park.

With the abolition of the quota arrangement, however, the U.S.
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complex, whereas four knitwear factories were added to the TN complex during its construction.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Power of Cordial Morning Greetings
As the Vietnamese economy recorded rapid growth, labor strikes
became more frequent in 2007 and 2008. The TN factory, not long
after its initial operation, also experienced a strike. The strike, however, was not led by the labor union, but by a few individuals who
were asking for small things like meals in the cafeteria. Hansae
always tried to look after the well-being of its workers with regard to
wages and working environment. In fact, it took measures to enhance
the well-being of its employees before being asked, so the company
expected a large-scale strike would not occur. However, occasional
strikes by its workers occurred, perhaps encouraged by the general atmosphere of society as well as influenced by long-term strikes taking
place in nearby factories. None of them, however, lasted longer than
half a day.

The TN factory, specializing in knitwear production, started its operation with eight production lines and about six hundred workers.
Four more factories came to be built gradually. Two factories were
equipped with new facilities and workers, while two factories were
later filled with former facilities and workers from the VN complex
in 2010. Hansae TN Co. Ltd. became a large-scale company with over
five thousand workers.
After the abolition of the quota arrangement, the clothing industry
entered into unlimited competition. Big buyers tended to place all
of their orders with blue-chip vendors following the trend of “Deep
and Narrow.” The trend accelerated the growth of Hansae, and along
with its growth, the Vietnamese VN and TN complexes began to play
larger roles in the company.

Nevertheless, Korean managers were troubled by the strike because
they felt that they had done their best. They decided to greet the
Vietnamese workers cordially in the morning in an effort to get closer
to them. The factories opened at seven thirty in the morning. The
Korean managers would stand in front of the front gate at six-thirty
and exchange smiles and heartfelt greetings with the workers. After a
month, no strikes of any kind had happened at in the TN factory.

Increased Productivity through VN Complex Extension
and TN Complex Establishment
In April 2005, Hansae established Hansae TN Co. Ltd., the second
subsidiary in Vietnam, and prepared for factory construction. The site
of the second base was selected in the Trang Bang district, about thirty
minutes’ drive from the Cu Chi district. A factory with 63,000 square
meters of total floor space would be built on 430,000 square meters of
land.
Initially, the ratio of woven wear to knitwear of the VN factory was
three to seven. As the production of both items increased, the company decided that the VN factory should specialize only in woven wear
in the long term. Two factories for woven wear were added to the VN
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were asking for small things like meals in the cafeteria. Hansae
always tried to look after the well-being of its workers with regard to
wages and working environment. In fact, it took measures to enhance
the well-being of its employees before being asked, so the company
expected a large-scale strike would not occur. However, occasional
strikes by its workers occurred, perhaps encouraged by the general atmosphere of society as well as influenced by long-term strikes taking
place in nearby factories. None of them, however, lasted longer than
half a day.
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later filled with former facilities and workers from the VN complex
in 2010. Hansae TN Co. Ltd. became a large-scale company with over
five thousand workers.
After the abolition of the quota arrangement, the clothing industry
entered into unlimited competition. Big buyers tended to place all
of their orders with blue-chip vendors following the trend of “Deep
and Narrow.” The trend accelerated the growth of Hansae, and along
with its growth, the Vietnamese VN and TN complexes began to play
larger roles in the company.

Nevertheless, Korean managers were troubled by the strike because
they felt that they had done their best. They decided to greet the
Vietnamese workers cordially in the morning in an effort to get closer
to them. The factories opened at seven thirty in the morning. The
Korean managers would stand in front of the front gate at six-thirty
and exchange smiles and heartfelt greetings with the workers. After a
month, no strikes of any kind had happened at in the TN factory.

Increased Productivity through VN Complex Extension
and TN Complex Establishment
In April 2005, Hansae established Hansae TN Co. Ltd., the second
subsidiary in Vietnam, and prepared for factory construction. The site
of the second base was selected in the Trang Bang district, about thirty
minutes’ drive from the Cu Chi district. A factory with 63,000 square
meters of total floor space would be built on 430,000 square meters of
land.
Initially, the ratio of woven wear to knitwear of the VN factory was
three to seven. As the production of both items increased, the company decided that the VN factory should specialize only in woven wear
in the long term. Two factories for woven wear were added to the VN
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Part 13

Central America and Southeast Asia:
Two Axes of Rapid Growth
The Guatemalan office opened when the necessity for developing a backup company for
Nicaragua surfaced. With the abolition of the quota arrangement, Hansae withdrew its
business from Saipan. The global map of Hansae’s factories was adjusted to reflect the
two axes in Asia and Central America.

Expansion into Guatemala
Because of the limited production capacity of the Nicaraguan factories,
the company opened an office in Guatemala and started outsourcing
production in September 2002. The infrastructure of the textile industry in Guatemala was more firmly established than that of Nicaragua,
and it was easier to acquire skilled labor; however, there was the
disadvantage of high wages and intense competition among companies. In fact, the decision to enter Guatemala was somewhat delayed
because it took time to reach a consensus among the management
in Hansae. Concluding that it was better to develop a company as a
back-up for Nicaragua before it was too late, the company decided to
open an office even though it did not directly run production facilities.
In 2004, the company began to respond more quickly to buyers’
demand by introducing vertical production in Guatemala. The business environment of Central America was growing more unfavorable
for the clothing industry with its increasing wages, but the company could increase orders by strengthening its sales force. As of 2003,
Nicaragua recorded $68 million and Guatemala $18 million in sales of
Hansae’s total sales of $190 million. With $86 million in total exports,
these two bases performed the Saipan factory which had risen to a
total $71 million in sales.
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HANSAE Time Capsule
Lights Never Went Out in the Guatemalan Office
The Guatemalan office started with one Korean staff member and
one or two local employees. Thanks to their devoted efforts, it grew
quickly to have ten Korean staffers and two thousand workers along
with two factories. Whenever an issue arose, the staff never hesitated to burn the midnight oil to solve the problem that day. They were
willing to do night work to communicate with the headquarters in
Seoul. They took preventive measures against any potential problems and solved them immediately after they appeared. They did
their work with a sense of mission which kept them immersed in
their work on regular workdays, and for which they even sacrificed
personal appointments. The vertical production system, in which all
materials were supplied from the local area, was essential to meet the
short delivery time that the buyers demanded. The company maintained a harmonious relationship with subcontractors, who produced
the quantities that Hansae’s factory could not handle, sharing its
vision. All of these factors contributed to the growth of the Guatemalan company.
The main buyers of the Guatemalan production were Target, Kohl’s,
and WalMart. When the orders kept increasing, Hansae took over a
Keumgyung factory in 2005, located at an altitude of 1,740 meters in
San Jose Pinula, southeast of Guatemala City and established Hansae
Guatemala, S.A. The factory opened in 2007 and contributed to the
expansion of Guatemalan production. Going along with the increasing
flow, the company acquired a Hennesis factory in 2010 and established
Hansae Global, S.A. This second factory became the advanced base
that could quickly respond to the demands of the American buyers.
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Expansion into Indonesia and Extension of the Business

HANSAE Time Capsule
An Alternative for the Future
Textile Industry: Indonesia

Interior of a Guatemalan factory

Indonesia was an economic
power that had on enormous
amount of natural resources
and abundant human resources. With a population ranking
fourth in the world, its annual
rate of economic growth
reached five percent in the late
2000s.
The country, with its long history of fiber export, possessed
infrastructure and ports superior to those of other Southeast
Asian countries. It received
particular attention as a future
location of the textile industry.

As Vietnam joined the WTO and the quota restriction was expected
to be lifted in 2006, the competition within the Vietnamese market
became fierce. When the quota was eliminated, however, the U.S.
began monitoring for anti-dumping in 2007 and kept the country’s
growth in check. The necessity to develop a company as a backup for
Vietnam naturally surfaced, and Indonesia became the prime candidate for the enterprise. The country had developed the woven wear
production factories in the 1980s and 1990s.
Thus, Hansae established the PT. Hansae Indonesia Utama corporation in Kaben, Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia in August 2005, and PT.
Hansae Karawang Indonesia in Karawang in September 2006. The
company now had two corporations and eight factories in Indonesia
as the second production base in Southeast Asia. The sales of the Indonesian subsidiaries began to grow rapidly with the orders of such
clients as Walmart, Target, American Eagle Outfitters, Abercrombie &
Fitch, and Gap. In two years its sales went over $100 million, and by
2011 they had reached $250 million.

Hansae Guatemala, S.A

Hansae Global, S.A
PT. Hansae Indonesia Utama and Interior of
PT. Hansae Indonesia Utama
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PT. Hansae Karawang Indonesia and Interiorof of
PT Hansae Karawang Indonesia
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Part 14

Establishment and Withdrawal of
Asian Bases Amid Limitless Competition
Anticipating the abolition of the quota arrangement, Hansae ventured into China and
Cambodia in 2005. As the export environment of Vietnam stabilized and its Indonesian
factories began to expand their production, the company withdrew from China and
Cambodia to focus on its investments in Vietnam and Indonesia.

Opening and Closing the China Base
China rapidly rose as an investment market for the textile business in
the early 2000s when the U.S. announced the elimination of the quota
system in 2005. As the Vietnamese company was restrained by the
quota allotment, Hansae began to seek ways to expand into China in
response to the request of the major buyers and the increasing demands for the non-quota items of China. Despite its image as the “the
factory of the world with abundant labor and infrastructure,” China
had a dark side. Many foreign companies faced failures due to the
restrictions of Chinese authorities on foreign businesses and fierce
competition between the businesses themselves.
While keeping a keen eye on changes in the global apparel and
sewing industry, Hansae established Qingdao Hansae, Co. Ltd. in Jiaozhou, in September 2004. Two basic, small-scale factories went into
operation to meet the orders of Gap and Target from March 2005.
In 2006, the Qingdao factory achieved the record of annual sales of
$30 million in the shortest period with the added orders of Pacsun.
However, as the U.S. began to enforce strict quota restrictions to keep
China from monopolizing the export market, Hansae began to lose
orders. In 2007, the company was tied down because it could not
obtain enough quota to meet its orders. The Chinese factory rapidly
lost its competitiveness and self-sustainability as orders decreased
and the price for the quota was raised. In contrast, Vietnam was thriving freed from quota restrictions. Hansae ultimately decided to speed-
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ily close its factory in China because it did not make sense to maintain
the factory with all its difficulties. China supported its domestic manufacturing businesses with various policies, while being quite strict
to foreign companies. Hansae suffered difficulties even in closing the
Chinese factory, but withdrew from China without serious problems.
It then focused its attention on the future plan.

Opening and Closing the Cambodian Base
In an effort to prepare for possible restrictive policies of the U.S. towards Vietnam, Hansae acquired Cambo Hansoll Co. Ltd. in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia and established Cambo Hansae Co. Ltd. in August
2007. It was a part of its plan to expand the production base in Southeast Asia. Cambodia was close to Vietnam geographically and with its
good price competitiveness was a practical and suitable back-up company for Vietnam. The Cambodian factory began its operation in 2007
with twenty production lines. In 2008, it took over two more factories
and gained ten additional production lines.
However, it proved a somewhat hasty decision to expand into Cambodia in response to orders from Abercrombie & Fitch. There was not
much cooperation with other buyers. Also, the lack of skilled workers
in the country led to the poor production and quality of goods as well.
The initial delivery to Abercrombie & Fitch was unsatisfactory in the
quality of products, and the delivery to Target and Walmart did not
bring better results.
Meanwhile, export conditions in Vietnam were stabilizing, and the Indonesian factories began to expand their production. Accordingly, the
company closed up its small Cambodian factory in 2009 and concentrated investment in South Asia in Vietnam and Indonesia.

Interior of a Cambodian factory View of Cambo Hasnae

View of Cambo Hasnae Co.,Ltd
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Part 15

Constructing and Reorganizing
the Total Production System of
Knitwear and Woven Wear
With an enterprising spirit, Hansae attempted to reform itself as a truly total apparel
production company in the late 2000s by maintaining the growing trend of knitwear
production while strengthening its woven wear business capacity.

Reorganization of the Sales System from
Department to Headquarters
From its establishment in 1982, Hansae steadily grew and expanded
its bases from Saipan to Nicaragua to Guatemala to Vietnam, and to
Indonesia. It also maintained partnerships with global companies
such as Walmart, Target, American Eagle Outfitters, and NIKE on the
basis of its efficient production lines. In 2005 the company became the
largest apparel export company in Korea by supplying over ninety-one million clothing pieces to the U.S. It earned this status by specializing in foreign production bases and laboring to provide the best
possible service. Factories in Indonesia and Vietnam with their advanced techniques and abundant labor specialized in high-end brand
products, while factories in Central America, having the advantage
of quick delivery, specialized in products for large retail stores and
department stores.
Hansae recorded an impressive sales record of $330 million in 2005 and
began to reorganize its sales system extensively in 2006. It changed
from its original department system to a headquarters system and
became more productive so that each headquarters could make at
least $100 million in sales. Meanwhile, the company increased its
sales force and strengthened its woven wear production to expand
from its knitwear specialized production. It also planned to diversify its product items to ladies’s suits and casual wear. Through these
efforts, Hansae tried to reform itself and become a truly total apparel
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production company encompassing woven wear as well as knitwear
by the late 2000s. The company maintained the growing trend of knitwear production, which was pivotal to its development, and strengthened the business capacity of woven wear production, which was not
yet on the right growth track in Vietnam.

Accelerating Growth through
the Diversification of Knitwear Buyers and
Establishment of Strategic Relationships

HANSAE Time Capsule
Knit and Woven Fabrics
Fabric, the most important
material in apparel manufacturing, is generally divided into two categories: knit
and woven. Contrary to the
common association of “knit”
with sweaters or scar knitted
with thick wool, it refers to
every fabric made by knitting a strand of thread. Using
primarily cotton as its material, knit fabric is highly elastic, light, soft, and it does not
crease easily. It is often used
for casual wear such as round
neck t-shirts and polo shirts.
Woven fabric, rather an unfamiliar term, refers to every
fabric made by weaving weft
and warp. Its structure and
density depend upon the
weaving technique. Woven
fabric is generally less elastic than knit fabric, but has
the advantage of a stronger
structure. It is widely used in

Throughout the 2000s, Hansae achieved remarkable growth in knitwear production by expanding new accounts, founding overseas
bases, and strengthening its marketing capability. The company
proved its ability to produce diverse knitwear by delivering to major
retail stores all over the U.S. such as Walmart and Kmart, famous
brands with branches all over the U.S. such as American Eagle Outfitters and Jones New York, and famous sportswear brands like NIKE.
Deliverys to retail stores began to pick up momentum in 2002 when
the company completed a table order from Walmart. Its business came
to thrive with the successful delivery of important items that were
displayed in places easy to attract consumers’ eyes. As the American
economy began to recover in 2003, knitwear orders increased dramatically. The export department was divided into two separate departments in 2004. In addition, as the company gained additional buyers,
it added several departments responsible for each buyer. Meanwhile,
Saipanese and Central American production increases became reversed as the orders from Target and Kmart increased much faster
than those for brand apparel placed through Li & Fung.
In 2002, Hansae reestablished its relationship with Gap which had
played a central role in the growth of the Saipanese factory. Its export
to Gap amounted to $40 million in 2007. Hansae hit a second growth
spurt with Gap in 2008 by promoting mutual growth as strategic partners with better service and an improved relationship. The company
started to make deals with Target through AMC in 1999 and increased
its sales in the 2000s. Target became one of Hansae’s main buyers in
2005 with an account of over $50 million for the first time for a single
buyer. In 2006, Hansae exported products worth over $100 million to
Target, and the rapid growth continued well into 2008.
Although Hansae entered the competitive market relatively late, the
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the manufacturing of items
of clothing from dress shirts
to pants to skirts to jackets to
coats to jumpers.

company established itself as a reliable business partner and achieved
a remarkable outcome through its unique capability to break through
difficulties and develop strong relationships with buyers. The massive
deals with Walmart, which once ordered 4.2 million pieces of a single
design, created difficulties in meeting delivery dates, but Hansae nevertheless gained trust as a reliable partner. This relationship ultimately led to great success, expanding its sales from $19 million in 2003
to $95 million in 2007. Besides, during this period, Hansae enjoyed a
booming knitwear business, expanding dealings with such famous
brands as Kohl’s, Oshkosh, AEROPOSTALE, Abercrombie & Fitch,
Pacsun, Gap, Pink, and Tommy Hilfiger.

High Quality Woven Wear Production and
Strengthened Capacity
Advancing into Vietnam in 2001, Hansae commenced woven wear
production along with making knitwear. Vietnam was then restrained
by a quota arrangement, but ladies’ wear was not subject to the quota
restriction because its production required highly intensive technical
skills and was thus unpopular among producers. Hansae decided to
make a bold choice and investment to grow into the best global apparel enterprise producing both knitwear and woven wear.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Prompt Response to an Urgent Order by Walmart
Orders by Walmart substantially increased when the retail store put
in an urgent order for active wear. When the business negotiation
took place in the U.S. headquarters, it seemed auspicious at first, but
eventually another company was selected. After a while, however,
the Korean branch manager of Walmart called the Hansae staffer in
charge, saying, “It’s an order for ten million pieces. Can you do that?”
The delivery date was not far away. The staff member in charge, who
got the call while driving, did some quick calculations and answered
in the affirmative. The manager of Walmart was surprised because
it was not an easy decision that could normally be handled without
confirmation from superiors.
Anyway, the staffer in charge executed the urgent order smoothly,
and the deliverys to Walmart increased sharply as Hansae received
repeat orders. This event showed well the characteristics of Hansae’s
organization, which foster the quick, responsible actions of young
staff members.

The company entered the woven wear market in 2002, operating the
Vietnamese factory and recruiting a woven wear sales team for the
first time. In 2003, it established business relationships with Jones
New York, Gap, and other buyers and made $1.1 million in sales.
After that Hansae encountered many difficulties in woven wear for
a few years. Some even argued that the sinking ship of woven wear
should be abandoned in favor of knitwear production, which was
enjoying rapid growth. However, Hansae continued investing in
woven wear production for seven years in view of its future growth
potential. In 2006, the company tried again to develop woven wear
production, changing the ladies’ wear headquarters into a woven
wear business headquarters, adding casual items, and recruiting outside talent. With these changes boosting momentum and new buyers
such as New York & Company and Old Navy added, the woven wear
business began to stabilize itself little by little after its long stagnant
period. It came to gain recognition for its technical skills from major
accounts and consolidated the foundation for future development in
2012, making over $150 million in sales.
Sample development road show: Target Headquarters
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HANSAE Time Capsule
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potential. In 2006, the company tried again to develop woven wear
production, changing the ladies’ wear headquarters into a woven
wear business headquarters, adding casual items, and recruiting outside talent. With these changes boosting momentum and new buyers
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period. It came to gain recognition for its technical skills from major
accounts and consolidated the foundation for future development in
2012, making over $150 million in sales.
Sample development road show: Target Headquarters
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Overseas Shop Floor Training and U.S. Training

Educating and Training Staff Members
as Global Talents
In the 2000s, Hansae enhanced its employees’ job performance by means of various
training programs and achieved a growth larger than before through cooperation based
upon efficient communication.

Diverse Staff Training Programs
Hansae offered educational opportunities to all the employees of its
headquarters once a year. They were informed of the state of affairs
of the company such as annual sales and future goals. This helped
them to understand the business of other departments and the overall operation of the company. In addition, lecturers were invited to
give a talk on current issues, which often inspired the employees to
reflect in depth upon the current and future prospects of the textile/
apparel industry. The company implemented a systematic educational program from 2003, beginning with a workshop for team leaders, a
training program for senior staff members, and a training program for
general employees. This program was intended to promote their understanding of the company and the industry as well as to strengthen
the organization. Debates were encouraged to seek solutions to various in-house issues, and participation in diverse community activities
helped instill a heightened sense of belonging.
Hansae also concentrated much effort on language education. Hansae
Vietnam has provided a Korean language program for local workers
since 2003. It had a great appeal for them because they got prizes and
certificates of completion as well as an opportunity to move up to an
advanced course after getting satisfactory results on a test given on the
last day of instruction. Korean workers in Vietnam were required to
learn Vietnamese. They took the language instruction for two weeks in
a local school before setting to work and continued with their studies
by attending Vietnamese language courses. This policy helped them
to smoothly adapt themselves to the Vietnamese way of life.
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Second U.S. training program, 2003

For a long period of time Hansae has placed the most emphasis on
overseas training for new recruits to nurture global talents, who will
push their boundaries through gaining new experiences and develop
an enterprising spirit. The company continuously sent new recruits
to the Saipanese production base beginning in the 1990s to facilitate
their understanding of the local situation through on-the-job training before settling down to headquarters responsibilities. It was an
unprecedented practice in the business circle at the time. This program has been carried out in Vietnam instead of Saipan from the 18th
training of 2005, when the Southeast Asian country became the new
pivotal production base of the company.
Training for senior staff members of headquarters began in 2003 in
Saipan, where they could enhance their understanding of the local
production base as well as their sense of belonging to the company.
The program facilitated communications between headquarters and
production bases while providing opportunities to promote their
close relationship with the shop floor. The training for senior staff has
also been pursued in Vietnam since 2005.
Since 2002, Hansae has implemented the training program for excellent
staff in the US. Twenty outstanding staff members were selected regardless of their positions and sent to Los Angeles to experience American culture. They had an opportunity to look around famous foreign
markets including Primm Valley Shopping Mall, South Coast Plaza,
Kohl’s, Walmart, Kmart, Target, and JC Penney, and to observe how
Hansae’s products were displayed and sold there. Their experience
fostered pride in being a member of Hansae and helped them recharge.
The program for excellent staff moved to New York in 2010, where
Hansae has a design office, and developed into a more diverse one.

Fourteenth recruits’ training program in Saipan, December 2002
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Annual U.S. training program:

es. Each year they have gone on a trip to various locations such as
Hawaii, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Australia since 2003.
Their children have been able to accompany them since 2005.

The training program took place
in L.A. from 2002 to 2009 and
moved to New York City in 2010.
The trainees met the staff of the
New York office to learn about
the trends of local buyers before
visiting their stores and watching customers buy clothes made
by Hansae.

In an effort to boost the morale of foreign workers, Hansae has offered
Chinese workers opportunities to travel to Korea since the Saipanese
era and increased its frequency after the new millennium. Foreign
workers were able to feel pride in the company by visiting popular
tourist attractions of Korea and homes of former Korean coworkers.

Offering All Employees Overseas Working Opportunities
Hansae has offered overseas working opportunities to all staff. After
working as a manager for three or four years in Korea, they were provided with an opportunity to work in an overseas branch for eighteen
months. They could choose the department where they would work,
be it production planning, subcontractor management, general affairs,
accounting, or exports and imports. This program proved to assist
staff members to increase their savings as well as gain new experience.

Chinese managers on a Korean tour, 2002

Boosting Morale through Overseas Family Trips
The overseas experience of the staff was not confined to training.
Hansae has provided overseas travel benefits for ten staff members
who have worked for the company for a long time and their spous-
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Long-serving employees on an at Australian tour, 1997 Overseas trip for long-serving employees and
their families Hansae has provided an opportunity for long-serving employees to go on trips with their families since 1993,
so that they can get a much-deserved rest.
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marathons, volleyball or soccer games, etc. in a diversity of ways.
These activities were intended to promote humane and harmonious
relationship among various national or positional groups and to build
up healthier bodies as well.

Various Efforts for
Harmonious Mutual Growth
As the company kept developing and expanding, welfare benefits rewards for its employees were strengthened and systematized. The most notable was the improvement in
the incentive system.

Introduction of the Reasonable Reward System
In 2004, Hansae set up and implemented an incentive system. Each
team of the company would set its goal for a quarter and would
receive an incentive of varying degrees, either A1, A2, or A3. The incentive, instead of being given in an equal amount, was apportioned
according to position for example, team member, team leader, department manager with the size of the incentive base on role and contributions. The most important aspect of the system was transparency in
that every part of the process was made public for all the staff members to see.
The open and transparent management of this system allowed the
staff to realize that the incentive was the proper reward earned according to individual efforts and contributions rather than given willy-nilly by their bosses. Furthermore, the system allowed team leaders
and managers to focus their management capability on exercising
leadership in their respective positions while team or department
members could perform their responsibilities with trust. They worked
harder in expectation of a larger incentive, and positive competition
began to spark between teams.

Design Team 2 receiving an award

Athletic competitions were especially effective in creating a harmonious atmosphere. While contending for victory in various games,
everyone was united in cheering for their teams and shared a joyous
feast at the after-party. The athletic meets have been held in Saipan
since 2000. The meet in Vietnam in 2007 was especially considered as
a model for strengthening solidarity among all workers.
Over twenty thousand employees and guests participated in the first
Hansae-Vietnam athletic competition. They included not only Vietnamese workers, but also foreign managers and outside guests. The
field was filled with the Hansae family. The prize, a motorcycle--a hot
item in Vietnam-certainly added to the heat. Athletic competitions
have grown larger since then, hosting more and more games, and are
now firmly rooted as the most enjoyable events in Hansae’s largest
production base, Vietnam.

2004 Nicaraguan Marathon

Various Events to Promote Harmony
Developing harmonious relationships became the central issue for
management as Hansae began to expand and more production bases
were built overseas. Various events were held like picnics, hiking,
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Each subsidiary and factory of Hansae has held athletic meets,
picnics, and hiking events.
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Formation of Model Partnerships
Hansae has always thought highly of having harmonious relationships with outside subcontractors as well as harmony among the staff.
From its establishment, the company has tried to maintain a good
working relationship with its subcontractors. Walking in their shoes
as much a possible, Hansae kept to its basic principle of cash payments from its early days, unlike the customary practice of business
circles. In the mid-2000s, Hansae attempted to form a model partnership by holding conferences with its subcontractors. In 2005, Hansae
announced “Ethical Management” and labored more strongly for
transparent and sound business activities.
The apparel manufacturing business called for close cooperative relations with businesses involved in various fields of production such
as fabric, subsidiary materials, knitting and dyeing. Considering the
very nature of the industry, a dogmatic and domineering manner was
all the more to be avoided. As the management of Hansae aimed for
“our” mutual growth instead of “my” success, the company was able
to develop mutual understanding and trust through communications
and consultations. Hansae tried its best to become a company that
everyone would like to work with.

Various Contributions to Communities

equipment when the Vietnam Hanoi Go Club opened in 2008. These
contributions enhanced the image and credibility of the company in
the local community, which was ultimately supported the success of
Vietnam production bases.

Vietnamese scholarships:
Hansae has provided scholarships for high school students
in the Cu Chi district since 2005. Every month, 210 students from
seven different schools get scholarships which help them with their studies.

While expanding into Saipan, Hansae set up the principle that in
order to become a truly valuable company, it should be “a company developing with its local community” rather than just “a Korean
company which was successful in the local area.” In Vietnam, the
company continued its efforts to contribute to developing the local
community, and the efforts expanded with its growth.
Hansae has provided stationary of all sorts to nearby high schools
of the Cu Chi district since its initial stage in 2002. It has also awarded scholarships to 150 high school students from five local schools
since 2003. The scholarship was extended in 2007 to seven neighboring schools and 210 students. The company has actively participated in community volunteer work and donated computers and
air conditioners to orphanages and schools for special children. In
Hansae-Vietnam friendship events, it has sponsored the game of Go;
Hansae was the sponsor of 2007 Vietnam Go Championship competition held in Ho Chi Minh City. It provided for all the expenses and
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2007 Vietnamese Go Championship sponsored by Hansae-Vietnam
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Part 18

Expansion and Reorganization of R&D Department

From OEM Company to
a Leading ODM Company
With the advent of the new millenium, Hansae has labored to evolve from an OEM
(Original Equipment Manufacturing) to an ODM (Original Design Manufacturing) company. It was not simply content with supplying buyers with items they ordered. With
its accumulated capability, Hansae developed its fabric, oversaw the general design
process, and suggested its own items to buyers. With such efforts, it grew into a leading
ODM company.

The R&D Department was composed of the two separate parts of
design and fabric development. It was expanded, reorganized, and
reinforced as an R&D headquarters, which subdivided and specialized the area of design research and development into postprocess,
washing, color, and TD (technical design) specializing in fit and specifications, as well as original style design and fabric development. The
headquarters vitalized and upgraded the overall design capacity.
Hansae began to take the lead as an ODM company through qualitative improvement as well as quantitative expansion by recruiting
experienced, global talents in each field who had graduated from
world-famous design schools.

Opening R&D Department to
Strengthen ODM Capacity
In 2001, Hansae created a design studio and a fabric development
team as parts of the R&D Department in order to strengthen its ODM
capacity. It was a choice ahead of the times and an investment for the
future. As it was announced that the American quota arrangement for
imported fabric would be abolished in 2005, Hansae decided that it
would strengthen its ODM capacity with regard to design and fabric
development rather than adhering to an OEM system based on low
wages. This would help the company gain a competitive edge in the
fierce future market. The company’s steady growth now depended
upon its ability to project market trends and buyers’ needs and to
offer desirable products. In order to promote research and development, Hansae created an R&D Department and recruited professionals in the field in 2001. It extended and reconstructed a design studio
and showroom in 2002.
From 2003, the design studio has hosted a biannual seminar on fashion and fabric trends, in which each team made a presentation about
buyers’ trends. The prime purpose of the event was to share the latest
information on fabric and fashion trends of the U.S. with other staff.
In order to enhance understanding, the Design Studio Team displayed books on design and samples while the Fabric Development
Team brought in fabric swatches based on the newest trend.
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Although Hansae had exerted every effort to foster R&D with expanded organization rather early, it did not reach the global standard
in the initial years. People did not stay at the company, and materials
and equipment were outdated. Designers and those in sales did their
best in many meetings with buyers to meet their needs. It was apparent, though, that the organization should be realigned for individual
designers to reach their fullest potential. In 2006, Hansae sought to innovate the R&D headquarters. First, the company reassessed individual members of the R&D Department more closely and repositioned
them into their proper area. Second, the way to do business was
changed. The staff now prepared for meetings tailored to the needs of
each buyer instead of bombarding all the buyers with as much information as was available. Third, the company tried to solve the most
pressing problem--the organization and supplementation of the TD
Team. The team was provided with a renovated office as well as an
outstanding workforce. After two years of efforts, TD finally was able
to meet every function which buyers required.

HANSAE Time Capsule
OEM and ODM
OEM is a production system in which the client asks the manufacturer to produce items with the client’s logo attached to them. ODM,
which is one step evolved from OEM, means original design manufacturing, and the production company develops designs with its own
techniques and distribution companies select products according to
their tastes. While an OEM company simply manufactures products
according to the buyers’ needs, an ODM company supplies products
of its own design which requires advanced technical skills and has
the advantage of instilling higher added value.

Everyone at the R&D headquarters was provided with new computers to facilitate design work which required the processing of large
files. Along with the TD room, a CAD (Computer-Aided Design)
room was supplied with equipments to meet the specifications required by buyers. Self-inspection programs were also introduced so
that every member of the headquarters could enhance their performance by themselves. Also, a positive mental attitude of “I will back
up whatever the company needs,” was created in their minds.
The new R&D headquarters upgraded technical advancement in
apparel manufacturing. It also helped the ODM business gather
momentum with the improvement of in-depth communication skills
related to professional design and global fashion trends. Now the
sales department could overcome the limitations it had experienced
in satisfying buyers.

Staff of the R&D headquarters
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Staff of the R&D headquarters
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Part 19

In November 2007, Nông Đức Mạnh, the General Secretary of the
Communist Party of Vietnam, visited Korea to celebrate the fifteenth
anniversary of the establishment of Korea-Vietnam diplomatic relations. During his stay he had a special meeting with Chairman Kim
Dongnyung at the Shilla Hotel. Manh, congratulated the chairman on
Hansae’s successful investment in Vietnam and thanked him for its
creation of large-scale employment opportunities.

A Stream of Visitors and
Awards to Hansae
Awards from home and abroad were a result of the collective effort of all Hansae family
members doing their best where they worked. They also proved that the total capacity
of Hansae was sufficient to compete in the world.

Visitors to the Seoul Head Office

The cooperative relations between Korea and Vietnam became stronger through visits by several public figures to Hansae and the meeting
between Kim and Manh. They demonstrated the enhanced status of
Hansae as an enterprise while providing an opportunity to improve
its public image.

Visitors to Overseas Production Bases
As Hansae began to reach out to the world and the role of the Vietnam
base became increasingly important through the 2000s, celebrities
from Vietnam continued to visit the Seoul head office. They showed
a great interest in Hansae, its business and general activities. Every
effort was made to enhance their understanding of the company even
in a short time.

2006 Hansae IR tour

A buyer from Gap at a Nicaraguan factory

Starting with the visit by the Secretary of the Vietnamese Cu Chi
Communist Party and the chairman of the People’s Council in 2002,
and then the vice-chairman of HEPZA and his company, who visited
the head office during their visit to Korea in October 2006 to observe
the Korean industrial complex and consult about environmental problems, many distinguished visitors graced Hansae’s head office with
their presence. In September 2007, the vice-minister of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade visited the Seoul head office with the Vietnamese economic cooperation group during their visit to Korea. In
October of the same year, the chairman of the People’s Council in the
Cu Chi district visited the head office along with the vice-chairman
and others to express their gratitude for Hansae’s contributions to the
local community and discuss future prospects of community development. In December 2008, Vietnamese youth leaders participated in
the second Hansae-Vietnam Leadership Forum in Korea and visited
the head office. The young leaders’ enthusiasm and interest in Hansae
was evident in their ceaseless questions regarding general administration during a briefing session on the company.

Since the early 2000s, managers of global corporations have frequently visited Hansae’s Saipanese, Nicaraguan, and Vietnamese production bases. In 2002, Jeffrey J. Macho, the CDO of Sears North Asia,
paid a visit to the Saipanese factory to examine its improved environment and high-quality products. The Nicaraguan production base
was also visited by outstanding buyers. The executive team of the
Gap headquarters visited and made a survey of the Nicaraguan base
in June 2002. The vice-chairman of Target, Jim Davine, visited the
base in 2004 to explain Target’s geographical marketing strategy and
express his hope that Hansae would respond to Target’s increasing
orders. The president of Nicaragua and government officials attended the dedication ceremony of Factories 26 and 28 in 2002 and visited

Conference with,
General Secretary of the Communist Party in Vietnam, November 2007
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Hansae-Guánica to observe the operation of the factories in 2004. All
these events demonstrate the role Hansae has played in Nicaragua’s
business environment.

Le Huu Duc, Secretary of
the Communist Party
in the Cu Chi district, visiting Korea

Vice-Minister of Ministry of Industry and
Trade of Vietnam at Hansae, September 2007

Hansae’s status in Vietnam was scarcely less important. The national
Ho Chi Minh TV 1 Channel (HTV) reported in its evening news the
ground-breaking ceremony of the production base in 2001. In 2002,
HTV aired a report on Hansae-Vietnam as the representative business
in the Cu Chi district as a part of its program documenting the developing aspects of various areas of Vietnam. Hansae was also invited as
the representative enterprise of the area to an event held during an official visit of Phan Van Khai, the prime minister of Vietnam who came
from the Cu Chi district. The Vietnamese production base also welcomed the presidential boards of various companies such as Limited,
Kohl’s, Sears Asia, Li & Fung, and Gap Asia, who lauded the pleasant
working environment and strict quality control. Their visits consolidated their cooperative relationship with Hansae.
Hansae came into the spotlight in Korea as an exemplary company
operating in Vietnam. In 2003, the Vietnamese base greeted twenty-five members of an investment research group sponsored by the
Vietnamese Embassy in Korea. In the same year, the Korean Consulate General and his party paid a visit to Hansae-Vietnam. In 2004,
twenty-six students, teaching assistants, and professors of the business school of Yonsei University visited the Vietnamese factory as
part of their global management program. In 2005, a group of wellknown scholars participating in the economic forum of the JungAng newspaper visited the factory and solidified Hansae’s status as
a representative Korean enterprise in Vietnam. In 2008, students of
The Paul Merage School of Business at UC Irvine came to observe the
manufacturing facilities. Furthermore, twenty members of the Seoul
Social and Economic Research Institute came to examine the current
state of Hansae-Vietnam, which was ever-growing qualitatively as
well as quantitatively. They were greatly impressed at the growth of
the company and estimated its future potential very highly.

A Stream of Awards at Home and Abroad
In 2002, Chairman Kim Dongnyung was honored with “The Chief Executive Officer of the Year” award by the SHRM (Society for Human
Resources Management) of the US for his efficient management of
human resources and considerate attitude toward individual workers
in Saipan. The SHRM especially appreciated Kim’s attention to the
workers’ welfare and his open attitude in listening to suggestions by
the Human Resources Department and carrying them out. Kim’s humanitarian management principle received its due recognition.
Hansae was also honored with the largest export award in the general assembly of the Korean Apparel Industry Association in 2003.
The award acknowledged the high status of Hansae in the domestic
apparel export industry because it was presented on the basis of the
export record of the previous year.
In 2006, Hansae-Nicaragua received the Nicaraguan export award
for its first place finish in both clothing/textile export performance
and total exports in Nicaragua. At the awarding ceremony held in the
presidential palace, the president commended Hansae for its exports,
which had surpassed the total exports of all the top companies combined in other fields such as shrimp, tobacco, coffee, and others.

Received 2007 Target Partner Award of Excellence
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Buyers also granted Hansae awards. Some buyers such as Target and
Walmart traditionally gave awards to their vendors with whom they
had grown close relationships on a long time. Two years after its first
delivery, Hansae received the “AMC Award-2000 Outstanding Performance” award from Target in 2001 in acknowledgement of its potential as a main vendor. A year later, it won the “Target 2002 Vendor
Award of Excellence” award and solidified its position. Hansae was
given the “Partner Award of Excellence” every year from 2007 to 2011
and strengthened its partnership with Target. In 2002, Li & Fung
Group honored Hansae with the “Valued Business Partner of the Year
2002” award for keeping close ties with the group and contributing to
its growth. In 2007, Hansae was selected as “Walmart Supplier of the
Year,” which once again proved its potential.

Part 20

Increasing New Growth Potential
through e-Business
Around the 2000s, many businesses with capital had an interest in investment in real
estate. However, Hansae aimed for investing directly in the future business and fostering
industrial growth rather than possessing unnecessary real estate. While building a largescale production base in Vietnam with its accumulated capital, the company sought for a
new venue for investment which would increase the potential for future growth.

Starting an e-Business with the Acquisition of Yes24

Export Award of Nicaragua granted by Enrique Bolaños,
the President of Nicaragua, November 7, 2006
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Initially Hansae sought to expand its fashion business by taking over
domestic apparel firms, taking advantage of its experience in apparel
export over several decades. The company paid particular attention
to the acquisition of SBW, Inc. for over a year, but the deal did not go
through due to a disagreement on several issues in the end. Subsequently, after a careful review of several candidates outside the field,
Hansae acquired the largest domestic online bookstore, Yes24, in 2003.
At first glance, it might seem strange that an apparel export company,
a Business to Business (B2B) business, acquired an online bookstore, a
Business to Consumer (B2C) business. Furthermore, Yes24 was at the
time suffering under a $20 million debt although it was the largest
domestic online bookstore with over 2.5 million members. Besides, its
survival in the competitive online bookstore market was uncertain.
However, Hansae decided to become the largest shareholder of Yes24
on the ground that the acquisition would diversify its business with
the two axes of apparel manufacturing and online distribution, and
the company would be a renowned enterprise in both the B2B and
B2C markets.
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Stabilizing Yes24 Management
through Successful Restructuring
Founded in 1999, Yes24 recorded external growth with annual sales
of over $99 million, but it went through a series of deficits and was up
for sale in the M&A market. Consequently, large-scale restructuring
was inevitable after the acquisition.
Hansae took over Yes24 in May 2003. It organized a new board of directors in an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting in July and started
to stabilize the company. The company shook off its debts and invested in improving its content with the capital acquired by issuing
new stocks. Operating costs were cut down by reducing the size of
the company and moving its offices, which were scattered in four
different locations, into a single building. Interest costs were cut by
repaying loans and convertible bonds. A focus was made on improving the content by adding options such as “suggested reading,” “readers’ reviews,” and “reader community,” while plans for diversifying
the business, such as the relocation of the distribution center and the
opening of an offline store, were deferred. The new management emphasized not only profitability in the competition to increase sales and
market share in the fast-growing industry, but also quality improvement to provide consumers with a high-value service. These efforts
paid off; Yes24 began to make a profit one year after the acquisition
and was listed on the KOSDAQ in 2007 for the first time as a bookstore business.

HANSAE Time Capsule
A Letter to Shareholders Regarding the Acquisition of Yes24
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and careful consideration, we have come to the conclusion that Yes24
is the company that best fits our criteria. Yes24 is a well known company with over two million members and a wide array of networks.
With its great potential for growth, I believe, the company will be
another foundation for our take-off in the time to come.
The distinction between offline and online in brands and distribution
is growing fainter and fainter today. This trend will only speed up
with time. The domestic online distribution business, after its initial
trials and errors, has come to considerable maturity. It is just a matter
of time before it will flourish. Yes24 has survived an extremely competitive and rapidly changing market . The company is the number
one online bookstore, the vanguard of online shopping malls. We
have decided that its growth potential is far greater than that of any
other domestic distribution or apparel business.
We know that Yes24 has shown a deficit since it was established in
1999. In 2002, it lost 9.3 billion won with the sales of 99 billion won. I
understand that you must have some misgivings about the company.
Most of the loss in 2002, however, occurred because it had to clear off
the deficit of Wowbook, with whom it had merged. The sales in 2003
are expected to increase 30-40%, if not as high as the previous year
when it increased 100% compared with 2001. We believe that the company will turn around into the black. Hansae has accumulated more
than enough capital to take over Yes24. Furthermore, we’re expecting
a healthier cash flow in 2003. As overseas production bases are stabilized, sales volume is increasing and profitability is growing. We believe that our decision will bring about the epochal growth of Hansae,
which will make shareholder value skyrocket.

Dear esteemed shareholders,

We would appreciate your continued support and attention.

Hansae, with your support and our hard work, has maintained a
substantial growth rate of 20-30% every year. As you are well aware,
we are successful in our business. We have made bold investments
ahead of others and transformed ourselves whenever necessary. We
have shaped an enterprising culture filled with youth and vitality
and managed the company with flexibility and an open mind. We
will spare no effort to remain a leader in the apparel industry. For the
past few years, Hansae has also explored promising future businesses that would maximize shareholder value. After extensive research

May, 2003
Kim Dongnyung,
CEO of Hansae Co. Ltd
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Opening an Online Fashion Shopping Mall, iStyle24

HANSAE Time Capsule
Human-Centered Management
Chairman Kim’s philosophy
of human-centered management showed itself while
the company acquired Yes24,
which had a large deficit, and
succeeded in turning it around
by quickly stabilizing its organization. Kim believed that
Yes24, despite the deficit, had a
number of talented personnel
that had made it the number
one business in its industry,
so he did not dispatch any
managerial staff from Hansae.
In addition, its team leaders
were granted the authority to
make over 99% of all decisions
for themselves as in Hansae.
This management style helped
boost their morale and helped
to normalize Yes24.

Taking over the online bookstore Yes24 in 2003, Hansae expanded into
the e-commerce market and enjoyed steady growth, recording a total
sale of $400 million in 2005. In addition, the company opened an online
fashion brand mall, iStyle24(www.istyle24.com), in November, 2006.
From the beginning, iStyle opted for an “e-Branding” strategy, setting
itself apart from other shopping malls. While conventional malls attracted their customers with lower prices, iStyle let its own brand do
the PR and communicated with its consumers by encouraging them
to utilize contents such as products, information, and community activities. As an online mall uniting e-commerce with fashion, iStyle24
runs as a twenty-four hour, one-stop shopping mall, offering information on about three hundred domestic and international cosmetics and perfume brands, as well as fashion. While the items sold are
limited to fashion, it provides services as beneficial as those of total
shopping sites with differentiated marketing that allows its customers
to enjoy themselves to the full, not just make a purchase.

iStyle24 staff

Ceremony for Yes24 newly listed on the KOSDAQ.
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New Start for a Great Leap
Forward after 30 Years
The launching of the HansaeYes24 Holding system
in 2009 separated each business section with Hansae
Co. consolidating its status in the apparel industry. The company had grown as a total production
company of knitwear and woven wear with large
additional investments in Vietnam. Simultaneously,
it had concentrated all its capacity on growing into
a global market leader and maximizing the clients’
satisfaction by R&D tailored to the buyers’ needs.
With its plan to establish its own brand, Hansae
acquired DREAMSCO and launched NYbH. Celebrating its thirtieth anniversary in 2012, Hansae prepared to make a fresh start for a great leap forward
to become a global fashion enterprise that would
create new fashion trends across the world.
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Part 21

online business. Each sector is clearly delineated, and the business
risk was thus decreased with independent and responsible management. The transparent management structure enhanced the efficiency
of management.

HansaeYes24 Holdings and
Management Efficiency

After the holding company system was launched, Hansae Co. reinforced its position in the global apparel market by strengthening its
apparel business and increasing investment to diversify its business
portfolio. Online business was also expanded by adding iStyle24, an
online fashion/beauty shopping mall, Yes24 Vina, and Yes24 Indonesia to Yes24 business.

Hansae has strengthened its apparel production and increased investment to diversify
its business. It is continuously expanding, having Yes24 as an Internet business as well
as fashion/beauty online shopping mall iStyle24 and HansaeYes24Vina.

Establishing a Holding Company and
Enhancing Management Efficiency
Yes24 struggled in continuous deficit from its establishment in 1999.
After Hansae took over the company in 2003, it became the biggest
online bookstore of Korea in 2012. Beloved by customers and ensured
of substantiality, it received more than seven hundred thousand visitors daily, with about forty thousand of these visitors actually making
a purchase. The market paid much attention to it as a B2C company listed on the KOSDAQ. Consequently, its stock price influenced
Hansae’s stock price. Hansae needed to break away from the conventional image that it was unsuitable for an apparel firm to have an
online bookstore as a subsidiary. Coincidentally, holding companies
were attracting public notice in the financial world in the late 2000s.
Hansae decided to divide Hansae Co. and Yes24 by designating itself
as a holding company.
Hansae started the holding company system in 2009. The apparel
business was separated and listed as Hansae Co. while the remaining
company was renamed and relisted as HansaeYes24Holdings. The
holding company had two subsidiaries, Hansae Co. and Yes24.
HansaeYes24 Holdings is a pure holding company wholly responsible
for investment. It is made up of a management planning team and a
management evaluation team, which reinvest profits made from each
business sector into core businesses, support the business of subsidiaries, and provide business consulting. Now Hansae is divided into
three sectors; an investment business, an apparel business, and an
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Part 22

Continuous Investment in Vietnam
and Acceleration of Future Growth
Hansae has played a great role in making the apparel business the leading export industry in Vietnam, which used to export coffee and crude oil. Vietnam was a wasteland for
apparel production until 2000. It was Hansae that invested in Vietnam’s future and built
the first large-scale factory.

Hansae-Vietnam Factory 1, over 200,000 square meters of land with 10,000 workers producing
more than 100 million pieces of clothing to export to the U.S.

Additional Investment in Vietnam
No one could guarantee the success of Hansae Co. when it began
construction in the wide plain of the Cu Chi district in 2001. The company aimed for high quality products deliverable in the shortest time
possible, and thus established a system for the mass production of a
small list of items. Efficiently managing the skillful Vietnamese workers, the company has increased its production capacity and achieved
rapid growth. Next, Hansae established its second Vietnam subsidiary, Hansae TN and increased its productivity even more, accelerating high growth.
In the late 2000s, the Vietnamese economy suffered from such a serious recession that ten percent of the businesses went bankrupt, and
some foreign companies began to withdraw. The investment environment has grown worse with an average pay raise of 30% since 2007.
Hansae Co., however, decided to establish its third subsidiary and
increased investment in Vietnam. Vietnamese factories became the
central base producing about half of the total export of Hansae, exporting over 84 million pieces of products in 2010. Hansae decided to
expand investment with the belief that only competent and substantial companies will survive in hard times. Hansae was able to make
the decision because it had established itself as Vietnam’s largest
clothing export enterprise over the preceding ten years.

The Cu Chi factory was said to feed the entire district by employing over ten thousand residents.
The company has made a great contribution to the regional economy,
often employing several members of a family at the same time.

Establishment of the TG Subsidiary and Factory Construction
In 2010, Hansae established its third subsidiary, Hansae TG Co., and
secured a factory site of 360,000 square meters in Tien Giang Province,
south of Ho Chi Minh City. The construction began in November, and
the factories began operation with the completion of the first stage of
construction in late 2012.
As of 2012, VN subsidiary in the Cu Chi district had eleven factories
with 150 production lines and ten thousand workers, while TN sub-
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sidiary had four factories with 72 production lines and five thousand
workers. The second stage of factory construction would add 220
production lines and a workforce of fifteen thousand. Hansae would
further consolidate its status as Vietnam’s largest clothing production
company.
Hansae planned to accelerate woven wear production by gradually
relocating the knitwear production lines of VN to TG and making the
VN factories specialize in woven wear production.
The Vietnamese subsidiaries maximized efficiency and productivity by reorganizing the overall production system and making bold
investments. Under the motto, “Hansae will export $150,000,000 by
2015,” the Vietnamese bases will play a more important role.

Opening the Hanoi Office
The production of woven winter outerwear was traditionally strong
in Hanoi. To expand its woven wear production capacity, Hansae
opened the Hanoi office in January 2010 and began to outsource
woven wear production to local firms.
As the orders for woven wear are increasing, Hansae is now reviewing whether to construct or acquire factories in the Hanoi area.

Part 23

Reinforcement of the Design Capacity
and Cooperation System
The New York office, opened modestly on 34th Street in 2008, expanded in 2011 and
did its share as the outpost of Hansae design. The R&D headquarters in the head office
also increased its human resources and its space and continued to perform increasingly
complex tasks. Hansae’s outstanding design capacity lies in the cooperation of the R&D
headquarters, the New York office, and the marketing organization.

New York Design Office:
An Outpost in the World Fashion Center
As the work of the R&D headquarters gathered momentum, Hansae
opened a design office on 34th Street in Manhattan, which was the
center of fashion design and manufacturing in the world. It began to
scout competent designers in New York. The design office was created to reinforce its design capacity and meet the needs of buyers more
closely by connecting the R&D headquarters in Seoul and the leading
global fashion industry of the U.S. At the same time, it was expected
to consolidate the status of Hansae as a leading ODM company by
maximizing a synergy effect.
From its establishment, the design office has enhanced the company’s
ODM capacity through systematic cooperation with the R&D headquarters. In 2011, it expanded its size to perform a more active role. As
design grew more and more important in the increasingly competitive
market, high-level buyers of large retail stores such as Walmart and
Target would often visit the office to see new samples Hansae had developed. The New York office has played an increasing important role
as an outpost which maximizes the whole design capacity of Hansae.

Training new workers for Hansae TG
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Promoting R&D Tailored to Each Buyer
As the competition grew fierce in the market, major buyers came to
adopt a “Deep & Narrow” policy, letting go of various suppliers in
favor of only a few selected, trustworthy companies and increasing
their business with them. Hansae, however, did not suffer any loss; it
came to receive more attention as an ODM company with prominent
design and fabric development capacity, not to mention production
capacity.
R&D tailored to the needs of
individual buyers

New York office opened in 2008

The R&D headquarters is divided into specialized teams - Design 1,
Design 2, Fabric and Color, and TD, and it has concentrated its energy
on R&D tailored to the needs of each buyer. This helped Hansae focus
on high value-added ODM products and outrun its Chinese and
Southeast Asian competitors.
Fashion changes along with trends, irrespective of the high quality of
a particular item. The key to the fashion apparel business rests upon
convincing consumers to express themselves through fashion and
to enjoy the fashion culture. Therefore, the role of R&D will be ever
increasing. Hansae’s R&D capacity could be said to lead the fashion business in the domestic market. Never resting content with the
domestic success, however, Hansae’s R&D headquarters has sought
innovations with an acute awareness that previous success does not
guarantee future success. The headquarters, keeping true to the meaning and function of R&D, concentrates all its effort on developing
items that will bring more profit to the buyers as well as the company.

Leading the Market through a Cooperative System
Hansae’s high-quality design capacity has increased with close cooperation and communication among the R&D headquarters, the New
York design office, and the marketing organization.

New York office
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The New York office and the R&D headquarters have some fifty talented designers who graduated from elite fashion schools such as
Parsons and FIT. The New York office analyzes popular styles of international fashion trends in the U.S., Italy, and France and communicates with the R&D headquarters to come up with products that will
attract consumers’ attention. They contact each other through video
calls or other means and share new information and results of projects or research. Specialized teams in the R&D headquarters, in turn,
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focus on developing products tailored to each buyer’s requests and
meet with their clients to explain new products or materials. Most
consultations take place in Seoul; however, when there is a critical
meeting with a buyer coming up, the marketing department sends its
staff to the New York office to make preparations together.

Part 24

Beside this cooperation, the R&D headquarters and the New York
design office have held biannual conferences on current fashion
trends. The staff members of both offices have organized the conferences, a great opportunity for their cooperation and enlightenment.
They have offered valuable information and services not only to all
the staff including marketing personnel, but also to buyers and subcontractors. The conference has become a popular event.

Hansae, thriving with knitwear production in the 2000s, has strived to maintain its relations with major buyers and continues to increase the sales volume of each buyer.

The cooperation between the R&D headquarters and the New York
office has contributed to the creation of a new business model, as well
as the prompt exchange of information with buyers. The R&D headquarters, the New York office, and the marketing department have
concentrated their efforts on developing Hansae from an OEM to an
ODM company to a global fashion enterprise.

Conference on fashion trends
Conferences are held biannually to analyze the latest trends
and share information. The New York office is located in
the center of the global fashion industry. R&D headquarters staff in
Seoul use the occasion to learn more about global fashion trends.
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Diversifying Clients and Areas

Securing Diverse Clients

HANSAE Time Capsule
The Merchant Representative
Dispatch System of Gap
Gap has dispatched two representatives to the two factories
of Vietnam TN to enhance the
merchants’ understanding
of vendors since 2011. They
receive eight weeks of commissioned education in each
factory. However some vendors were reluctant to open
the shop floor to the buyer.
Companies which participated in the program together
with Hansae withdrew from
it; only Hansae continued
the practice. Hansae believes
that the dispatch system has
provided a good opportunity to strengthen cooperation
between buyers and vendors
and enhance understanding
between the two.

Despite the world-wide recession, Hansae has managed to lead the
fashion trend and maintain a steady increase in sales because it has
been able to secure various clients.
Large retail and department stores put an emphasis on product quality, price competitiveness, and design ability. For Target, Walmart,
Khol’s, Kmart, Sear’s, and JCPenny, it is exceedingly important for
suppliers to produce and ship a large quantity of products on time. It
is not rare for them to put in massive orders that will fill fifty or sixty
containers. Sufficient facilities for mass production is a necessity.
For trend leading brands such as Pink, Victoria’s Secret, and Abercrombie & Fitch, quick delivery is as vital as new fabric development
capacity and quality. The key is the time it takes until shipping after
the order was placed. In the past, delivery after sixty days was considered quite efficient, but that time has been shortened considerably. In
some extreme case, products had to be delivered by air in twelve days.
SPA brands such as Gap, H&M, Zara, and UNIQLO try to immediately reflect consumers’ life style and launch popular new products in a
short cycle. The capacity to produce and ship a massive order quickly
is essential to maintain an amicable relationship with them.
Sports brands like Nike require not only the capability to develop
new, functional, light fabrics that can absorb sweat, but also new
sewing methods and printing techniques.
Thus, superb R&D capability is critical in dealing with various clients.
Hansae devoted more than ten percent of its Seoul head office work-
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force in the R&D headquarters to strengthen R&D capability. It has
satisfied diverse clients’ demands through specialized research and
development by diversified talents of various fields such as fashion
designers designing clothes, technical designers going over the technical aspects of the clothing, fabric developers, washing and postprocessing method developers, print and embroidery designers, and
colorists checking color tones.

Over the U.S. to Europe and Japan

HANSAE Time Capsule
Characteristics of
European Buyers
Buyers like Target and Kohl’s
allowed longer lead times
and placed orders by season.
In contrast, European buyers
created samples reflecting
the change in fashion trends
regardless of the season and
placed orders every two
months. Practically speaking,
the orders were placed every
month. It took painstaking efforts to adapt to this fast-moving system.

Most apparel exporting companies in Korea have grown centering on
the U.S. market; a few medium-sized companies ventured into the
European or Japanese market. Only recently, large companies that
had targeted the American market have begun to expand into Europe
and Japan as well. The Japanese and European companies which had
production bases in China have increased their deals with Korean
companies while they were relocating to Southeast Asia.
Hansae formed a European specialization team and a Japanese specialization team in 2012 to respond to changes in the market and diversify its clients. It is expected that the amount of exports to Europe and
Japan will roughly equal those to the U.S. in the next six to seven years.

Part 25

From Knit Casual Wear to
Woven Women’s Suits
Hansae started its woven wear business along with knitwear in Vietnam, but underwent
difficulties due to the high entry barrier to the market. However, the tough business
began to look up with diversified items in 2006 and grew as the company made deals
with Old Navy, a major woven wear business, in 2009.

Woven Wear and Knitwear Production

HANSAE Time Capsule
R&D for Woven Wear
The R&D for woven wear was
not active until several years
ago because woven wear did
not represent a large portion
of total sales of the company
and remained stagnant. The
R&D for woven wear has been
revitalized since 2010 with
an actively supported woven
wear team created in the R&D
headquarters in 2012.
The R&D headquarters grasps
in advance new fabric materials and styles that will
come into fashion. It provides
market survey notes and
market intelligence to buyers,
which has gotten positive
responses.
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Apparel products are largely divided into knitwear made of knitwork
and woven wear made of fabrics. Knitwear is subdivided into general
knitwear, which is cut and sewed together, and sweaters which are
generally knitted by machines. Woven wear is more specialized and
divided into women’s wear, men’s wear, dress shirts, and outerwear
or heavy garment like winter wear filled with cotton or down. In
clothing stores, all these items are sold together; however, manufacturing factories generally specialize in a specific product.
Before expanding overseas, Hansae mainly focused on domestic
woven wear production, especially heavy garments. Since its overseas
operation began in 1988, it has changed into a knitwear production
company. Over twenty years, the company has grown into a leading
knitwear company in the world, and it was only in 2002 in Vietnam
that it began to produce woven wear again. However, the more than
ten years’ hiatus had its price. Deficits piled up quickly while the company tried to develop techniques and markets for its women’s wear.
Hansae did not give up and spent more energy on development and
improvement. The company built factories specializing in women’s
suits and party dresses, and recently a factory producing pants.
Currently, the first subsidiary in Vietnam (VN) has seven woven wear
factories with six thousand workers. In a few years, four more factories will be added, and VN will be expanded into a firm with eleven
factories and ten thousand employees. When the third subsidiary in
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R&D for woven wear has been
revitalized since 2010 with
an actively supported woven
wear team created in the R&D
headquarters in 2012.
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market intelligence to buyers,
which has gotten positive
responses.
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Apparel products are largely divided into knitwear made of knitwork
and woven wear made of fabrics. Knitwear is subdivided into general
knitwear, which is cut and sewed together, and sweaters which are
generally knitted by machines. Woven wear is more specialized and
divided into women’s wear, men’s wear, dress shirts, and outerwear
or heavy garment like winter wear filled with cotton or down. In
clothing stores, all these items are sold together; however, manufacturing factories generally specialize in a specific product.
Before expanding overseas, Hansae mainly focused on domestic
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ten years’ hiatus had its price. Deficits piled up quickly while the company tried to develop techniques and markets for its women’s wear.
Hansae did not give up and spent more energy on development and
improvement. The company built factories specializing in women’s
suits and party dresses, and recently a factory producing pants.
Currently, the first subsidiary in Vietnam (VN) has seven woven wear
factories with six thousand workers. In a few years, four more factories will be added, and VN will be expanded into a firm with eleven
factories and ten thousand employees. When the third subsidiary in
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Vietnam is established, five thousand employees will be working in a
factory producing woven wear.

Acquisition of C&T: Expanding into Knit Fabric Dyeing
In order to sharpen the competitiveness of knitwear, the development
of various fabrics was essential, and this required the establishment of
dye factories. Specialized knitwear companies were either operating
or planning to operate dye factories. In late 2012, Hansae took over
Color & Touch (C & T), a corporation located in the outskirts of Ho
Chi Minh City, and expanded into the area of dyeing.
With its seven years of history and advanced technology, C & T had
a rather large-scale factory with 25,000 square meters of floor space
on over 60,000 square meters of land. It had the capacity to dye 30,000
kilograms of fabric a day.
Hansae plans to expand C & T’s facilities and increase dyeing capacity to over 50,000 kilograms of fabric a day. This capacity can produce
about 60 to 75 million pieces of clothes per year. Hansae’s competitiveness for knitwear production is expected to increase still more
when the extension of C&T is completed by May or June 2014.

Part 26

Groundwork for the Future:
Hansae’s Own Brand
In October, 2010, under the slogan, “Wear New York without Being in New York,”
Hansae launched NYbH (New York by Hansae) and wedged a foot into the domestic
online fashion market for the first time as a domestic clothing export company.

Launching NYbH:
The First Domestic Online Fashion Brand
For a long time, Hansae was interested in launching its own brand,
but could not find an appropriate opportunity. It tried to take over a
famous brand, but the attempt did not turn out well. It was too risky
for an ODM clothing export company to follow the conventional way
of launching a new brand by itself and opening offline stores. The
market conditions were not favorable, and many domestic mid-sized
brands that had once led the fashion industry in Korea were suffering
difficulties for the inflow of foreign brands. Hansae remained content
with its business, for its apparel production and exports were steadily flourishing. The company, though, could not dismiss the idea of
launching its own brand for future growth, the dream of all OEM and
ODM companies.
A fresh perspective opened new doors. Results of analysis and surveys showed that there are about 500 professional online clothing
brands in the domestic market and that the market is growing in
general, with the sales volume of a large size firm reaching $30 million. As Hansae already had the capacity for design, production, and
online distribution, a massive initial investment was not needed. It
seemed a most practical and reasonable decision to take a risk while
utilizing the existing capacities to the fullest.

Hansae-Vietnam’s woven wear factory
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Thus NYbH was born. The New York office and the Seoul R&D headquarters took care of its design, and the Vietnamese base took charge
of its production. As the company already had the high production
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skills needed to gain the trust of world-famous buyers, the product
quality of NYbH was naturally guaranteed to be good. In addition, as
an online business without any offline stores, NYbH had the advantage of lower prices that could attract consumers. NYbH, originally
an abbreviation of “New York by Hansae,” changed its full name to
“Now You Belong to our Hearts,” and grew as an online brand that
delivered the newest trends of New York swiftly to its consumers.

Takeover of Dreamsco: Expanding into the Infants’ and
Children’s Clothing Market through CurLySue
In August 2011, Hansae acquired Dreamsco. The acquisition proved
to be a suitable step toward launching its own brand and accumulating know-how of the fashion business.

Chelly Cat, a bouncy,
charming CurLySue character

Dreamsco was a company that had been producing infants’ and
children’s wear under its main brand CurLysue since 2001. As a single-brand company with character-inspired fashion, it had taken first
place in the domestic market by the time it was taken over, making
over $50,000,000 in annual sales.
CurLysue specialized in graphics and characters with the delicate
touch of an advanced European style. With its two hundred domestic
stores and about one hundred stores in China, the brand was expected to have great growth potential.
Dreamsco also specialized in the character industry. With a license for
three characters such as Chellycat and Toriad, it had entered into contracts with companies in Italy, the Netherlands, Japan, China, Taiwan,
Chile, and England. The company collected royalties for twenty items
including furniture, stationery, and toys with these characters on them.

Advertisement announcing
the acquisition of Dreamsco

Visit to the CurLySue branch in Shanghai, April 2012
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Part 27

Education, Training, and an Incentive System

Emotional Management
through Active Communication
Hansae, which has consolidated its foundation as an apparel export company over
thirty years, is doing its best to create a “youthful and energetic Hansae” by encouraging
lively communication, good fellowship, and an active exchange of information among
its employees.

Medium of Communication:
Webzine “HansaeNuri24”

First issue of HansaeNuri24

Hansae has expanded its programs for employees with opportunities
such as the education for all employees program, overseas training
for new recruits, and field trips to the U.S. for outstanding employees.
Overseas training aimed at understanding the specialized business
fields of the company and the acquisition of a global mind-set.
In overseas training, new recruits were divided into several groups
each of which was given a clothing production assignment. It was intended to provide an opportunity for the recruits to learn to work together and experience in a short period of time the entire production
process taking place on the foreign shop floor. A systematic internship
program was also implemented. The interns got basic knowledge of a
related industry as well as the company before being assigned to each
team to acquire practical business skills.

HansaeNuri24, the company’s webzine, published its first issue in
August 2010. It was an online magazine with a youthful style created
to facilitate interoffice communication.

The L.A. training program was designed to inspire career employees
who had served over three years to feel pride in the company through
direct on-site experience. The program changed its place from L.A. to
New York in 2010, where the staff of related companies were invited
to join the program.

The name of the magazine was selected through an in-house name
contest. “Nuri” is a pure, traditional Korean word meaning “the
world.” The name implies that all the employees of Hansae Co., Yes24,
iStyle24, HansaeYes24Vina, and HansaeYes24 Holdings were free to
communicate in the world of Hansaenuri24.

The overseas rotation work system allowed Korean staff members to
work for eighteen months in a foreign corporation, learn the language
to communicate with the local workers, meet with buyers, and discover something new. In 2011, a reverse rotation system was introduced, which allowed several selected Vietnamese workers to work in

As a monthly magazine, it has encouraged active communication
among Hansae employees as well as enhanced fellowship while
disseminating information on various events in its sections such as
“Introducing Our Team,” “Stories of Unique Employees,” “Introducing
New Faces,” “Vietnam Story,” “Tastes and Style,” “Flea Market,” and
“Fresh Events.” The magazine thus contributed to realizing a “young
and energetic Hansae.”
Its publishing committee has also helped to make a friendly society
by means of rummage sales for the poor and donations to Haedunsol
House for the severely handicapped. It has also donated to the House
of Angels, a child protection center in Guatemala, and conducted a
fundraising activity for UNICEF.
Workshop for all employees, 2010
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the Seoul head office and learn its business. Since 2010, several workshops have been held separately by position such as ones for new recruits, deputy chiefs, section chiefs, and senior managers to enhance
the fellowship of same position-holders and facilitate communication
among them. In addition, workshops for all employees and breakfast
lectures for all the companies concerned were offered to heighten employees’ loyalty and pride as members of the Hansae community.

Athletic Meets and Club Activities in Vietnam:
Forming Unity as “Hansae People”
In Vietnam, social events like company dinners, picnics, mountain
climbing, and athletic meets have been held with more enthusiasm
and frequency than before to help develop harmonious relations
among employees. The annual athletic competition has expanded
every year and has become a local festival. Twenty thousand workers
and their families were divided into several teams based on their factories and participated in cheering, soccer games, games of tug-of-war,
and relay races. After competitions, they enjoyed performances and
the after-party. The sight had not been common in the Cu Chi district,
so it has even received attention from the media.

The overseas travel program for the long-term employed continued to
be warmly welcomed by the employees as well as their families. The
Korean tour program for Chinese managers in Vietnam continued,
and a similar program for Indonesian managers started in 2010.
Meanwhile, Hansae introduced an employee stock ownership plan
(ESOP) in 2000. The company covers the cost of the plan, which has

After the January issue of HansaeNuri24 introduced “The Ways to
Vitalize and Support In-house Clubs & Regulations of Clubs” in 2011,
various clubs and associations have been formed for sports activities
such as basketball, baseball, soccer, and skiing, as well as for hobbies
such as billiards, climbing, photography, and performing music. Even
a club for volunteer activity was set up to help the underprivileged.
These clubs have helped the employees contribute to their community
and share their individual interests. In February 2012, G24, a musical
performance club, held a benefit concert and donated all of the proceeds to the in-house volunteer work club.

helped its employees form and increase their wealth.

Hansae’s basketball club

Five-day training program for new recruits in Vietnam
A field trip to the Vietnamese production factory provides the newly employed
with an opportunity to learn about the company’s global status
and better understand their own work.
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Regular performance by G24,
HansaeYes24’s band

At a breakfast lecture
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Meetings with Subcontractors: Building Mutual Trust
In 2004, Hansae started having meetings with domestic subcontractors. It has also held meetings with international subcontractors in
their countries since 2009. Some forty subcontractors in Vietnam and
Indonesia were invited to the overseas meetings, which expressed
Hansae’s willingness to pursue mutual growth through harmony and
cooperation. In domestic meetings, participants have shared information on the current trends of the American market or buyers, Hansae’s
vision and quality control procedures, and the current situation of
management for mutual growth. They also discussed better ways to
facilitate collaboration.
The overseas meetings were especially helpful in sharing information
on the company’s overseas technology and capital. They have served
to consolidate the relationship based on mutual growth and benefits
between Hansae and its international subcontractors. They have also
contributed to enhancing the competitive edge of Hansae in the apparel industry and the national image of Korea.

HANSAE Time Capsule
Letter of Gratitude to New Recruits’ Parents
On May, 2011, Hansae was put in the limelight for sending letters of
thanks to the parents of fifty new recruits. This was a part of the effort
to communicate and share the goals and visions of the company not
only with employees but with their parents. Hiring new employees
in an open competition every year, Hansae will continue to send the
letter of appreciation of the CEO to the parents to promote emotional
management in the spirit of horizontal communication.
The Dream of the “Global Frontier”! The Vision for the World! Hansae
Will Be with You.
May 16, 2011
Dear parents,
I’m sending this letter to express my appreciation to you for having
an independent and competent son or daughter who has decided to
work for our company. As the Chief Executive Officer of Hansae, I
would like to express my gratitude and respect to you.
Hansae, after its foundation in 1982, has focused on the apparel
export business. As the largest clothing export enterprise in Korea,
the company produces clothes for world-famous brands that people
around the world love. It enjoys great popularity in the United States,
for example, to the extent that one out of three Americans wears a
product made by us.

Hansae-Indonesia meeting with subcontractors, 2012
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Hansae has strived to develop global competitiveness under the goal
of building a bridge between Korea and the world. The company
has not remained satisfied with its success in the domestic market. It
has advanced into the world: it currently owns seven overseas subsidiaries in Vietnam, Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Indonesia, where
twenty-seven thousand employees are working in the spirit of harmony and solidarity. The company has grown into a substantial
medium-sized enterprise, exporting 203,000,000 pieces of clothing, recording 864,700,000,000 won in sales, and making 37,500,000,000 won
in operating profits last year.
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Our annual sales have increased exponentially with our differentiated enterprise value and advanced skills. We, the members of Hansae,
take pride in the fact that we have contributed to the economy of our
country. On the basis of our firm foundation, we will give our best
to help your children grow into global leaders equipped with professionalism and passion. We will focus on the education of global
leadership and the improvement of in-house welfare, which will
definitely help make them pillars of the apparel industry in the age of
globalization.
In the future society, where one works is as important as what one
does. The number of youths is steadily increasing who attempt to get
a job overseas. A number of young Koreans are spending their time
and money to prepare for overseas employment. We dare to guarantee that the new members of Hansae have taken their first step as
global talents before others.
Thanks to its characteristics as an apparel export company, Hansae
has implemented a system of overseas training and service programs
for all new recruits. The programs will enhance their job understanding and build a shared vision among them. We believe that this
system, distinctive to our company, will be the foundation for your
children’s growth into experts in the global apparel export industry
representing their beloved country.
We will provide every support in our power to help our new recruits,
selected through a strict screening process, reach their full potential
with confidence and pride. Just as you have supported them, we will
support and foster them with our utmost sincerity to be the best talents in the world.

Part 28

Contributions to
the Global Community
Hansae is trying to fulfill its corporate social responsibility and return business profits
to society by making social contributions to various volunteer activities and scholarship
programs at home and abroad.

Hansae Overseas Volunteer Corps of
College Students
Hansae established an overseas college students’ volunteer corps in
2010 to realize its enterprise spirit of “Contributing to social development by fostering the growth of talented people.”
The company selects twenty college students every year through open
competition including interviews and takes care of all the expenses to send them to Vietnam. Under the motto, “Love Vietnam: Love
Hansae,” the students participate for ten days in cultural and volunteer educational activities with local residents to enhance mutual
understanding.

We thank you again for your splendid guidance of your children, and
we would like to share our visions and values with you.
Sincerely,
Lee Yongbaek
Chief Executive Officer

Undergraduate overseas volunteers
Hansae began to send volunteers overseas every year in 2010
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Hansae,” the students participate for ten days in cultural and volunteer educational activities with local residents to enhance mutual
understanding.

We thank you again for your splendid guidance of your children, and
we would like to share our visions and values with you.
Sincerely,
Lee Yongbaek
Chief Executive Officer

Undergraduate overseas volunteers
Hansae began to send volunteers overseas every year in 2010
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Through this experience, talented youths are expected to develop
a global mind-set, a sense of public spirit, and leadership skills as
future global leaders. Hansae will continue to support the overseas
program for college students since it has proved to be effective in
nurturing global leaders and promoting cultural exchanges between
Korea and Vietnam.

to the community by participating in volunteer work for local childcare centers, nursing homes, and senior citizens who live alone.

HANSAE Time Capsule
HISTORY of Hansae’s Volunteer Clubs
2010.10.29-31
2011.01.08
2011.03.20
2011.06.16
2011.08.04
2011.10.29
2011.11.26
2011.12.10
2012.01.11
2012.01.19

Undergraduate overseas volunteer corps

2012.03.01
2012.03.31

Starting “Dream Joints Hansae24” to
Connect Happy Dreams
Supported by a policy to vitalize in-house clubs, Dream Joints Hansae,
a volunteer club, was formed by the staff members of Hansae, Yes24,
and iStyle24 in August 2011. With a pure intention to “join happy
dreams,” the twenty members did volunteer work once a month despite their busy schedules to share warmth with neglected neighbors
and for the joy of doing volunteer work with other members. The
club has played a pivotal role in Hansae’s volunteer activities.

2012.05.05

2012.05.31

HansaeNuri24 charity bazaar (clothes and books donated by
Hansae and Yes24)
Donation to Haedeunsol, Homes for the Severely Handicapped
(5,000,000 won from bazaar gains)
Donation to the House of Angels, Guatemalan Children’s Shelter
(ten boxes of clothes, books and other things)
HansaeNuri24 fundraising for UNICEF in celebration of its first
anniversary
Launching Dream Joints Hansae24, a volunteer club
Starting “Love Basket”: Sisterhood Relationship Project with Poor
Lonely Elders (Senior Welfare Service Center, Yeongdeungpo-gu)
Tending vegetable garden for emotional cultivation in the Evergreen
SOS Children’s Village (Sinwol 3 dong, Yangcheon-gu)
December Project: Delivering ‘coal’ briquettes of ‘love’ (Guryong Village, Gaepo-dong, Kangnam-gu)
“Sharing Love in a Global Village”: Delivering New Year’s gifts to children (three boxes of clothes)
Delivering New Year’s gifts to Evergreen SOS Children’s Village(three
boxes of clothes and other things)
“Sharing Love in a Global Village”: Labor service at the Global Village
International School (Bucheon Global Village International School)
“G24 Charity Proceeds + DREAM JOINT24 Donation Event for
Parentless Households” (Yeongdeungpo-gu)

2012.03.31 Supporting the “Charity Bazaar for Children Afflicted with
Nuclear Damage” hosted by iStyle (Heyri Park in Paju City)
Severely disabled people of “Haedeunsol” and volunteer families
attend “Children’s Nanta” performance (Yearimdang Nanta Concert
Hall in Yeoksam-dong & Mandarin Chinese restaurant)
Donating clothing to the Multicultural Bazaar for Immigrants hosted
by Sharing Love in a Global Village (3 boxes of clothing)

Centering around Dream Joints Hansae24, “Hansae People” have
donated money made from activities like the Sharing Bazaar and the
Band Club’s concerts to poor neighbors. They have also contributed
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Part 29

Extending the Scholarship Program
and Other Activities

Donating 3,000 pieces of clothing
to Indonesian children

Relief aid to Haiti

In 2005, Hansae began to grant scholarships to 150 high school students in Vietnam. In 2012, 210 students received Hansae scholarship
aid in seven high schools. The company expanded its support program from helping students with their studies to donating funds to
promote social well-being programs, and cultural and athletic events
like the Vietnamese Go Championship. Its scholarship program was
extended to Asian graduate students planning to study in Korean
universities. They received the money twice a year without any obligation to work for the company after graduation. Initially, the opportunity was limited to Vietnamese students, but it came to include
students from all Asian countries. In 2012, the scholarship was awarded to forty students from Vietnam, Taiwan, China, Indonesia, and
Malaysia.
In addition, Hansae donated $100,000 to Haiti in 2010, when the country was devastated by earthquakes. The company also supported the
Hansae Cup Relay Go Alumni Match. The staff of the overseas corporations have contributed in diverse ways to the communities through
volunteer activities.
Hansae will continue to take the initiative in contributing to the community in a systematic way, fulfilling its corporate social responsibility and helping spread the culture of sharing.

Hansae’s Capability Shines
More Brightly in the Darkness
Hansae Trade Co., founded in 1972, enjoyed exponential growth and rapid expansion
for seven years before plummeting into bankruptcy in 1979. The helpless bitter experience and the time it took to get back on its feet again became the foundation for Hansae’s new startup and steady growth.

Hansae Co., Born of Strong Will over Adversity
Two oil crises in the 1970s had a tremendous effect on the Korean
economy as well as the global economy. During the first oil shock in
1973, the oil price skyrocketed from two or three dollars a barrel to
ten dollars. When things were just beginning to stabilize again, the
second crisis came in 1978, when the price skyrocketed to thirty dollars a barrel. The economy suffered a downfall, and the sharp rise of
consumer prices and the declining economic growth took a toll on the
global economy.
Korea was relatively unaffected by the first crisis; however, the
second shock proved to be fatal because the country did not reform
the entire economic structure after the first shock and continued a
policy of development and expansion. At this time, Hansae Trade Co.,
the precursor to Hansae Co., experienced its short, intense drama of
birth, growth, and dissolution. Established in 1972, the company went
through rapid development and expansion before crashing into bankruptcy in 1979, merely seven years after its birth. It could not turn a
crisis into an opportunity and had to make the painstaking effort to
stand on its feet again, going over past mistakes. The bitter experience of frustration became a precious commodity that no money can
buy. It was the fertile soil in which a new Hansae could begin to grow
in 1982.

Sponsoring GoTV for university alumni competition
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Continuous Growth with a Global Mind
and Cooperative Spirit
Hansae Co. started in a small, rented factory and grew steadily, finding a stable place in Incheon in 1985. By 1988, the company came
to record $14,000,000 in sales. In the late 1980s, however, rapid pay
increases and labor disputes made domestic market conditions highly
unfavorable. It was even predicted that the domestic apparel industry
would come to an end. Hansae made the bold decision to advance
into Saipan in pursuit of its low wage and duty-free privileges in 1988.
Finally, the venture did not run smoothly, but the company accumulated localized know-how by overcoming various hurdles. It had
to cope with unexpected problems that frequently arose while constructing and managing the overseas production base. Through these
experiences, Hansae cultivated a global mind-set and internalized the
basic principles of cooperating in concord with local residents.
Hansae as an export company achieved massive growth in Saipan.
Before and after the financial crisis in the late 1990s which triggered
a nation-wide economic crisis, Hansae enjoyed such a boom in sales
that it was able to extend its staff benefits and expand the production
base in Nicaragua in 1998. The Saipanese factory alone exported over
$10,000,000 worth of production in 2000. The pressure of rising wages
in Saipan, however, made it urgent to seek an alternative, and the
time came for another crucial decision.
Hansae made large-scale investments into Vietnam to prepare for
the future after carefully assessing the future potential of Vietnam. It

turned out to be a prescient decision. Although the global apparel
industry was shaken to its core through the 2000s, the Vietnamese
factory proved its worth and performed its role as the main ground
for Hansae’s steady growth. The company ventured into Indonesia
as a backup base for Vietnam, while earning valuable experience by
venturing into and withdrawing from China and Cambodia.

Hansae’s Strength in Overcoming Recession
In the world-wide recession of the late 2000s which was set off by the
U.S., Hansae held its ground with its strong fundamentals. During
the global economic contraction, the capacity of Hansae stood out
conspicuously in the management and production skills, the development of new techniques, and the quality control. This achievement resulted from the ability of its enterprising spirit to cope with challenges
and get over difficulties in the global market rather than remaining
content with the domestic market. Faced with the crisis, buyers began
to reduce the size of business by implementing the Deep & Narrow
system and shaking off weak vendors, which became a golden opportunity for Hansae.
Hansae organized the R&D headquarters in Seoul and opened the
New York design office in the mid 2000s in an effort to strengthen its
capabilities as an ODM company. Its ODM system was tailored to
the needs of each buyer. The strategy worked to contribute to rapid
growth, with exports surpassing the $1 billion target in 2012.
Naturally, Hansae was praised for its high competitive edge in the
world market over large companies in the same line of business that
focused on the domestic market. The company deserves its reputation; it has strived to make its dream of “fashion worldwide” come
true and grown together with global citizens for a long period of time.

Received Korea’s Good Enterprise Culture Conference award, 2012
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Part 30

A Soaring Global Fashion Apparel Company
“Connecting Korea with the World”

Hansae: A Soaring Global
Fashion Apparel Enterprise

Hansae is trying to increase its market share in the U.S. and expanding into Europe and Japan at the same time. The company has opened
an account with H&M, a global SPA company of Sweden, as well as
with Zara and Mango of Spain.

Since its establishment in November 1982, Hansae has grown into a global apparel
export company. Currently it operates ten subsidiaries in Vietnam, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Indonesia, and Myanmar.

Turning from its knitwear-focused system, Hansae plans to increase
woven wear production, which comprises 20% of its whole production as of 2012. The company will attempt to increase the overall production volume by giving weight to the woven wear industry, which
is rapidly growing, while maintaining its dominant position in the
knitwear market, which is witnessing a slowing growth rate.

A Specialized Garment Export Company
Standing Tall in the World

Hansae is also striving to expand its overseas production bases. The
third corporation in Vietnam has already been established, and the
TG factories are in full operation. The company has expanded into
Myanmar, whose relationship with the U.S. is improving.

Hansae produces and exports over 200,000,000 pieces of clothing per
year with 750 employees in the head office, 33,000 overseas workers, and a workforce of 22,000 spread among cooperative businesses
working together toward the same goal. It performed the feat of over
$1 billion in total sales in 2012. Now the company is working toward
doubling the amount by 2017.
The U.S. apparel market annually imports over $80 billion in products
to which Hansae is currently contributing only about 1.2%. However, the growth potential seems bright, though, because the company
has received calls from the buyers of international brands even in
these recession-hit times. Large global companies such as Target and
Gap have continued business with Hansae for over ten years, which
proves Hansae’s capability. With thirty years’ strenuous effort and
enthusiastic zeal, “Hansae people” have created a global production
network tailored to the needs of specific buyers and secured regular
clients ranging from world famous brands such as NIKE, Abercrombie & Fitch, and Old Navy to department stores such as Sears, Macy’s,
and Kohl’s to retail stores such as Walmart and Target.

Moreover, Hansae is concentrating its energy on enhancing R&D
capability with fifty professionals in the headquarters, almost ten
percent of the entire staff, devoted to the task. The New York design
office continues to provide market intelligence tailored to the needs
of individual buyers. Its American designers of the highest class work
in cooperation with the Seoul R&D headquarters. The company now
puts much more weight on the ODM system in which the manufacturer makes suggestions to its clients on new fabrics and designs;
ODM capability itself is the key to future competitiveness.
Additionally, Hansae plans to start a business with its own brand in
the future. After launching NYbH, its own online brand, in 2010, the
company acquired Dreamsco in 2011 and expanded Curlysue into
the Chinese market. It has already gained recognition for its high
class apparel manufacturing techniques as shown in its business with
various global brands. The company is preparing to enter the global
market with the Hansae brand by further accumulating experience
and know-how in the relatively inexperienced field of marketing and
distribution.
Hansae has grown into a specialized apparel export company since its
birth thirty years ago. Now, it plans to step farther forward with the
belief that every day is a new day, critical reflections on its achieve-
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ments and failures, and continued investment in techniques and facilities. Hansae will be born again as a global fashion apparel enterprise
“connecting Korea with the world.”

HANSAE Special

Received Korea’s Digital Management Innovation Award, 2011

Awarded Korea’s Global CEO, 2011

Hansae’s New Year’s Celebration, 2012
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HANSAE Special

Surprised by Hansae’s Challenges and the Results

President Park Geun-hye Visits
Hansae-Vietnam
President Park Geun-hye, on a state visit to Vietnam, came to Ho Chi Minh City, the
economic center of the country, on September 10, 2013. In a luncheon co-hosted by Le
Thanh Hai, the party secretary, and Le Hoang Quan, the mayor of the city, President
Park requested the full support of the Vietnamese government for Korean companies
that ventured into Vietnam. Later in the afternoon, she paid a visit to Hansae-Vietnam,
the representative Korean company in Vietnam, and looked around the facilities. After
offering words of encouragement to the staff, she attended a meeting with other Korean
companies in Vietnam, which were invited to Hansae-Vietnam.
President Park’s visit was intended to show the determination of the Korean government to build a harmonious and mutually beneficial relationship with Vietnam. The visit
was a response to the request of the Vietnamese government that the Korean government rectify the imbalance of trade between the two countries. By visiting Hansae-Vietnam, the President suggested that Korean companies were creating jobs for Vietnamese
and contributing to the country’s exports.
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HANSAE Special

After a cordial welcome by all staff members, President Park was
briefed about the thirty-year history and current state of Hansae,
which has strived to expand its economic territory by focusing on
exports. Then the President looked around the large-scale production
lines. Chairman Kim Dongnyung, who has managed the company
from the shop floor since the founding of the company, took the President around Hansae-Vietnam to show her some lively production
activities.
During her tour, the President paid particular attention to a Vietnamese worker who had been to Korea as an industrial trainee, asking
him questions regarding his life and training period in Korea. He
replied that he had married and bought a house with the money he
saved in Korea. He added he was happy, and thanked Hansae and
Korea for what they had done for him. President Park wished him
good luck with a smile.
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Looking around the lively and busy shop floor, President Park expressed her surprise: “The textile industry is considered to be in decline in Korea, but Hansae boldly ventured overseas and changed the
industry into a growing one. The company has contributed not only
to the domestic economy but to the global economy. Hansae’s spirit of
challenge is beautiful, and its fruit is marvelous.”

Hansae-Vietnam, Accounting for 7% of
Vietnam’s Clothing Exports to the U.S.

When the President showed interest in an assistant factory manager
who was fluent in Korean, Chairman Kim explained that the company provided Vietnamese workers with an opportunity to learn the
Korean language, whereas Korean employees were given a chance to
learn Vietnamese to help them understand the local culture and get
adjusted into the new environment.
President Park offered encouraging words to the young employees
who would soon return to Korea after completing their rotation duty.
She also commended the Vietnamese managers for their efforts for
Hansae-Vietnam.
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Vietnam had many advantages such as wage competitiveness, a relatively stable social order, and a firm determination for economic development. For these reasons, many Korean companies chose Vietnam
as their production base.
Hansae saw the potential of Vietnam early on and established the first
subsidiary, Hansae-Vietnam, in the Cu Chi district of Ho Chi Minh
City. It was followed by the second subsidiary in Tây Ninh Province
and the third one in Tiền Giang Province. As the expansion continued,
Hansae was cited as the company most successfully localized in Vietnam. There were over 1,800 Korean companies that had ventured into
Ho Chi Minh City, but Hansae was definitely regarded as the best one.
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Hansae-Vietnam contributed to the economic development of Vietnam,
making over $2.8 billion in exports from its establishment to 2012. The
number of workers employed by Hansae was expected to reach over
thirty thousand with the addition of the third subsidiary, which would
be far larger than most of major Korean businesses in Vietnam. Hansae
has played an essential role in the creation of jobs in Vietnam.

Keys to Successful Localization: Trust and Mutual Growth
Hansae tried hard to promote friendly relations with the local residents, making contributions to Vietnamese society while leading
the economic development of the local community. Since 2003, the
company has awarded scholarship to all local high schools, donated
some twenty thousand books to Vietnam National University and the
National Library of Vietnam, provided financial supports to children
with cardiac disease, and participated in various activities to promote
social welfare. Hansae has also held annual festivities or other events
to enhance fellowship and solidarity with local residents. In athletic meets, thirty thousand employees gathered to enjoy the activities
with their families and friends.

The Hope for a Bigger Hansae-Vietnam as a Global
After making a tour through the production lines of Hansae-Vietnam,
President Park entreated the staff to keep working well and make a
contribution to both countries. It was an honor for Hansae to have the
President visit its overseas factory. The visit will remain a precious
memory for every Hansae person. She left in the visitors’ book the
following sentence: “I hope for the even bigger development of Hansae-Vietnam, a small global giant which goes forward to the world.”
The phrase is engraved in Hansae people’s hearts, encouraging everyone as Hansae’s continues its global adventure.

Besides these contributions, the company has supported twenty
Korean undergraduates who do volunteer activities in Vietnam every
year since 2010. While doing volunteer work, these Korean youths
had an opportunity to experience global society through Hansae and
to inform Vietnamese about Korean culture and traditions.
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“One Heart” Athletic Competition
In commemoration of the thirtieth anniversary of Hansae Commemorating the thirty-year anniversary of its founding, Hansae people were united in the spirit of “advancement,” “passion,” “challenge,” and “rebirth”. Under a clear sky, they ran and played
together on the green grass with one heart, determined to start anew toward
the bright future of great development.
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Chairman Kim Dongnyung’s
Life and Management Philosophy

On the World Wide Stage :
Moving Toward All the People of the World
Chairman Kim Dongnyung’s Creative Management
“In my youth, I learned from one big failure that ‘one should walk a step behind one’s
ability,’ and it became the mental prop which has supported me to overcome difficulties, big or small. I have repeated to myself whenever feeling impatient, ‘Let’s go a step
behind my ability. Going slower is going faster.’ Then I could go back to the basics and
look back objectively at myself, the company’s capabilities, the whole circumstances,
mutual relationships, and market conditions. In this way, I could find a better way.”

Turning the Negative Energy of
a Big Failure into Even More
Positive Energy
When trying to achieve something, it is easy to overestimate one’s abilities and become
impatient. The desire to achieve “faster and more” can be the driving force that can fulfill a dream, but it can also hinder the objective appraisal of oneself and drive a person
into a tight corner.

Glowing Leadership in Boyhood
Chairman Kim Dongnyung was born in Seoul on September 6, 1945,
the year Korea was liberated from Japanese colonialism. His father
graduated from the medical school at Tokyo Imperial University,
which was considered the most difficult school at the university. After
Korea was liberated, he returned to his home country to become one
of the first graduates of Seoul National University. As an initiate of
modern medicine, he worked as an army doctor during the Korean
War and, after the armistice, studied in the U.S. on a government
scholarship. Returning to Korea, he worked at a medical center located in Eulii-ro-6-ga. Founded with the aid of three Scandinavian countries, the medical center was equipped with the latest facilities and
the best foreign doctors. As a boy, Chairman Kim would sometimes
visit his father at the center. In addition he socialized with the young
foreign doctors when they visited his home to have dinner.
Born into a scholarly family, which produced, only among his closer
relatives, some twenty professors and scholars of various fields, Kim
was a bright boy who loved books. When he was in the fourth grade,
he won an award in a writing contest which selected fifteen elementary and middle school students from across the country. He was
invited to the Blue House along with others and shook hands with
President Syngman Rhee. After graduating from elementary school,
he followed “the elite course” at Kyeonggi Middle School and High
School, where he was diligent in his studies as well as active in extracurricular activities such as the writing and newspaper clubs. He
distinguished himself by writing poems revealing exquisite sensitivity and a pure awareness of the zeitgeist. His leadership skills and
ability to create harmony among people shone itself during his school
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days. He would get elected in every election that was held in schools,
which were full of top-notch students from the entire country.
With such versatility and popularity, he could have sought to pursue
a career as a high ranking government official. However, none of his
family or Kim himself had any interest in the field.

A Young Man with a Vision

ing his alma mater. Kim was again faced with a difficult choice between becoming a professor or a businessman. At that time, the plan
to develop the country through export was sweeping Korea, and new
businesses were opening up every day. The heated atmosphere was
even hotter than that of the venture boom in the early 2000s. The government made numerous policies to encourage and support budding
businesses, and many talented young men plunged into the current
of the age. Kim decided that, instead of becoming a professor or inheriting the family business, he would found a trading business with
his youthful ardor and vigor.

The pure young student seriously contemplated his future and that
of his country after he entered Seoul National University as an economics major in 1964. The campus at that time was in turbulence with
social confusion resulting from the Students’ Revolution on April 19,
1960 and the military coup d’etat on May 16, 1961. In 1967, the Dongbaeklim case arose up, in which a number of professors and students
of the economics department were implicated. It was not unusual to
see respected professors or close classmates suddenly arrested. This
tragedy made him put off the thought of becoming a professor and
following the tradition of his family by devoting himself to learning
and teaching. He considered journalism as his career with his experience in the university newspaper, but he could not definitely make up
his mind.
After graduation, Kim got a job in a foreign bank. However, he felt
there must be something more that he could bet his life on and devote
his youth and passion to when his uncle suggested he study business
administration in the U.S. Kim’s uncle was a businessman who had
studied in Japan and experienced advanced management while working in a Japanese company. After the liberation of Korea, he started
a business in trade, pharmaceuticals, and agricultural chemicals. He
was deeply affectionate toward his little nephew and gladly took him
in to his home in Seoul during the Korean War, when Kim had to stop
his studies and move because his father was doing military service.
His uncle took care of him like his own child and made Kim devote
himself to his studies for several years. Now, the uncle was hoping
that Kim would follow his footsteps by earning an MBA and continue
the family business.
Kim earned his MBA in the Wharton School at the University of
Pennsylvania, a prestigious school. Upon coming back as a person
who had studied recent trends in business administration, he was
immediately offered lecture positions by several universities includ-
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Kim on a trip to the western U.S.
with a Japanese student while studying abroad

Kim graduating from Wharton School at University of Pennsylvania

Lessons Learned from a Big Failure
At the age of twenty eight in 1972, Kim founded Hansae Trade Co.
with the great intention of creating a bridge between Korea and the
world. The beginning was modest, but the business quickly grew. He
sent numerous letters to various buyers asking them to contact him
if there was anything they wished to buy from Korea and meet him
if they happened to visit the country. For several years, he made and
delivered the ordered goods. As his business expanded, he made a
large investment in building a factory in 1975, with garment manufacturing as the core business of Hansae Trade Co. and designating
Hansae Craft as an independent company. The company, however,
went bankrupt in 1979, fatally hit by the second oil crisis of late 1978.
Struggling with severe frustration, Kim spent the next three years
looking back on his past mistakes and became determined to make a
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new start. He was shocked by the experience of his first failure since
he had lived without any serious failure or frustration for over thirty
years. The more painful it grew, the more objectively Kim analyzed
himself. He tried to stay away from indulging in losers’ sentiments
and wasting time. Reminding himself that this period was like a spell
and that even this ordeal would pass, he began to resolve his problems one by one and reflected on what could have been done to prevent the past mistakes.
With arduous effort, Kim learned three lessons that would guide him
for the rest of his life: (1)Instead of going to the bank, focus on the
shop floor and ensure substantiality; (2)Let go of greed and go a step
behind one’s ability, and (3)Have one day off a week to revitalize
oneself.
As this self-awakening began to heal his wounds, a longing for a new
start arose. Some friends suggested that he study abroad again, but
he became more determined not to run away from just one failure.
He was also more convinced that doing it “right” would make things
right. Some expressed deep concern about starting again the business
that had once gone bankrupt. However, Kim believed that he had
no reason to try other things because the clothing industry was still
growing, and he had maintained good relationships with his previous
buyers while going bankrupt and paying off debts.

Hansae, Born Again and Chairman Kim
In 1982, Kim established Hansae Co. and began to prepare for a
restart. In 1985, Hansae acquired a factory in Gajwadong, Incheon
City, ending the initial stage of running a rented factory in Bucheon
City. The company was especially busy at the end of the year because
all the order items had to be delivered before the New Year. Every
factory went into a “state of war” mode in December. As the subcontractors were likewise running out of time, they would make products for “A” company when its staff was present. Then they would
quickly switch to products for “B” company when “B” company’s staff
appeared. Such being the case, Kim would go the rounds of the subcontractors and then go back to the Incheon factory to encourage the
employees working at night. He would come back early in the morning to wake them up and share a hearty breakfast before going back
to the subcontractors.
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Saipanese volleyball competition, 1999

The competition for quotas was so fierce in those days that just having
a quota was said to make money. For Hansae, which had just started
up, it was lucky to acquire even one quota, whatever the price. Under
these conditions, it was an urgent matter to develop products less
affected by the quota arrangement or making a high profit per unit.
Chairman Kim, taking notice of this, developed with his employees
male swimming trunks, infants’ body suits, a so-called space suit, and
outdoor hunting wear. They turned out to be a great success.
Hunting wear was big and thick, looking like a thick blanket when
folded. When the product was developed, the sample was immediately sent to Kmart without any prearrangement, and no response came.
Hansae sent another sample in the next season, but again no response
came. Then suddenly, after a few months, the staff member in charge
got a call, “Hunting. A great fuss. Come quickly and explain it to us!”
He immediately sent Chairman Kim an SOS. It turned out that the
executives at Kmart had berated them for selling only national brands
instead of private brands for hunting wear, which were in high
demand. Kim then worked to develop a hunting jacket and coverall,
forgoing the hunting pants. The pants did not require distinction for
nighttime and daytime, but a jacket that glowed at night as a safety
measure was sure to be in great demand and be very profitable. Luck
followed Kim’s accurate market analysis, enthusiastic management,
and persistent research. To make a nighttime hunting jacket, one
needed to weave mat material with acrylic before dyeing the fabric
in a fluorescent color. In the factory there was acrylic that had been
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bought before. Moreover, the price of acrylic went up just before the
negotiation, so the negotiation went in the company’s favor.
Hansae enjoyed continuous growth while other mid-sized companies closed one by one. It read the U.S. market in advance, expected
a potential demand, and exerted every effort to develop new products. Every attempt obviously did not bring success; however, Chairman Kim refused to give up in the face of failure and made up for
the losses by even bigger profits on other items. He led the company
with a passionate, enterprising spirit, pioneering a new way. He had
inborn strength, but did not persist in going down blind alleys.

Venturing into Saipan for a New Take-Off
After the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games, a wave of freedom swept
Korea, followed by labor disputes which spread over every industry. The rapid increase in wages lowered the competitiveness of the
country in the global market as it was an export-oriented economy.
Chairman Kim, who had been leading the company’s steady growth
since its re-startup, anticipated such change and began to seek out an
alternative well before the domestic circumstances got worse. In 1986,
the government of Pohnpei Island sent a team to Korea to encourage
investment in the country and cited its non-tariff, non-quota advantages as an ideal condition for an apparel manufacturing company
exporting to the U.S. Chairman Kim was skeptical about the country
because of its small population, but he decided to inspect it himself.
As he expected, the island turned out to be less than ideal; it was
not even a non-tariff area. The long trip to the country seemed to be
a waste of time. Then he remembered Saipan in which he had been
interested for the past several years. The island indeed had the advantage of being a non-tariff, non-quota area, but the government had
ceased to give out approvals. Anyway, he decided to pay a visit on
the way back.
Chairman Kim had a friend who had expanded his business into
Saipan, but it did not occur to Kim to contact his friend. When he
went to a Korean restaurant after checking into a hotel, he came upon
him. The happiness they felt at seeing each other in a foreign country
was indescribable. His friend introduced him to an American lawyer
who used to be a prosecutor, assuring him that the American would
be helpful. The lawyer then informed Kim that Saipan was considering giving construction permits again, and that he should prepare
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himself if he was interested in getting one. With this unexpected good
news, new hope arose for a bright future. Chairman Kim made the
lawyer promise to contact him as soon as there was any news before
he flew back to Seoul to begin preparations. Before long, the lawyer
contacted him, and ultimately a license was secured to establish factories. In a way, Chairman Kim actively grabbed fortune which came in
the disguise of misfortune.
However, as the proverb goes, misfortune always follows good fortune in everyday life. The company met fierce opposition from local
Saipanese residents when it began to build its factory. While the
work was interrupted, construction materials gathered rust, and time
wasted away. Chairman Kim felt worried although he was sustained
by his business experience and self-confidence to some extent. If he
gave up now, all his effort would come to nothing not to mention the
land and building materials purchased. His anxiety about this crisis
was more intense than when his company went bankrupt.
Kim concentrated all his efforts on solving the problem in every possible way, even searching for a troubleshooter who could deal with the
situation with flexibility and deep knowledge of Saipan and the U.S.
After devoting considerable time and energy to the situation, Kim

Saipanese end-of-the-year talent show, 2000

succeeded in persuading the residents to consent to the construction.
The factory finally began its operation in late 1988, which marked the
start of the Saipanese era. Through these difficulties, Kim learned the
key to localization: he had to look at problems and solve them from
the residents’ perspective instead of his own. This realization has had
a great influence on his decisions and management since then.
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Management of Emotion from the Shop Floor and Fostering Global Talents
The subsidiary in Saipan owed its success largely to shop floor-oriented management and efficient administration of human resources.
The most challenging task in human management in Saipan was to
create a harmonious atmosphere among workers of various ethnicities which included Koreans, Chinese, Filipinos, and locals. Chairman
Kim tried to set a good example by memorizing the workers’ names
and showing attention to them, having meals together and starting conversations. The Korean staff later interacted with the foreign
workers with the same attitude.
Because almost all the workers in Saipan lived in the dormitories, the
bond between the workers was especially strong. Even under difficult
circumstances, Chairman Kim tried to unite the workers under the
common name “Hansae” regardless of race and ethnicity through athletic meets, jogging, and picnics. This was one of the invisible forces
that advanced Hansae’s growth.
Furthermore, Kim kept the doors of opportunities wide open for the
workers to experience the wide world and enhance their understanding of on-site production processes when even taking overseas business trips was difficult because of the expense or processing problems.
Instead of making the employees a passive part of a large organization, he encouraged them to create new tasks on their own initiative
and take responsibility for the organization.

Sustaining Growth with Insightful Decisions
In 1998, Hansae ventured into Nicaragua and secured a production
base in Central America. In 2000, the Saipanese factory alone made
over $100,000,000 in exports, and Hansae Co. left the KOSDAQ and
was re-listed on the Korea Stock Exchange. In the 2000s, Kim made
two big decisions: the advancement into Vietnam to expand its apparel export business and the acquisition of Yes24 to gain new growth
momentum.
Kim decided on Vietnam as a new growth base from several options
when Saipan began to lose its competitiveness due to wage increases.
He took into account global trends and many other types of information. In 2001, he acquired 300,000 square meters of land in the Cu Chi
district on the outskirts of Ho Chi Minh City. The construction was
completed in 2002, when the era of Vietnam truly began. Although
much risk was involved in the large-scale investment, Chairman
Kim’s decision hit the mark. Hansae enjoyed the advantage of venturing early into Vietnam. With careful investigation and keen insight
into the trends of the apparel industry, he made an excellent choice,
which laid the foundation for many years to come.

Kim meeting with the Prime Minister of Vietnam
Kim traveling with Vietnamese employees
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Chairman Kim tried to take over several domestic companies in the
same industry in the early 2000s to expand the existing business.
When it did not produce a satisfactory result, he changed direction
in 2003. He acquired Yes24 and secured a pathway into the online
distribution business. There were many dissenting opinions about an
apparel production company taking over an online bookstore. Kim
simply strived to get Yes24 to clear off its accumulated debts and
stand on its own feet because at first the nation’s first online bookstore showed only the outward appearance of business strength. In
2006, Hansae opened iSTYLE24, an online fashion shopping mall, and
expanded into e-business.

Growing into a Global Total Apparel Production Enterprise
When the U.S. quota system was abolished in 2005, Kim focused on
Guatemala and Nicaragua in Central America and Vietnam and Indonesia in Southeast Asia as the two axes of production. He tried to
enhance their productivity and management.
Chairman Kim paid attention to R&D from early on and did not hesitate to provide every support to it. He concluded that Hansae should
strengthen its ODM capacity over OEM by recruiting competent personnel and developing advanced techniques. That was the only way,
he reasoned, to increase competitiveness and get over the low-price
policy of the latecomers in the market. The world recession of 2008
brought about the concentration of orders on a few trustworthy companies of which Hansae was one. The continued increase in sales led
Hansae to grow into an apparel production company with techniques
and capacity on a world scale.
Kim’s boldness could be ascertained in the investment in woven wear
business. He believed that Hansae ought to strengthen its capacity as a
total apparel firm to produce both woven wear and knitwear in order
to evolve into a global total fashion and apparel business in the future.
He tried to inspire his staff to share his belief that someday it could be
realized, urged them to do their best, and continued to make investment. Woven wear business, after initial stagnation, began to show
signs of turning around and has grown exponentially since 2009.

HasaeYes24 donates books to the National Library of Vietnam, October 2009

Hansae has demonstrated that it can transform
the declining apparel industry into a global number one industry.
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Hansae Soaring to the World
In 2009, Chairman Kim Dongnyung established HansaeYes24 Holdings, which took charge of the investment and management of the
group. The holding company got ready to soar to the world on its two
wings, of Hansae, a B2B company based on apparel manufacturing,
and Yes24, a B2C e-business.
In 2011, the company accelerated launching its own brand by acquiring Dreamsco, which had the infants’ and children’s clothing brand
Curlysue. Recently, Hansae has also tried to expand its original
business by diversifying its buyers which were concentrated on largescale retail stores, department stores, and famous brands in the U.S.
When those focusing on the domestic market complained that the
clothing industry was in decline, Chairman Kim broadened his horizon and viewed the world from the perspective of “fashion.” Therefore, Hansae has taken the longer road over the past thirty years to
rise high as a global fashion enterprise.

With his staff Kim has communicated and mingled without reserve.
He has made generous contributions to the local communities where
Hansae has production bases. All of these factors reveal Chairman
Kim’s management philosophy which puts human trust before relentless business expansion and the pursuit of profit.
Chairman Kim’s management achievements have received much
recognition at home and abroad. In 2002, he received the “CEO of
the Year” award from the Society for Human Resource Management
(SHRM) in the U.S. for his efficient management of human resources
and considerate treatment of each employee at the Saipanese subsidiary. Other awards and recognition quickly followed such as the
“Grand Prize for Vision-Management CEO” (2004), the ”Grand Prize
for Korea’s Trusted CEO” (2007, 2008), and the “Forbes Global CEO
Award” (2010). He was also selected as one of the “100 CEOs of Korea”
by the Maeil Economy Newspaper in 2009 and chosen as one of the “40
People that Move the Korean Economy” by the Fortune Korea magazine in 2011.

Chairman Kim has promoted the overseas expansion of its Internet
shopping mall business with his online management experience and
know-how which he acquired while managing Yes24 and iSTYLE24.
Hansae launched the first overseas online shopping mall in Vietnam
in 2010, and one year later the second one in Indonesia. Hansae plans
to enter markets where e-commerce is beginning to burgeon. If the
company solidifies its footing in such places and expands into other
Southeast Asian countries, Yes24 has good reason to believe that it
will grow into an eBay or the Amazon of Asia someday.

Dreaming of Harmony and Mutual Growth in Asia
under the Name of Hansae
Chairman Kim is a practical person who prefers a simple and thrifty
lifestyle. Also, he has the virtue of a man of great character who is
respectful and considerate of others and is generous with his money
where it is needed. Since his early years, he has believed that a company should not make profits by cutting down the wages of the
workers. He has made it a rule to compensate employees on a par
with those of large enterprises and do so on time. Breaking the conventional practice in the business, he has also made cash payments
to subcontractors a basic policy and built the trust for mutual growth.
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Kim with foreign employees working at Hansae

Chairman Kim has promoted sharing and mutual growth through his
management of Hansae for over forty years. At the age of seventy, he
still leads an active life with his frequent trips to Hansae’s overseas
production bases. Often times he says, “Work is the most fun in the
world.” His passion is not much different from that of the young man
who started Hansae Trade Co. in 1975.
Chairman Kim Dongnyung is currently preparing for another act in
his life, one in which he will transcend his present managerial responsibilities. With the experience and know-how gained over decades as
the leader of Hansae, he hopes to establish a foundation for cultural
exchanges between Asian countries and contribute to their cooperation and mutual growth in the upcoming age of Asia. He is still roaming the world with his new dream.
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APPENDIXES
1. Current Executives

Yongbaek Lee, Vice-Chairman

KS Yoon, Executive Vice-President

Kyoung Kim, Senior Vice-President

The last thirty years have prepared a foothold for
the next fifty, nay, one hundred years. Let us go
forward with a great spirit for a hopeful tomorrow!

I would like to see the world’s top models wearing
dresses designed by Hansae, walking down the
runway, and attracting global attention in a fashion show held by Hansae in Korea on our fiftieth
anniversary.

Hansae’s future is a creation rather than an adjustment. Let us move forward without ceasing!
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Seokhoon Kim, Senior Vice-President

If the last thirty years were the history of Hansae
Co., the next thirty years will be the history of
“Hansae Group.”
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1. Current Executives

Fred Joo, Senior Vice-President

Julie Lee, Vice-President

Alex Aesun Kim, Vice-President

Chulho Kim, Vice-President

We will remain a company filled with vitality and
passion longing for a new possibility and opportunity. We will make Hansae immortal with our
indomitable power and will.

There will be no progress tomorrow without action
today. We achieve only as much as we think. Hansae’s future hangs on your passion and ability.
KEEP ON DREAMING, KEEP ON WALKING!!!

Sharing the joy created by the result of the thirty
year effort that has made Hansae the best apparel
company in Korea, I will take the initiative in leading it to be the best clothing company in the world.

I celebrate the last thirty years’ success and will
work hard to make an enterprise of the highest
order in the world.
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1. Current Executives

Chris Kong, Vice-President

Sukman Cha, Vice-President

Youngsoo Park, Vice-President

Shane Kim, Director

Hansae used to represent how the things happened, now Hansae represents what the value is.

I pray that Hansae will grow past its thirty years
into a substantial company that will celebrate its
three hundredth anniversary.

Congratulations on Hansae’s thirtieth anniversary! Hansae leads the world’s fashion; onward and
upward!

Hansae proudly stands as one of the best companies in the apparel industry after overcoming the
turbulent waves of the last thirty years. Let us make
a new history with a great vision and ambition.
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APPENDIXES
1. Current Executives

SY Jung, Director

Shirley Lee, Director

Ikwhan Kim, Director

Changgu You, Director

Hasae’s thirty years were a journey that created
something out of nothing. The next thirty years will
be a happy journey toward the best.

Sustainable Hansae!
In the era of unlimited competition, let us devote
all our energy for sustainable growth. It is based on
our spirit of challenge and social responsibility.

If we keep our passion, Hansae will remain eternally energetic and globally strong.

Congratulations on Hansae’s 30th anniversary of
providing thought leadership and global innovation in apparel business. Look forward to future
success for the next 10 decades as apparel enterprise through our creativity, strength & professionalism over the past 3 decades
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1. Current Executives

2. Sales
(unit: $1,000)

James Lee, Director

Truman Shin, Director

As we have done so far, we will try our best to satisfy customers through quality enhancement and
development of design & improved technology.
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I believe that Hansae with a far-sighted vision will
grow into a company loved as the brand with an
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1. Current Executives

2. Sales
(unit: $1,000)

James Lee, Director

Truman Shin, Director

As we have done so far, we will try our best to satisfy customers through quality enhancement and
development of design & improved technology.
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3. Buyers

KNIT

1982

1990

2000

Kmart
Gap/Old Navy
Sears
AEO
Wal mart
Target
Abercrombie&Fitch
NY&CO
NIKE
Mervyn’s
AERO
Pacsun
PINK
Oshkosh&Carter’s
Tommy Hilfiger
Kohl’s
Lane Bryant
Victoria’s Secret
Hanes
C.S.I
Gymboree
H&M
Esprit
Banana Republic
MUJI
The Children’s Place
Under Amour
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2010

2014

WOVEN

1982

1990

2000

2010

2014

Jones NY/Polo
Gap/Old Navy
Wal mart
Target
Kmart
Ann Tylor
AEO
NY&CO
Express
Justice
Limited
Kohl’s
DKNY
GIII
H&M
Gymboree
Zara
Mango
Andrew Marc
CATO
Guess
UNIQLO
JC Penny
Primark
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2011 Amelia Earhart

2014 Albert Einstein

2012 Ray Charles

2010 Ulysses S. Grant

2013 Helen Keller

2015 Maria Callas

2003 John F. Kennedy

2002 Abraham Lincoln

2005 Margaret Mitchell

2006 Isadora Duncan

2000

2004 Charles Augustus Lindbergh

2009 New York

2008 Ernest Hemingway

2007 Neil Armstrong

1998
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5. Overseas Subsidiaries and Factories

Vietnam
-Hansae Vietnam Co.,Ltd. (Established in 2001)
283,800 SQM | 10,000 Workers
-Hansae TN Co.,Ltd. (Established in 2005)
132,000 SQM | 5,000 Workers

Myanmar
-Myanmar Ayeyarwaddy MFG. Co.,Ltd.
(Established in 2013)
9,900 SQM | 900 Workers

-Hansae TG Co.,Ltd. (Established in 2010)
363,000 SQM | 4,000 Workers
-C&T VINA Co.,Ltd. (Established in 2006)
267,300 SQM | 400 Workers
-Hansae Hanoi Office (Established in 2009)

U.S.A

China
-Hansae Shanghai Sourcing Office
(Established in 2012)

-Costec International Co.,Ltd.
(Established in 2014)
14,190 SQM | 1,300 Workers

-Hansae Hochiminh Office (Established in 2013)

China

Guatemala
Nicaragua

U.S.A
-Hansae NY Design Center (Established in 2008)

Vietnam

Indonesia

Nicaragua
-Hansae International S.A. (Established in 1998)
99,000 SQM | 3,333 Workers

Indonesia
-PT.Hansae Indonesia Utama
(Established in 2005)
52,800 SQM | 4,000 Workers

Guatemala
-Hansae Pinula S.A (Established in 2005)
46,200 SQM | 900 Workers

-PT.Hansae Karawang Indonesia
(Established in 2006)
66,000 SQM | 2,000 Workers

-Hansae Global S,A (Established in 2009)
11,550 SQM | 700 Workers
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Myanmar

-Semarang Office (Established in 2014)
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6. Current Affiliated Companies

HansaeYes24 Holdings

HansaeYes24 Holdings with thirty years of experience and know-how takes responsibility for managing the apparel export company Hansae, the online
bookstore Yes24, the online shopping malls Yes24
Vietnam and Yes24 Indonesia, the character kids’
apparel company Dreamsco, and the online fashion
shopping mall iStyle24.
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Yes24 Vietnam, a pioneer online store and
shopping mall in Vietnam

Yes24 Indonesia,
a friend of 240 million Indonesians

Yes24 Vietnam has become the center of Vietnam’s
online market two years after its opening on March
24, 2010. The company offers the best services and
products and is rapidly growing as an online shopping mall.

The second overseas affiliated company was established in November 2011, in Jakarta, Indonesia,
which has the 4th highest population in the world.
Yes24 Indonesia shares the dream of Yes24.

Hansaedreams, a specialized kids’ apparel
company

iSTYLE 24, a new paradigm of fashion
and beauty

Hansaedreams is a company specializing in baby
clothes and children’s wear with its brand CurLysue and Moimoln. The company has over two
hundred domestic stores in shopping malls including Homeplus, New Core, 2001 Outlet, and some
branches of Lotte Mart in cities across the country.
Centering around the Shanghai office, Hansaedreams runs over 100 stores throughout China, a
number that is increasing.

Starting as a domestic fashion shopping mall in
2006, iStyle24 provides the products of 1,800 brands
in eleven categories to more than 2 million customers. The company is leading fashion culture by
holding various cultural events and providing the
latest information on fashion and beauty through
its fashion webzine Snap.

Yes24, Korea’s number one online bookstore

Launched as Korea’s first online bookstore on April
1, 1999, Yes24 sells over forty million books at reasonable prices and quickly delivers them to nine
million customers every year. The company offers
various cultural events and meetings to enhance
customers’ satisfaction.
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2001 - 2006

7. Timeline

1972 - 2000
1972

12

Hansae Trade Co. Ltd. established

1976

09

Seongnam factory constructed

1982

11

Hansae Co. Ltd. established

1985

04

Incheon factory purchased

1986

00
11

Saipan Kyungsuh, the first overseas subsidiary, established
University graduates recruited in an open competition for the first time

1991

00
04

Business with Levi’s and Gap started
Saipan New Star, the second Saipanese subsidiary, acquired

1992

07

Korea tour started for outstanding employees of overseas subsidiaries

1993

00
05

Hansae listed on the curb market, then the KOSDAQ in 1996
Annual overseas travel started for long-serving employees and
their families

1996

03
03

Saipan AmPac, the third Saipanese subsidiary, established
Overseas training for new recruits started

1998

07
07

Business with AEO started
ESPERANZA S.A., Nicaraguan subsidiary, acquired

1999

00
01
05
08

Business with Walmart started
Business with Abercrombie & Fitch started
Business with Target started
First IR held in Saipan

00

A single factory in Saipan made $100 million in exports
Listed on the Korea Stock Exchange

2000

216

2001

03
04
09

VN, the first Vietnamese subsidiary, established
AMC Award received—2000 Outstanding Performance
Business with Kohl’s started

2002

02
04
05

Li & Fung--Valued Business Partner of the Year 2002 awarded
Target 2001 Vendor Award of Excellence received
Chairman Kim Dongnyung honored with “The Manager of the Year”
award by the SHRM
Guatemalan office opened
New woven wear factory built in the VN complex
Fourth IR held in Vietnam

09
10
10
2003

Appendixes

00
00
01
02
02
05
09
10

2004

00
03
05

Business with OshKosh started
Business with Jones New York, Gap, and Old Navy started
in woven wear
Target 2002 Vendor Award of Excellence received
Big Export Award by the Korean Apparel Industry Association received
First picnic held in the VN complex
Yes24 acquired
Scholarships delivered to high schools in the Cu Chi district by VN
10 First athletic meet held in the VN complex

09
10
11

Vertical fabric production begun in Guatemalan factory
Job fair held by the People’s Council of the Cu Chi district, Vietnam
Chairman Kim honored with the “Vision Management CEO” award
by the Korea Economic Daily
First conference with subcontractors held
Fourth Hansae & Yes24 joint IR held in Vietnam
Qingdao Hansae, China subsidiary, established

2005

02
05
06
08
09

TN, the second Vietnamese subsidiary, established
Business with Aeropostale started
Medical fees donated to Vietnamese children with heart disease
Hansae Indonesia Utama, on Indonesian subsidiary, established
Hansae Guatemala, a Guatemalan subsidiary, established

2006

10
11
11

Hansae-Nicaragua honored with Nicaragua Export Award
Karawang, the second Indonesian subsidiary, established
iStyle24 opened
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2010 - 2012

7. Timeline

2010

01
01
04
07
08
10
11
11
11
12

Business with Hong Kong Charming Shop started
Relief aid to Haiti delivered
Eighth U.S. training program conducted in New York
First undergraduate overseas volunteer corps dispatched to Vietnam
Chairman Kim chosen as “2010 Global CEO of Korea” by Forbes
NYbH, Hansae’s own brand, launched
Kids’ division awarded Kohl’s Trophy
Hansae selected for “Korea’s 500 Companies” by Fortune Korea
TG, the third Vietnamese subsidiary, established
Chairman Kim honored with “2011 Personage that Led Korea’s
Economy” award by Fortune Korea

2011

03
03

2010 Carter’s Factory OQL 5 Banner Award received
Vice-Chairman Lee Yongbaek received “Korea’s Creative Management”
award by Joongang Sunday
Business with H&M started
Chairman Kim chosen for “Socially Responsible Manager”
award by Choseon Weekly
Kohl’s Vendor Fair Excellent Vendor Trophy awarded for junior division
Hansae chosen as “Korean Hidden Champion Fostering Business”
by the Export and Import Bank of Korea
Vice-Chairman Lee received “2011 Digital Management Innovation”
award from Maeil Business Newspaper
Dreamsco acquired
Chairman Kim selected for the second time as “Global CEO of Korea”
by Forbes
Vice-Chairman Lee received “2011 Korean Global CEO” award
from Joongang Newspaper
Kohl’s Vendor Fair Best Vendor Trophy awarded for children’s wear
Chairman Kim selected as “2011 Personage that Moved Korean
Economy” by Fortune

2007 - 2009
2007

00
04
05
06
08
12
12

2008

03
04
05
05
06
07
08
09
12

2009

01
02
07
10
10
10
11
12
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Walmart “Supplier of the Year 2007” award received
Target Partner Award of Excellence received (every year until 2011)
Cambo Hansae, a Cambodian subsidiary, established
Chairman Kim honored with the “Most Trusted CEO in Korea” award
by the Hankook Newspaper
Business with Pink started
VN made $100 million in exports
First export headquarters reached $100 million in business

04
04

VN awarded minister’s prize by the Korean Ministry of
Knowledge Economy
Chairman Kim selected for “Korea’s 100 CEOs of 2008” by the Maeil
Business Newspaper
Walmart GP “Supplier of the Year” award received
New York office opened
Qingdao Hansae donated relief aid to Sichuan earthquake victims
Chairman Kim awarded “Korea’s Global CEO” by Hankook Newspaper
Business with Tommy Hilfiger started
Chosen as a powerful mid-sized company
Chairman Kim awarded “Korean CEO Grand Prix” by Korea CEO
Research Forum
Hansae divided into HansaeYes24 Holdings, Ltd., a holding company
and Hansae Co. Ltd., an operating company
Chairman Kim honored with “Korea’s Creative CEO-Value
Management” award by the Joongang Newspaper
Qingdao subsidiary closed
Business with DKNY Jeans started
Business with Victoria’s Secret started
The tenth Holdings & Hansae & Yes24 joint IR held in Vietnam
Hanoi office opened in Vietnam
First conference with overseas subsidiary subcontractors held

Appendixes

06
06
07
08
08
09
11
12

2012

02
04
05
07
10

Business with JCP started in woven wear
Chairman Kim honored with “The Best Manager” award by Forbes
Clothes donated on Children’s Day in Indonesia
Vice-Chairman Lee honored with “2012 Korea’s Global CEO”
award by Forbes
Shanghai office opened in China
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Editors’ Postscript

May the thirtieth anniversary open up a more vibrant future for Hansae!
The compilation of The Thirty-Year History of Hansae Co. Ltd. was a challenging task.
We had to collect a tremendous amount of data for several months on what the company went through during the past three decades. It was at the same time a very sobering
and rewarding experience to look back on the history of the company in its entirety and
reawaken and share its persistent enterprising spirit.
Riding the time machine of The Thirty-Year History, the team could look at all the
grooves and crevices from the birth and growth of the company to its current state. We
had a delightful and meaningful journey, through which we came to realize that every
step of the road trodden by Hansae laid the groundwork for its present and the future
growth into one of the best companies in the world.
The initial stage of an overseas venture posed many obstacles and hurdles which
Hansae eventually triumphed over. The management and employees have created the
distinctive culture of Hansae and overcame differences in language, culture, and labor
environment. They have laid the solid foundation on which the company rests today.
The Thirty-Year History of Hansae Co.,Ltd. will be a precious memento for those who
have worked for the company for a long time, and will work, we hope, as a valuable
guide for the newly employed to familiarize themselves with the growth of “global
Hansae.”
The thirty-year history of Hansae is also the history of the development of the Korean
textile industry. The fact that the future of Hansae will be the future of the Korean textile
industry adds new meaning to the publication of this book.
We thank you all, especially the overseas staff who helped collect data, the HansaeYes24
Holdings family and the general affairs team of Hansae Co. who dug up old boxes from
the Incheon factory and searched for valuable materials, Jang Yunjeong who wrote the
manuscript with information not always sufficient, Go Jungpil who took impressive
photos, and the staff members of Unique Plus for their hard work. We are also grateful
to the executives and staff for their unconditional support with their interviews, photos,
suggestions and comments.
We present The Thirty-Year History of Hansae Co. Ltd. to all the people of Hansae who
have made the company what it is with their sweat and toil.
The Thirty-Year History of Hansae Co. Ltd. Compilation Task Force Team
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Holdings family and the general affairs team of Hansae Co. who dug up old boxes from
the Incheon factory and searched for valuable materials, Jang Yunjeong who wrote the
manuscript with information not always sufficient, Go Jungpil who took impressive
photos, and the staff members of Unique Plus for their hard work. We are also grateful
to the executives and staff for their unconditional support with their interviews, photos,
suggestions and comments.
We present The Thirty-Year History of Hansae Co. Ltd. to all the people of Hansae who
have made the company what it is with their sweat and toil.
The Thirty-Year History of Hansae Co. Ltd. Compilation Task Force Team
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